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Spatial flux profiles were calculated in idealized,

optically-thin ( 1 mfp) cell systems using integral

transport theory. Numerical accuracy improvement and

convergence efficiency in computing these spatial flux

profiles was the primary concern. Toward these ends, kernel

volume-averaging techniques for curvilinear cell systems, a

reflective angular-dependent edge source boundary condition

for optically-thin cell systems and an iterative heuristic

convergence method were developed.

To the optically-thin cell systems (slab, cylindrical,

and spherical), an angular-dependent edge source boundary

condition (equivalent to a Double -PN (Pm) boundary

condition) was applied to improve the flux profile shape and

disadvantage factor. The spatial flux profile is composed

of the volume-source flux profile (black-body boundary

condition) plus a normalized flux from an edge source. The

edge source represents a reflecting boundary by reinserting



neutrons that leak from the cell under the more easily

computed black-body conditions. For an optically-thick

system (greater than a few mfp's), an isotropic edge flux

(zero current boundary condition or
co
P ) is sufficient to

produce an accurate flux profile. However, in an

optically-thin system, the zero current boundary condition

begins to break down and a "dip" in the flux profile near

the cell edge and a reduced moderator flux are observed.

The anisotropy of the volume-source leakage is assumed to be

poorly represented by a re-entrant isotropic edge flux.

In order to "correct" the flux profile, the angular

moments of the volume-source leakage neutrons can be more

accurately approximated by two or more edge sources of

different angular emission distributions. However, complete

matchup of the angular moments of the volume-source leakage

neutrons to the re-entrant edge source neutrons would result

in the undesireable mirror boundary condition for

curvilinear systems subject to the classical "ray effect"

(overestimation of the disadvantage factor). Thus, the

diffuse few-moment condition (i.e. the P
11

or an isotropic

edge flux and cosine-directed edge flux combination) that

was developed seems to be an accurate and workable

compromise between the inaccuracies of the simple

zero-current boundary condition
(P oo)

and those of a "mirror

reflecting" system.
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An Integral Transport Theory Boundary Condition

Applied to Close-Packed Lattice Cells and

Investigations on a Heuristic Flux Convergence Method

1. INTRODUCTION

A major concern in Light Water Reactor (LWR) analysis is

the determination of the spatial and angular distribution of

the thermal neutron flux or density in the lattice cell.

The neutron distributions can be predicted accurately by the

neutron transport equation often called the Boltzmann

equation. However, because of the complex nature of the

transport equation, approximate solutions are commonly

attempted. For example, the diffusion theory approximation,

which is readily applicable to the "pin cell" problem, is

based on the supposition that the angular flux is well

approximated by the P1 approximation:

0D, =

(Do (r) 3

41T

where I' is the spatial coordinate, TI is the unit
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vector indicating the neutron direction, t (1.) the total

flux density at J(E) the neutron current density at f

and (1)(5,31 ) the neutron flux at as a function of the

solid angle n . However, physical systems involving

adjacent regions of strongly varying neutron absorption

cross sections, such as the pin cell, often times require

higher order angular harmonics to describe the total and

angular flux more precisely.

The general theory used to describe neutron

distributions in space and angle is called neutron transport

theory. The basis of this theory can be expressed in the

integro-differential form of the time-independent,

monoenergetic Boltzmann equation:

.71)(7,1i) z()(D(PX) = Q(P,n) r.,MEs(t)*Inc-1=The'

(1.2)

where Q(f, -6) is an independent neutron source, E(r) the

total neutron cross section,
s
(f) the scattering cross

section and P( ) the normalized probability that a

neutron scattered from the direction 31" will be scattered

into the direction 11 .

Several methods have been developed to solve the

Boltzmann equation:
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(1) Spherical Harmonics method
1

: This method expands the

angular dependence of the flux, (I) (f, ) in terms of the

spherical harmonics of the angular variables 2
. For the

slab case with isotropic scattering the expansion would be:

=

where 1.1 = cos e

(x)Pz(u) (1.3)

and P
2
is the Legendre polynomial of order 2 .

A series of coupled differential equations can then be

derived for the expansion coefficients (Dz(x) making use of

the orthogonality of the angular functions. The first two

terms of the harmonic expansion represent the total flux

0(r) and the current J(1-.) respectively, i.e. the P1

expansion (diffusion theory approximation).

3
(2) S

N
method : This method divides the global angular

distribution of the neutron flux into a specific number (N)

of discrete directions. The transport equation then becomes

a system of N coupled linear equations with the angular flux

in these directions as variables. Neutron directions can be

carefully picked to correspond to the Gauss quadrature base

points for example, so that the required angular derivatives

and integrals are well represented.
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(3) Monte Carlo Method4 : This method is a statistical

method based on the probability of interaction per unit

length of neutron travel. Types of interactions, path

lengths and scattering angles are sampled randomly from the

distribution of physical possibilities for each neutron

collision. Individual neutrons are followed or tracked

through the system in this way until an absorption event or

leakage occurs. Track lengths (flux) are calculated between

each collision and stored as a function of position. A

large number of neutron histories are usually required to

obtain meaningful statistical results.

(4) Integral Transport method5 : This method completely

eliminates the angular dependence of the flux by integrating

the Boltzmann equation over all solid angles to obtain:

(DM = [Q(P) + Es()(1)(t7411 K(F.,P)dr# (1.4)

where O(f) is the total flux density at r, Q(i-') is the

total source strength at rc and Kre,f1 is the transport

kernel or the probability that a neutron born or scattered

at point it-will arrive at point f uncollided. Because the

angular variable is completely removed in the integral

method, the integral method is dimensionally simpler than
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the previously mentioned methods. Therefore, it is a

natural method for complex geometric problems. Note that if

a particular angular distribution is desired, it can be

retrieved by putting the function back into the rhs of the

intego-differential Boltzmann equation and solved for the

angular distribution by direct quadrature. The integral

transport method has found wide application in the treatment

of close-packed lattice cells6 . Anisotropic scattering can

7
readily be incorporated into the integral formulation by

expanding the kernel to include the scattering function,

6=-4 ). Simple functions have been used to model the

anisotropic scattering probability function
8

.

The integral equation (eqn. 1.4) is a Fredholm equation

of the second kind (Hilbert-Schmidt type) 9
. Analytical

solutions to these equations are rarely possible, except in

special cases10,11.

Instead, numerical solutions are possible by successive

substitution approximations1243 To obtain a numerical

solution for the integral equation, the system is first

divided up into N finite volume elements, dVi about r1. In

each volume element, the flux is assumed to be a constant

and an average over the volume element by virtue of the

Integral Mean Value Theorem14 and reaction cross sections

are taken to be constant in each volume element. The

assumption of a constant and an average flux in each finite

volume element amounts to volume-averaging the kernels over
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the acceptor finite volume element t'a) and the emitter

finite volume element (r). Volume-averaging of the kernels

prevents kernel singularities in the cases of f = t'and

gives a better numerical estimate of the kernel between and

through the particular finite volume elements. For systems

in which the kernel function, K(t.,in is a rapidly varying

function (i.e. optically-thin systems), volume-averaging

would be most beneficial.

Thus, eqn. (1.4) can be transformed with a single,

direct integration into the numerical analog form:

j
. .

[Qj + Z
1 Sj j (1.5)

where the j index corresponds to the V variable and the i

index the e variable. With the use of matrix notation, eqn.

(1.5) can be written as:

where,

cr) = K [C) + fs(31 (1.6)

(t)N

q1

qN
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K

kk
11 lN

k
N1 kNN

E sl 0

0

N

0

0

0 ZsN
-

The solution to eqn. (1.6) can be written:

(T) = T Kos 1-1 RI (1.7)

However, this solution method requires a matrix inversion

operation involving the transport kernel, K. The transport

matrix contains all non-zero elements. The majority of

these elements are quite small, especially the elements

furthest from the diagonal. The large number of small

elements and a very small determinant value characterize the

. 15transport matrix as an "ill-conditioned" matrix , not

readily amenable to inversion. High numerical precision

and/or a small number of regions are required to invert the

transport matrix accurately. The diffusion matrix analog

would be the same size as the transport matrix, but since it

is basically tridiagonal, it is readily invertible by

standard methods16 , a feature that will be exploited when we
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explore heuristic methods for flux convergence.

An alternative method to the inversion process is the

Neumann series solution method. This method is essentially

a collision-by-collision process. The uncollided flux is

repeatedly scattered until it completely disappears from the

system by leakage or absorption. The solution or total

flux, 4(f), is then obtained by the summation of all the

uncollided fluxes from the initial source and every

scattering collision thereafter. Formally, the matrix

inverse in eqn. (1.7) can be expanded as follows:

{ 1-1 y
+ KZ

s
. (1.8)

Mathematically, each term in the series corresponds to the

uncollided flux remaining from the previous uncollided flux

acting as the new source. Initially, the vector 16 in eqn.

(1.7) is taken as the first uncollided flux in the system,

symbolically written 30 . The first uncollided flux, $0

times Z
s

then becomes the new source for the iterant

first-flight flux ZI;1 , where (31= ifs% . Each new iterant

represents the remaining uncollided flux from the previous

scattering collision.

Hence,
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$ = $

n=0

(1.9)

when $
n

is sufficiently small, the series has converged.

Rapid convergence (small n) of the Neumann series solution

corresponds mathematically to the largest eigenvalue or

spectral radius 17 of the matrix KE
s
being much less than

1. Physically, this corresponds to systems in which, (1)

the scattering cross section is relatively small compared to

the total cross section (high absorption) and (2) the

optical thickness is on the order of only a few mfp's (high

leakage). Typically, an LWR pin cell system will converge

quite rapidly, especially when acceleration techniques are

implemented. The computer code, THERMOS
18

utilizes the

above collision-by-collision method (Neumann series

solution) supplemented by an effective acceleration

technique called the Normalized Extrapolated Gauss (NEG).

The Neumann series solution method is similar to

another method used for correcting approximate solutions.

Starting with $
o as some approximate solution, the sequence

of $
n

derived from

$n = R fs$
n-1

+ (1.10)

will approach the correct solution $ if the Neumann series

converges.
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The heuristic method in this study, originally proposed

by Gale Young of Clinton Laboratories (now ORNL) in the

1940's, was developed to increase the flux convergence rate

relative to other successive approximations methods. The

heuristic method, like the Neumann series solution method,

the synthetic flux method36, and the method of approximate

inverses51, is an attempt to circumvent the problem of

inverting the matrix in eqn. (1.8). These methods are all

iterative in nature and with the exclusion of the Neumann

series solution methods, utilize the more readily invertible

diffusion matrix in place of the transport matrix inverse.

The unique feature of the heuristic method is that the

matrix inverse in eqn. (1.7) is heuristically approximated.

The approximated inverse is used to calculate a residual

source between the initial and the iterant flux. The

residual source is then used in the diffusion equation to

obtain a residual flux profile. The residual flux is added

to the initial flux profile and the process is repeated. If

the heuristic inverse approximation is good, the residual

source shrinks rapidly with each successive iteration as

does the residual flux. The solution can be converged to

the desired limits of accuracy. Heuristics are defined to

be any device by which a reasonable, inexact solution may be

found to a problem through drastic simplification-a rule of

thumb or pattern of actiod-9 . Heuristic "devices" were

fabricated to approximate the matrix inverse in eqn. (1.8)
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for the residual source calculation. The initial "devices"

tested were simple. Some were quickly discarded, others

were retained for their positive characteristics and used as

a development basis. For heuristic creation, many

possibilities and combinations existed. A sample of

possible operators used in the heuristic inverse
= ==

construction were R, 'Cs , I-K , (I- ad , etc

These operators were pieced together into algebraic

equations in attempt to describe the matrix inverse in eqn.

(1.8), such as:

[ I - ICES 1-1 x [ $1 - - Es [ $1 (To

The test results showed that even a simple heuristic like:

[ - .1-1 [
ICES

was quite effective.

There was no a priori reason to believe that an

effective heuristic inverse approximation in one problem

would work in another. However, the slab non-multiplying

medium with a centrally-located source provided a heuristic

(slightly modified) which proved readily applicable to the

slab cell problem. The versatility of the heuristic method

and the heuristic inverse approximations could easily be

applied to higher dimensional slab, cylindrical and

spherical cell systems, and they were extended to these
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systems.

Another difficulty in the calculation of the spatial

and angular flux lies in the actual geometry of the reactor

lattice. The lattice is square and can be broken down into

identical subsystems called unit cells. Ideally, each unit

cell consists of a square moderator region with a centrally

located cylindrical fuel element, both of "infinite" axial

length. Since the unit cells are identical and assumed to

be separate entities, a mirror reflection boundary condition

around the perimeter of the square moderator region is used

to reflect leakage neutrons back into the cell. A cross

sectional view of the unit cell is shown in Figure 1.1

below.

MODERATOR

Figure 1.1 Cross sectional view of a typical
square unit cell (LWR).

However, in order to apply above the calculational methods
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(Monte Carlo excluded), the square unit cell must be

approximated by a cylindrical equivalent cell (pin cell)

known as the Wigner-Seitz cell approximation 20
. The actual

square boundary in the unit cell is assumed to be well

approximated by a cylindrical boundary, with the volume of

the unit cell conserved in the cylindrical equivalent pin

cell. Further simplification replaces the low absorption

cladding with moderator and the gap with fuel. The

transformation is shown below in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2 Transformation of the simplified
unit cell into the cylindrical cell
equivalent (equivalent pin cell).

The equivalent pin cell geometry considered in this

work has been modeled after the LWR Standard 17x17

Westinghouse Lattice (see,Appendix A). The equivalent pin

cell dimensions are on the order of a mean free path (mfp)

and less (i.e. optically-thin).
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It was mentioned that, in the actual square lattice

cell (unit cell), the mirror boundary condition was the

logical choice for the reflection or return of the leakage

neutrons. The Monte Carlo method applied to the unit cell

can accurately and easily model the mirror reflective

boundary condition (Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3 A Neutron in the square lattice cell
(unit cell) will eventually strike
the fuel region

However, because the Wigner-Seitz equivalent pin cell

is physically different than the square unit cell, it cannot

utilize the mirror reflective boundary condition accurately,

i.e. the angular distribution of the reentrant neutrons is

misrepresented by a mirror boundary condition. The mirror

boundary condition applied to equivalent pin cells,

especially optically-thin cell systems, generally results in

the undesirable classical "ray effect". The "ray effect" is

the result of neutrons striking the cell boundary at

particular angles and never entering the fuel region,
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continuing indefinitely around the moderator region until a

collision takes place. See Figure 1.4 below.

Figure 1.4 An indefinite neutron path in the
equivalent pin cell can lead to the
classical "ray effect"

An opposite problem arises from neutrons passing through the

fuel region on first flight, which can never avoid the fuel

on reflection. Generally, the result is an overestimated

flux in the moderator and an increase in the disadvantage

factor 21
.

Because the Wigner-Seitz equivalent pin cell lacks a

definitive boundary condition on the outer cell edge and the

mirror boundary condition does not apply, alternative

boundary conditions are necessary. The general approach is

to make the boundary reflector more diffuse. For example, a

neutron incident on the boundary may be reflected back into

the cell in an isotropic distribution (see Figure 1.5).

These boundary conditions are referred to as "white"

boundaries.
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Figure 1.5 An "isotropic" or "white" boundary condition
for the equivalent pin cell.

Another method utilizes a purely scattering third

region around the ce1122. The THERMOS code utilizes such a

scheme to replace the mirror reflection on the equivalent

cell boundary. The third region was composed of a heavy

scatterer or a homogenized cell mixture. The result was a

more diffuse boundary reflection and a better thermal

disadvantage factor in agreement with more accurate Monte

Carlo method calculations. THERMOS invokes the diffuse

characteristics of the third region boundary condition by

the addition of a complicated "equivalent geometric factor"22

va
to the vacuum boundary or black-body kernels, Knk

c
. See

eqn.(1.11) below, where Knk represents the reflective

boundary corrected kernels.

4AV
k

1
S
b

*
= K

vacKnk
nk

N

E
Kvac [ 7 Kvac

m nm nk
m=1

1 A [ 1

N N

V .Z .( 1 z vac
)J J Z i

j=1 Z=1
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where,
A = albedo
V

k
= volume of the kth ring per unit length

S
b
= the surface area per unit length of the
outer boundary.

The Monte Carlo reference code CYSMOD, and the SN reference

code SPHERE1, developed in this study utilize a third region

composed of a purely scattering material ( E = 10.0 cm' and

a thickness of 0.1 cm) in place of the mirror reflection

boundary to eliminate the "ray effect".

An alternative integral transport boundary condition to

that of THERMOS is presented in this study and is termed the

angular-dependent edge source boundary condition. This

alternative boundary condition method would be applicable to

both curvilinear and non-curvilinear geometry systems in

which the cell dimensions are optically-thin (on the order

of a mfp). This new boundary condition method utilizes

external neutron edge sources placed on the outer cell

boundary that re-inject or compensate for black-body leakage

neutrons from the cell's volume source. Each edge source is

given a different angular emission distribution (multiples

of 11 ) and each will induce a unique flux profile in the

cell system. The amount of each flux to be added to the

black-body or volume-source flux profile is based on the

black-body leakage angular moments. The method is similar

in concept to the Double P N (P NN ) approximation24 in which

neutron directions are split into two directional half
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ranges namely, the inward direction (-1 < u < 0) and the

outward direction (0 < u < 1). The angular moments from

these two directional half ranges are then appropriately

equated at the cell outer boundary and in effect produce a

reflective boundary condition. For example, the case

involving two angular moments; (1) the zeroth order flux

moment (isotropic flux) and (2) the first order flux moment

(current) is essentially the P
11

boundary condition.

The black-body leakage of optically thick systems (i.e.

the edge finite volume element is a few mfp's thick) can

accurately be "reflected" by a single isotropic edge source.

To obey the zero-current boundary conservation condition25,

the source neutrons must be cosine-corrected upon entry.

The problem becomes more complex with optically-thin

cell systems, such as the LWR Standard Westinghouse 17x17

Lattice equivalent pin cell. The isotropic edge source

reflection and the "transport effect "26on the black-body

flux profile become significant, especially as the system

volume become smaller and smaller. Even for the

optically-thick systems, if the finite volume elements are

less than 0.2 mfp, the transport effect can be observed as a

slight "dip" in the flux in the finite volume element on the

outer cell edge. The "dip" thickness is on the order of the

optically-thin systems discussed here.

Construction of the total flux profile for an

optically-thin cell system by the method used for
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sufficiently thick systems, i.e. the addition of the

black-body or volume-source flux profile and normalized flux

induced by a single isotropic edge source, results in a

reduced moderator flux with a "dip" in the flux profile at

the edge when compared to reference flux profiles calculated

by the SN and Monte Carlo methods. This phenomena was

observed in all three cell system geometries with reflecting

outer regions, namely, the infinite slab, the infinite

cylinder (pin cell), and sphere. The flux profile would of

course then be overestimated in the fuel region and the

disadvantage factor underestimated. The reason for the

"dip" and reduced moderator flux is attributed to a poor

representation of the angular distribution of the re-entrant

neutrons returning from the black-body or volume-source

leakage neutrons. This is because the solution to a typical

black-body boundary condition problem is not analytic as the

boundary is approached.

Correction of this "dip" and reduced moderator flux

became a central theme in this study and resulted in the

development of a new integral transport theory boundary

condition applicable to optically-thin cell systems. This

new boundary condition has been termed the angular-dependent

edge source boundary condition and is described in detail in

Chapter 4 for the three basic geometry cell systems.



2. NEUTRON TRANSPORT THEORY

2.1 Background

20

The theory used to describe neutron transport is

similarly applicable to a variety of other transport

processes encountered in physics27, such as the penetration

of X-rays and Y-rays through matter, radiative transfer and

radiative equilibrium in stellar atmospheres, cosmic ray

showers, etc The main difference lies in the

collision laws for the various processes.

Although radiative transport theory provided the basis

upon which the neutron transport theory developed,

applications for neutron transport required greater

generality. The generality had to do with the geometry and

heterogeneity of the system. For example, a stellar

atmosphere can usually be idealized as a semi-infinite half

slab of homogeneous composition, whereas nuclear reactor

cores and assemblies are of finite size and shape (slab,

cylindrical and spherical) and do not necessarily have

homogeneous material compositions. The advent of nuclear

reactors and their development has greatly broadened the

scope of neutron transport theory and transport theory in

general.
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2.2 Neutron Transport Equation28

The application of the neutron transport equation and

its solution are the main concern of this study. In this

section a brief derivation of the general neutron transport

equation will be presented, and in the following section

(2.3) a formulation of the integral transport equation.

The neutron transport equation is simply an expression

for the conservation of neutrons in an element of phase

space (dVdEdtdQ ).

a

An elemental volume in phase space located at

(f, S2 ,E,t) about (r+dr,T1 +1:1S2 ,E+dE,t+dt) will contain a

probable number of neutrons defined as N(1*, ,E,t)dVdS2 dEdt.

Neutrons appear in the elemental phase space volume by:

(i) Independent volume sources which contribute

neutrons at a rate:
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Q(f,r2 ,E,t)dVdS2cIE

(ii) In-scattering: neutrons of energy other than

E which are scattered into the energy range dE about E from

all directions -6' into CI about d St contribute neutrons

at a rate:

/ES )* vIN(r,E,Q1,t)

Neutrons are lost from the elemental phase space volume by:

(iii) Collisions, which result in loss of neutrons

from the element of phase space at a rate:

E ("1-,E)vN(F, r2 ,E,t)dVd S2 dE

(iv) Streaming: the net number of neutrons

transported out of the volume element without collision per

unit time is given by

-Si grad vN(f, S2 ,E,t)dVdS2 dEr
where grad is the gradient taken with respect to the

variable.

The conservation of neutrons in the phase space element
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requires:

(net rate of change) = (rate of gain)-(rate of loss)

Substitution of (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) into the above

equation leads to:

311(1'.',TT,E,t) = Q(F',?2,E,t) + fdrid2'.E s
(7,0*

"H"

P(r.,E; E,n ) v'N(r,E1',E:t) Zrr',E)vrI(i.,12 ,E,t)

6.gradr vN(r',n,E,t) (2.1)

or, in terms of the neutron flux and using shorthand

notation in which independent variables are not explicitly

stated,

1 a(I)7 at Q
dE' I dS2'EsPc1) rgradrcl)

(2.2)

This is the general neutron transport equation

(Boltzmann equation) expressed in the time, energy, angular

and spatial variables. It is a linear first-order partial

differential-integral equation.

2.3 Integral Transport Equation

An equivalent, but modified, Boltzmann equation has the
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form of a single integral equation for isotropic scattering.

For the anisotropic scattering case (not considered in this

study), one generates a set of coupled integral equations

for as many "moments" of the flux as there are scattering

expansion terms. It is possible to perform the integral

transformation by at least three methods. The first method

makes use of the method of characteristics29 , the second a

point-to-point conservation30 of neutrons isotropically

-
scattered at r and attenuated through the medium from r to

r, and the third involves a slight reformulation of the

Boltzmann equation and direct integration over the angular

variable31.

The third method begins with the neutron transort

equation in the form of eqn. (2.1). First, the following

simplications are necessary to obtain the time-independent,

monoenergetic Boltzmann equation:

(i) time independence--meaning steady-state or

equilibrium conditions have been achieved in the system.

(ii) all neutrons are assumed to belong to a

specific energy group (constant energy)

(iii) uniform material cross sections across

particular regions of the problem volume and constant

average cross sections over the neutron energy range,
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E = E (I") and Zs =
s

(iv) isotropic source, 0(7)

(v) isotropic scattering of neutrons

-n) = 1-7 -T

With these simplications the general neutron transport

equation is reduced to:

12gradr (1)(7:,S1) + Z(t..)(1)(?, C2) = Zs(-r')(1)(T'',71')dn' + ws..)

(2.3)

The first term in eqn. (2.3) is essentially the

directional derivative of the flux in the direction 31 . If

a particular ray of flux is chosen in the direction n :

as.

O

the first term in eqn. 2.3 may then be written as:

dO(i":,r2)

dZ

where t is a dimensional coordinate along the ray.



The Boltzmann equation can now be written as:

-dr
d(1)(7,2) z(r)1)(7,,r-i)

Es(i'')(D(F,TndsY + 0(17)

26

( 2 . 4 )

Integration along the ray t and use of an integrating factor

gives:

(1)(T:t-,19:),
eEQ

Qvd Es(i'
(2.5)

If k = 0 is assumed to be a point on a black-body boundary,

then cl) ( 24=0) = 0:

Homogeneous Systems:

(1)(r"v-fiz)
e Z(Z-4 dt'

47r

Inhomogeneous Systems:

(1)(-r-z,Tit)

fz9: z(
d z

dk
471-

Q(r2) + Es(rt

(2. 6 )

,S.2)dS2

(2.7)

These equations imply that the flux at in the Tit

direction is made up of neutrons which appear in the

direction S2 at all other positions, t each multiplied

by the attenuation factor, exp(- E( Z-t)), and summed.
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Integrating over d S2 and noting:

(DR) = DCr,Ti)d2 = total flux (2.8)

cl)(1") =

gives,

e-E(2..-2) di-

4.11-
Q(r9) + Es (r-'2,-)4)(72,-)

where r( Se) = -f( i=0) +

Q = SZ ( )

dS2 = dS
-

1)(-r') =

dSZ d i = dV

dSd 2, = dV = dr

e
-Zi2.(f-17.1

. dr'
47.(2.-94- Q(9 Es(1:14)(;')

(2.9)

(2.10)

Examination of the limits of integration shows that

when is taken from zero to 2., V is taken from the surface

to r along the

over r considers

Otherwise, the

Finally,

t.(7.) =

direction

only T2-

-

integration

e -171

SZ .

such

-

would

dr'

Specifically,

f
Q(r)

the integration

that:

= - 2.' (2.11)

be over all space.

+ z (?).1)(7."-)] (2.12)Orr F-F'l
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In general, to account for the inhomogeneities that might

arise in physical systems, the exponent in eqn (2.12) must be

replaced with an optical path length along the line joining

and (i. e. Jr E(e)(12,- ).

2."

Equation (2.12) is an exact expression for the flux at

F, under the assumptions of an isotropic source, isotropic

scattering and a black-body boundary surrounding the system.

The flux at i is formed from external source neutrons and

scattered neutrons originating at points "i", directed along a

line connecting and ?, integrated over a kernel that has

been shown to be: rk
z(e)de

47 - 2

(2.13)

The kernel is appropriately termed a point-to-point kernel

and is valid for any geometric system. This study involves

the three basic and simple geometric cell systems: (i)

infinite slabs (i.e. infinite dimensions in the x and y

directions), (ii) cylinders of infinite length in the

z-direction and (iii) spheres. The point-to-point kernels

will be volumed-averaged over specified regions (finite

volume elements) within the systems. The kernel

volume-averaging procedure for the three geometric cell

systems will be treated individually in sections 3.2, 3.3

and 3.4, respectively.
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3. VOLUME-AVERAGED, BLACK-BODY TRANSPORT KERNELS

This chapter is devoted to the derivation of the

volume-averaged black-body kernels for an infinite slab,

infinite cylinder and sphere cell systems. Volume-averaging

rapidly varying kernel functions over the acceptor (ith) and

emitter (jth) finite volume elements is done to improve the

numerical accuracy of the kernels, especially for

optically-thin cell systems. The simple cell systems

themselves are composed of two regions, an inner fuel region

and an outer or surrounding moderator region containing a

uniformly distributed neutron source. Dimensions and

material cross sections remain the same for all three cell

geometries. See Appendix A. Symmetry about the central

plane (for the slab), the centerline axis (for the cylinder)

or central point (in the case of the sphere) is assumed.

Although the results presented here are considered to be

"generally known", I have not found them anywhere in the

literature to the detail required for applications.
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3.1 Infinite Slab Cell System

The infinite slab system is a standard problem in

nuclear reactor physics and for this reason, equation

derivations will be omitted. Only pertinent calculational

equations derived for the black-body volume-averaged flux

and kernels are presented in this section. The slab

geometry is shown below:

Moderator

t
3

h.

Fuel

where,

Fuel Moderator

1 1

h thit

X. X.
1+1

j
and K- is given below for the three cases:

Case (i) i>j:

17.---=(1/(2*(x.--x.)*Mi*1-)) *
K;.. t#1,

x
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E3( x + E3( F.I Xi - XJ1)
- E3( 11 X ;#1- X.jj) - E 3( 11X1- Xj +LP

+ E3( ZI + x j+11) + E3( 1.1 xi+ xi )

- E3( xj+1 + X. - E3( Z1 xi+ xitit)

(3.1)

Case ( ii) i<j :

Interchanging the i and j subscripts, one obtains an

identical expression to case (i) .

Case ( iii) i=j self-kernel:

Kii = (1 /(2*(xif1 - xi )* z;* z; )
E3(2 - 2*E3(1;(xi,i+ xi)) + E3(2 lix1)

+ (xi41 - x i )/zi + (2/z;2-)*E3(2 z ( x i - x i ) ) - ( 1 / z2)
(3.2)

3.2 Infinite Cylindrical Cell System

In this section we start with the basic integral

equation (equation 2.5) and proceed to derive the necessary

black-body volume-averaged kernels for a two region infinite

cylindrical cell system.

The basic cylindrical geometry is shown below:
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The system is of infinite height in the z-direction and

described by the two-dimensional vector /5, in the

horizontal plane. The flux is then assumed to be a function

of i; only, 415 (typ). Equation (2.5) is then

transformed into:

where,

) + Zs( /0") ot (A)]
K(/

(3.3)

f z' e
I< (i8,7>") ' 1411* tic,' 16'12. 4 Z12.

,i5") is a line-to-line kernel that can be

transformed by symmetry and the variable change:

-
*z = i/o -70 lw sinh(t)

(3.4)



co _ESP- P'1(.o5ht
)11

1<(A'A') = 2.1r 11615'1 cosh .t

1<(/76)
Kii(Ziids-1811)
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(3.5)

(3.6)

The function, Kii(1 1/3 ) is known as a Bickley

function (see Appendix C ). The argument is an optical

path connecting the vectors ;8 and A)/

Similar to the slab cell, the cylindrical cell is

divided into finite volume elements (cylindrical rings of

infinite length and finite thickness). The flux in each

ring is then taken as an average value over the ring volume:

,P1

(/b3 )p c1/0 (3.7)

Then assuming constant material cross sections in each ring:
N

where,

kii(11;0-,2/0
r

k ) = j/ci'd/01j/odio ziT

The average kernel, KV 4) can be written:

(3.8)

(3.9)

ZIT ("rift

K cl°`-ifd") %;(11//°1493z )
,

r 2Trvic,2 /012. 2.10/0'COS oc

(3.10)



by the following coordinate geomety:

p
2+p' 2

2pp' cosa

rj+1
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In order to evaluate K(/0,,p'), three integrations are

required. The integrations over /0 (ith ring) and /0/(jth

ring) are analytically possible after a variety of variable

changes and coordinate transformations. The third

integration over the angular coordinate becomes impossible

analytically due to the discontinuity in the optical path

length when traversing an interface between two dissimilar

material regions. However, this integration can be

accurately evaluated numerically using, for example, a

15-point Gaussian quadrature scheme. The following section

describes the analytical integration procedures over the

variables andand /0 and the numerical integration over the

angular variable for the three kernel cases:

; , /j ) =

' Pi )
K( /0 ) = K ii

i> j

i<j

i=j (self-kernel)
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3.2.1 Case (i) i>j:

Procedure for kernel evaluation:

Kij (11,

27T ki,(,v,2-4/0,,_z,,,,dcosc.')
2r, - A'''df)/ 8°` /3`1? z4-1 I Tr p 2-4 DI z - Ziofil co 5

ri

(3.11)

The first integration proceeds over /0 (ith ring) keeping?'

fixed. First we transform the (04,/0) coordinate system to

an (s,,3) coordinate system as follows:

s2 =
2.

+
'1 - 2 */0 */0 *cos oc

r ZIT si+1 v

i; = (1/(11k(r2 +ril)))* ds*Ki ( Z. s)J
pid/d

i
r stJ

where,
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zsu = -ficosp + - /02s in/3

st = -/0cosi4 - r?- -/2sin2-s
11-1

Integrating over s:

K- = (2/ ( 1; * ))* diA *

Jf

f(Vri - /d2s in7>s - 1°'cosa ) )

/2- Kia( (/Pris 2. - io sin/a - /0 cos/3 )3

and using compact Fortran-based notation:

1
KU = (2/(r;? +1.1 -rt))*(1/Zi)* F(I,j) - F(I+1,j)

where,

cli+ 1 1r

ix 2.F(I,j) = 1/Tr * iedio' d/o * Kiz(IVR(I)z- /0 sin/c3 -

r 0
.1 -10 *cos/3 )

and R(I+1)=r
i

..,, R(I)=r
i ' 1

The next step is to perform the integration over the gyp'

variable. To do this, we convert the angle to another

angle, 04/ in the following scheme:



where,

VR( I )2' - /oizs - /0/cos/(3 = VR( I )z +/0/2-2/R( I ) cos oc.'

A = tan 1 (R(I)*sin oti)/(R(I)*cosoc/-")
d/s = doe * (R(I )*(R(I )-/o'cosoc/)/(R(I)2"+"2 -2/0/R( I)cos oe')

then,

* /01d/o1 *F(I,j) = lArr d04.'*

R(3)

(R(I)*(R(I)-/OICOSCX:))/(R(/)1+,2 -2/01R(I)COSOCI)

* Ki2( Ell(R(I)Ii7o/2 -2/o/R(I)cosoc!'))

Once in this form we can convert to an (s, ) coordinate
system:

0

/o/d/old oe../ = sdsd

37
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R(I) - ficoscx.' = s*cos("TT- )

(R(I)/1T)*/0/didoci*(R(I)-/o/cosoci)/(R(I)1+,2-2/01R(I)COSCCi)

= (R(I)Prt )*cos( TT - )de ds

The limits of integration are found in the following

manner. The area integral over /0 and ocl can be viewed as

the difference between the integration over the whole

semi-circle bounded by R(J+1) and the integration over the

whole semi-circle bounded by R(J).

Then,

F(I,j) = F(I,J+1) - F(I,J)

where,

R(M) Tr

F(I,M) = (1/11. ) * /1d/o1 d cz/

and

* (R(I)-/o/coscei)/(R(I)2 +IP-2/01R(I)cosocI)

* Ki1( Z VR(I)2 470'2 -2/0/R(I)cosix'')

0
sU

R(M R(I)
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X STI

)10= it - sin (R(M)/R(I))
= ,VR(I)2- R(M)1

su = R(I)*cos(TT - ) + VR(M)2' - R(I)2**sinl (Tr - X )1
SL = R( I )*cos( ) - %/R(M)2- R(I)2 *sin2(IT - )'

Then,

-rr Su
F(I,M) = 1/Tr * R(I)*cos(Tr - y )dr * ds Kiz( Is)i

1T- sin -1 R(M) SL
R(1)

With a variable change, `si = IT - X

-1 R(m)
'PI R(I)

ofF(I,M) = R(I) /(7T * ZT)* cos 1rd ?e*
0

i-Ki3( Z (R(I)*cos1 - VR(M)z- R(I)I*sinIe ))
- Ki3( l(R(I)*cosri+ VR(m)I- R(I)2*sin2)li ))

With another variable change, x = sin Yi
R(A),
R(t)iF(I,M) = R(I)/(II *la)* dx *

0

Ki
3( (R(I)* 1:7 -1R(M)2- R(I)2 *x2:))

Ki3( (R(I)* 31.7-Tcz + 1R(M)1- R(I)1*x7- ))

hence,



{F(I,j) = R(I)/(Tr * /y) * G(I,J+1) - G(I,J) (3.12)

where,
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R(m)
R(I)

G(I,M) = dx *{Ki3( Z(R(I)* 1'1,(7-7 -1/R(M)I- R(I)2*xz ))

fo +].. -/R(M)z - R(I)z*xt. Hi'- Ki 3( L(R(I)* 7-72*

(3.13)

finally,

176 = (2/(Tr * x. )) * R(I)1)) *

iiR(I)*(G(I,J+1) - G(I,J)) -

R(I+1)*(G(I+1,J+1) - G(I+1,J) ) (3.14)

If the system were homogeneous, equation (3.14) could

be used to generate the black-body kernels. In a two region

system equation (3.14) would be used to generate only the

fuel-fuel kernels. For,the fuel-moderator, moderator-fuel

and moderator--moderator kernels further modification is

needed to account for optical path discontinuities.

Returning to equation (3.10), the argument s) of the

Bickley function is an optical path through the fuel and

moderator (see sketch below).

For the fuel-moderator kernels, 2:s is equal to I sm
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plus 1F*(s-sm)

where, sm = Vaz - R ( I )1 *s inz (TT ) + R ( I )*cos (n -?l )

If I is a moderator ring and M a fuel ring (vice versa), the

G functions become:

R(M)i MI)

G(I,M) = dx * [Ki3( Im(R(I)*17-77- -1/e- R(I)2 *x2-I )

°+ ZF( Vaz- R(I)2 *x7- g- VR(M)2- R(I)1 *x2' I) )1

- iKi3( 11.1(Ft(I)**/]7-72. -Val.- R(I)Z *xt I)

+ ZF(Va.2- R(I)= *x1
' + -1/R(M)1- R(I)z*xl- ))j}

(3.15)

If I is a moderator ring and M a moderator ring, the G

functions become:

Ve4;1-

)1
G(I,M) = dx*Ki

3(
fl(R(I)* ]17.icz 1/R(M)z R(I)1*x2 ))

0a

Ral

)1- dx*Ki3( IM(R(I)*V3-----X7 + 1A(P)2 - R(I )2 *x2.

0

-2*-t/a2- R(I)2 *xit) + 2* IF R(I )z *x2- )

i

i- dx*Ki
3(

Im(R(I)*VT.T.-icz + VR(M)z- R(I)1*xl

g

))

R(r) (3.16)



3.2.2 Case (ii) i<j:

The results for this case are identical to that of

case (i) by interchanging the subscripts i and j.

3.2.3 Case (iii) i=j (self-kernel):

Using equation (3.10):

zn

R2-(1+ RI(') /4)'cli°1 ct cif) kt.t (IliPz47°12-2/*P'e-c5°`

R(I) 21T 1//°1 tiz Wcosoc.

noting,
foR(141) R(141) Ft(i+i) /0

idpi io df f (/0 ir')

RC's.) R(T) R(t) R(z)

fKT. t) Ru+ 0

/0 d/o /.01d/o/ . Rio
R (t) /2

R(I 41) rg(r+1)

= /3/a/°1 /"1/3 i( °19/)
R(I) P

since, f(/0,/0) = f(/°',/°)

fR(141)

o'cifi/ _f.(/010,)

K(1) R( =)

R(t + I) R(1 + t)

ficif' /3/i a? c (pip')

R(Z) Pi

(3.17)
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then,

P.(1+1) +I)

K
R

2
(1+

Li /° f Plc/f/9- Ra(I) ci

R(T.)

K (II/0z 4.?2 )
vrr 1/0z /3/2 2",/o,cos,,,

As in case (i), the ( y) coordinate system is

transformed into an (s,A ) coordinate system.

Integration over the s variable:

fR(14-1)iii = (4/(R(I-14)1^-R(i)1)*(3./I1)* 10d/0

M. R(I)
Z

fl/rr *fdis * [Ki2(0)

° - Ki2( Z (IR(I+1)1-/o2sinlis -1Ocos73 ) )1

or

Kid

1/Tr * fdAs * Ki2(-2E/0 cos )

Ki2( I (A/R(I+1)I -/esin2-73' -/o cos/3 ))j}

(3.18)

= 1/%1 - ( 4 / ( ( R (I+1 )2" -R ( I )2 ) ))* ( 1/ir )*

R(14+)

fiod/o d/e *Ki2.( I ( VR( 1+1)2' -ts in26 -pcosfi ) )
R(L) 0

ifRe1.40

dt d/s *Ki2(-2 1../o cos/3 ) (3.19)
tR(i) 2.

43
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The third term on the rhs of eqn. (3.19) can be trans-

formed using the substitutions, y = -/o*cosA3 x = p *sin73

and jodioci/a = dxdy. The integral becomes:

R(1) '142Z-L41) X I. R(I +1) AIRNI X2-

1/Tr * (ix Kiz(2 Z y)dy + 1/Tr * dx Ki
z
(2Z y)dy

0 1/;17-77

INTEGRAL 1

y

R(1.)

INTEGRAL 2

Integral 1

Integral 2

R(I) R(I+1

Performing the integrations:

(R(I+1)-R( I ) )/ It
1

i+ R(I)/(2*IT *7-1)) * Ki3(2 /R(I) 31/7---"-xz )dx

o

I.

i- R(I+1)/(2*TT *II)) * Ki3(2 Z R(I+1) g.--cz )dx

0

The second term on the rhs of eqn. (3.19) can be trans-

formed from the (io ) coordinate system to the (p oci)

then to the (s, ) to give:



R(I+1)/(1 *

f inally ,

11
dx Ki 3(0) - Ki 3(2 Z R(I+1) 111:7-10 )}
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[Ki3( L(R(I+1)17.-77- - VR(I)2-R(I+1)2" *x-
,( 1

Ki 3( 1 (R(I+1) .17----xl- +1R(I)l-R(I+1)2.*X2-1))7

Kii = 1/(2* r.1:*(R(I+1)+R(I)

R(I +1) /( xi *(R(D-1)'

+ (2/(1T *Ii))*R(I)/(R(I+1)1-R(I)21*

Ki3 (2 Z R(I) )dx

0

+ 2/(1T * 112) *(R(I+1)/(R(I+1)2 -R(I)2" ))*

irt
Ki

.3 (2 L R( 1+1 )"7.-72- )dx

(3.20)

and in terms of G functions:

Kii = 1/21 - (2 /("R ))*(1/(R(i+1)1-R(I)a )) *

R(I)*G(I,I) + R(I+1)*G(I+1,I+1)

- 2*R(I+1)*G(I+1,I)},

(3.21)
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For the moderator--moderator self-kernels the G

functions must be modified to account for optical

discontinuities in traversing fuel and moderator regions.

These modifications have already been described in section

3.2.1 and are valid here.

3.3 Spherical Cell System

In this section we will start with the basic integral

equation (equation 2.5) and proceed to derive the black-body

kernels for the two region spherical cell system.

The spherical coordinate system is shown below:

The flux in the spherical system is assumed to be symmetric
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about the oc and -e angles and hence a function of r only,

4= cD (r). Equation (2.5) may be readily transformed

into the following equation for spherical shell systems:

Nt-) = de [ Q(r) + Is(r)it(r)1- K(r,r)

...f

(3.22)

where,

f
zir ir

K(r,r1) = (r/2/(4*7r ))* (Pi" sinocdoc

0 0

* (e xp (- Ve-+r12-2recosoc. ) )/(r1-+r`2--2rricosoc )

(3.23)

Here K(r,0 is defined to be the point-to-point kernel. For

a homogeneous system, the total cross section is uniform

with no material discontinuites and the kernel equation

above becomes readily integrable.

With a change of variable, z2 = r2+ r 2 - 2rricos04

f
1 t-4 441

K( i',-0 = (r2/2)* dz*exp( -1E.*z)/z

11-4-41

(3.24)

K(r,f) = (rV2r)*(E1(211-1 ) - ))

(3.25)

For an inhomogeneous system (such as the two region sphere
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cell problem), the total cross section can vary along the

line connecting r and ri(see sketch (a) and (b) below).

F

%%N-,--
MODERATOR

Sketch (a) The neutron path, I connecting the vectors
r and ricross the material interface between
the fuel and moderator regions. In
traversing regions of different total
cross section, discontinuities in optical
paths must be accounted for in calculating
the ModeratorFuel and Fuel-- Moderator
kernels.

Sketch (b) The neutron path, I connecting the vectors
r and r"can cross the fuel-moderator
interface twice. Again the discontinuities
in optical paths must be accounted for in
calculating the Moderator-4moderator kernels.
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However, if ? and ?l are both in the fuel region (homogenous

case), the total cross section will not change along the

line / (see sketch (c) below).

Sketch (c) The neutron path,. connecting the vectors
? and r' are both in the fuel and result in
a continuous optical path and hence a
continuous kernel function for the
Fuel -4 Fuel kernels.

The kernel equation can be evaluated in a similar manner as

in the cylindrical case, the main difference being that the

integrations are over the exponential integral functions for

the spherical cell and over the Bickley functions for the

cylindrical case.

For the spherical cell, the fuel--fuel spherical shells

can be considered a homogeneous system and these kernels can

be calculated analytically. However, spherical shells

involving fuel - moderator, moderator-4fuel or

moderator -- ,moderator kernels would have to be evaluated

numerically as in the cylindrical cell case.



Division of the system into spherical finite volume

element shells and assuming the flux to be a constant

average over each shell volume gives:

where

and

J=1

Ft(r#1) a(-14-i)

(r)rldr ridr

R(i) R(')

(3.26)

(3.27)
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R(I +1) 11(X+1)

K(r,r1) = 3/(R(I+1)3 -R(I)3 ) * ridr * r72dri K(r,r1)

R(I) Ms)

(3.28)

The average kernel, K(r,0 can be explicitly written as:

= (3/(2* (R(I+1)3 -R(I)3 ) ) )

fR(i+t) -R

rid r rildr sins doc *

R(I) R(31

* (exp(-Z rI+i2-2recosa ))/(rl+r'2-2recosoc)

(3.29)

Three integrations are required to evaluate the kernels,
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3.3.1 Homogeneous Spherical Cell Black-body
Kernels (Fuel--Fuel)

For the fuel-fuel (homogeneous system) all three

integrations may be performed analytically. The results are

presented as follows:

Case (i) i>j:

KiJ = 3/(2*R(I+1)3-R(I)3 )) *

f-A(I+1,J+1)+A(I+1,J)+A(I,J+1)-A(I,J)

+B(I+1,J+1)-B(I+1,J)+B(I,J+1)+B(I,J)

-C(I+1,J+1)+C(I+1,J)+C(I,J+1)-C(I,J)

+D(I+1,J+1)-D(I+1,J)-D(I,J+1)+D(I,J)

-E(I+1,J+1)+E(I+1,J)+E(I,J+1)-E(I,J)

-F(I+1,J+1)+F(I+1,J)+F(I,J+1)-F(I,J)

-G(I+1,J+1)+G(I+1,J)+G(I,J+1)-G(I,J)

-H(I+1,J+1)+H(I+1,J)+H(I,J+1)-H(I,J).} (3.30)

where, A(L,M)=CR(L)*R(M)/ )*E3( (R(L)-R(M)))

B(L,M)=(R(L)/ 3) *Ey( I (R(L)-R(M)))

C(L,M)=(R(M)/Z3 )*E,i(z (R(L)-R(M)))

D(L,M)=(1/14 )*E5( (R(L)-R(M)))

E(L,M)=(R(L)*R(M)/ )*E3( (R(L)+R(M)))

F(L,M)=(R(L)/ 1,3 )*Ey( (R(L)+R(M)) )

G(L,M)=(R(M)/Z3 )*Ezi( (R(L)+R(M)))



H(L,M)=(1/24 )*E5( E (R(L)+R(m)))

where, / = 2-

Case (ii) i<j:

F

This case is identical to case (i) by interchanging

the subscripts i and j.

Case (iii) i=j (self-kernel):

iii = 3/(2*(R(I+1)3-R(I)3 )) *

f+A(I+1,I+1)-A(I+1,I )-A(I,I+1)+A(I,I)

+B(I+1,I+1)-B(I+14)-A(I,I+1)+A(I,I)

+C(I+1,I+1)-C(I+1,I)-C(I,I+1)+C(I,I)

+D(I+1,I+1)-D(I+1,I)-D(I,I+1)+D(I,I)

+E(I+1,I)-F(I+1,I)+G(I+1,I)-H(I+1,I)

+T(I+1,I) j

where,

(3.31)

A(L,M)=(R(L)*R(M)/ 11 )*E3( 1 (R(L)+R(M)))

B(L,M)=(R(L)/ Z.3 )*E,4( 1 (R(L)+R(M)))

C(L,M)=(R(M)/ Z3 )*Ehi( Z (R(L)+R(M)))

D(L,m)=.(1/ 14 )*E5( E (R(L)+R(M)) )

E(L,M)=(2*R(L)*R(M)/ El )*E3( I (R(L)-R(M)))

52
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where,

F(L,M)=(2*R(L)/ )*EL4( F (R(L)-R(M)))

G(L,M)=-(2*R(M)/I3 )*E9(1(R(L)-R(M)))

H(L,M)=(2/f4)*E5(Z(R(L)-R(M)))

T(L,M)=(-R(L)*R(L)/ 24) + (l/(2* ))

+ (2*(R3(L)-R3(M)))/(3*E ) +

+ (RI(L)-R2(M))/(2* Z7-)

F

3.3.2 The Inhomogeneous Spherical Cell Black-body
Kernels: Fuel-4Moderator, Moderator-4Fuel
and Moderator-4Moderator

For the kernels involving fuel-moderator, or

moderator-4fuel and moderator-4moderator finite volume

elements, the two integrations over r and r'may be done

analytically and the integration over the angular variable

can be performed numerically for the same reasons as in the

cylindrical case. The coordinate transformations and

variable changes are also similar to the cylindrical case in

evaluating the average spherical shell kernels. An outline

for the fuel-moderator, moderator-4fuel and

moderator-moderator spherical kernel evaluation is

presented below (greater detail may be obtained by following

through the correspondence with the cylindrical case).

Procedure for kernel evaluation:
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Case (i) i>j:

17,. = (3/(2*(R(I+1)3
-R(I)

3 ))) *

rzdr rildr d at_ s in 0,

R(1) RC 3-)

* (exp(- 1 Vrz+r2-2recosoc. ) )/(rl'+112-2recoseL )

(3.32)

The first integration is carried out over r (ith shell)

with r'fixed. The coordinate system is transformed from

(r, 00 to the (s,,3 ) system.

Then,

I
= (3/(2*(R(I+1)3-R(I)3 ))) *

fTr RUI 0

sinis d, ri2dr'*(1/2i) *

0 ft(7)

* f exp(- 1st.) (exp(-1. su)1

sc = VR(I )1 - ecos/3

sLt = .1/4( 1+1)1 -r#1s - ecos/t3

Defining,

Tr

F(I,j) = isinjs dp 1-'1 dr *

0 Rol

exp(- ( VR( I )7" -ri2s in7-/3 t) - ricosfi )1
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now,

{17- = (3/(R(I+1)3 -R(I)3 )) * (VII ) * F(I,j) - F(I+1,j)ij

Before the integration of r' can be performed,

conversion of the /3 angle into an a.' angle is required.

Then, R(a+i)
F(I,j) = R(I)zsincedce riz dr *

o R(s)

.{4. ((R(I)-rcos a.)/(R(I)z +rz-2R(I)rcosoc ))

* (exp(- 1.1R(I)2 +r2-2R(I)rcosa:))} (3.33)

Once in this form, we can convert to an (s, X )

coordinate system:

F(I,j) = F(I,J+1) - F(I,J)

where,
-rr

Su
F(I,M) = R(I) sin' cos(IT - vay ds exp(- Is)f

-rr- sin I R(M) SL
L.

sti = R(I) *cos(tT - '6) + VR(M)2-- R(I)"sinz (it- 1()1

s1 = R(I)*cos(Tr - ') - i/R(M)z - R(I)2 *sin2 (-TT - y)

Performing the integration and making two variable

changes: WI= - X ) and x = sin :



R(I)

G(I,M) = xdx * (R(I )1/1 ) *

0

* exp(- E(R(I) 0/7:x2 - VR(M)L -R(I)1 *xl ))

- exp(- (R(I) 1377 + VR(M)2 -R(I)2 *X2

(3.34)

f inally,

= (3/(2*(R(I+1)3 -R(I)3 )) ) *

TT

fR(I)
* 1G(I,J+1) -

- R(I+1) * [G(I+1,J+1) - G(I+1,J)1}

(3.35)

where the G functions are defined above.

Case (ii) i<j:

This case gives identical results to case ( i) by

interchanging the subscripts i and j.

Case (iii) i=j (self-kernel) :

Kip
= (3/(R(I+1)3 -R(I)3 )) *

a(x+i)

fsinoc doc r
a dr

0 R(T)

R(mi-t)

r' 2 r

56



*f(exp(- rz+r'z -2recosoti) )/(rl+r11-2recosec

(3.36)

Transformation to the (s, ) coordinate system and

integration over r/ gives:

1/1, - (3/(R( I+1)3 -R( I )3 ) *

57

rzdr sink dis * exp(- I (i/R(I+1)2" -r7-sinlie - rcos/3 ) )

R(i) a
R(z +1) Tri+ rzdr s in/3 dp *exp(2 Z rcosp )

irR(1) 2

The second and third terms on the rhs can be integrated

over r by methods already discussed. The results will be

presented here:

= 1/T + (3*R(I+1) 3
)/(2* la *(R(I+1) 3 -R(I)3 )) *

`"I

{ 1 - (2*R( I )2 /R( I+1)z )

ii+ (R(I)/R(+1) )* xdx * exp(-2 ZR(I)117-xl )

to

R(1+0

+ 2* fxdx *

° [exp(- 2.(R(I+1) V1-x2 s- 1/R( I)1 -R( 1+1)1 *xL ) )

- exp(- 1 (R(I+1) 171:x2 + A/R(I)L-R(i+1)1*x2s ) )j)

(3.37)
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or in terms of the G functions already defined:

Kai
= - (3/(2*E*(R(I+1)3-R(I)3))) *

R(I)1*G(I,I) + R(I+1)1*G(I+1,I+1)

- 2*R(I+1)z*G(I+1,I)j (3.38)

Since fuel--fuel self-kernels have been evaluated in

section 3.3.1, equation (3.38) would only be applied to the

moderator-moderator self-kernels.

The G functions in cases (i), (ii) and (iii) must be

modified to account for optical path discontinuities in

traversing the fuel and moderator regions. These

modifications have been discussed in Section 3.2.1 dealing

with the cylindrical cell geometry and are valid for the

spherical cell geometry here.

3.4 Volume-Source Flux Profile

The volume-averaged, black-body kernels derived in

sections 3.1--3.3 can be used in eqn. (1.4) to produce the

black-body flux profile. The source Q is a uniformly

distributed volume-source in the moderator region (thermal

neutron source). In order to reduce confusion with
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terminology in Chapter 4, the black-body flux profile will

be referred to as the volume-source flux profile. For

reference, Figures 5.1 shows, the volume-source or

black-body flux profile for an infinite slab cell system,

Figures 5.5 for a cylindrical cell system (pin cell) and

Figure 5.3 for a spherical cell system.
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4. INTEGRAL TRANSPORT ANGULAR-DEPENDENT EDGE SOURCE BOUNDARY

CONDITION

This section describes an integral transport theory

boundary condition that is applicable to optically-thin

(close-packed) cell systems. This boundary condition method

is termed the angular-dependent edge source reflective

boundary condition and is equivalent in principle to a

Doublell (P ) method boundary condition. The boundary

condition methodology will be derived for the slab,

cylindrical and spherical cell systems. The three geometric

cell systems were tested to determine the effect (if any) of

system curvature on their applicability. The first section

(section 4.1) will describe the original kernel generation

method and mirror boundary condition for the THERMOS code32,

which is the standard against which these methods are to be

applied. Section 4.2 presents the basic methodology for the

angular-dependent edge source boundary condition as applied

to the slab cell. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 expand the

methodology to the pin cell and sphere cell systems,

respectively.
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4.1 THERMOS Kernel Generation Method

The THERMOS equivalent cell is divided into N

cylindrical rings of infinite length. The outer edge cell

boundary has a mirror reflective boundary condition imposed

on it (see Figure 4.1). The evaluation of the kernels,

K(F. ,F.) is done by direct numerical integration methods. AJ
source, S is assumed to lie on the mean radius of the jth

ring. The line emanating from S in the direction /3 is a

typical neutron trajectory.

The fraction of neutrons starting at S in the direction

of /C about dA which have their first collision in the ith

ring is given by:

ift

1
z

f= (( el >ii d/e )/(2*11 )) * exp(-
iii

secT ) *dS (4.1)

where >ij is the total number of mean free paths between

the jth and ith rings and 4X1 is the thickness of the ith

ring in mfp's. When a trajectory strikes the outer boundary

it is mirror reflected back into the cell. After a

specified number of boundary collisions, the kernel

contributions diminish to the point where the neutron

trajectory can be terminated and the kernels, K(EI,ili)

normalized to 1. Trajectories are calulated for various/5

angles and integrated over /3 by means of the trapezoidal

rule.
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Figure 4.1 A typical neutron trajectory in the THERMOS
equivalent pin cell is represented here by
the line emanating from the point S. The
neutron is reflected back into the system
by a mirror boundary condition on the cell
outer boundary.

Mirror
Boundary
Reflector



Hence,

where,

Mi vJ
jI

'. ii. ) = ( * F- )/ ( I; * Vi )
I j

MI

jiFi = ffi dZi.
(

0

(4.2)
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For small "pin cells", kernel accuracy may be lost by this

method. If the kernel, K(ii ,ij ) were a rapidly varying

function, the value between andand E.
J

may not be a true

estimate (especially between adjacent rings). Loss of

accuracy by using the quick and easy trapezoidal integration

method over the 1,3 angle is mitigated however by computing

K(Ei ,Ei ) for i>j and using symmetry to calculate K(F. ,i
I

)
J

for j>i. Satisfactory results were obtained for N<18, d, =

I/20, but still this leaves room for numerical improvement

techniques, techniques that have been applied and expanded

in this study.

An inherent difficulty with the mirror boundary

condition applied to curvilinear systems is the classical

"ray effect" observed in optically thin "pin cells".

Disadvantage factors calculated by the THERMOS code were

noted to be higher than disadvantage factors calculated by

the more accurate Monte Carlo method. Apparently the mirror

reflection boundary on the equivalent cell did not provide a

sufficient representation for the re-entrant angular

distribution of the neutrons. Kernel corrections for

THERMOS are discussed in section 1.3 and have been applied,
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resulting in improved disadvantage factors.

4.2 Methodology for the Integral Tranpsort Angular-
dependent Edge Source Boundary Condition
applied to the Slab Cell System

This section describes in mathematical terms an outer

cell edge boundary condition intermediate between the zero

current (isotropic edge flux) boundary condition and the

mirror reflective boundary condition. This new method is an

attempt to achieve better flux profile shapes and more

accurate disadvantage factors in optically-thin cell

systems, particularly for curvilinear systems subject to the

"ray effect" that require a diffuse reflection boundary

condition, instead of a mirror boundary condition.

The methods for generating the black-body kernels have

already been discussed in section 3.1. A high percentage of

the black-body or volume-source flux neutrons will leak out

of the optically-thin cell systems. In order to conserve or

balance the volume-source rate of neutrons with the

absorption rate of neutrons in the cell system, the

volume-source leakage neutrons must be redirected back into

the cell. This can be accomplished by setting up surface

fluxes on the slab cell edges, i.e. d§(b,-/.4) and (-b,17.,4)

to match the outward directed volume-source leakage rate.

The surface flux can be viewed as generating an
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angular-dependent edge source directed into the system that

would induce a flux, (x) in the cell system. The total

flux profile can then be constructed from the volume-source

or black-body flux profile, 040(x) plus some amount (c() of

the induced flux profile, (x) from the surface flux,

based on the conservation equation:

...f-

laob(x)dV + io. ia(tyx)dV = I QdV (4.3)

0 o

where "04" is a constant to be determined from
the equation

Since the edge source is angularly dependent, we can break

the edge source down into a series of edge sources of

different angular moments. Outward directed angular moments

from the volume-source flux are then equated to inward

directed angular moments from the edge sources. Each edge

source will produce a flux profile in the cell system and

the amount of that flux to be added to the volume-source

flux profile is based on a series of angular conservation

equations. Within these conservation equations account must

be taken of the neutrons from the edge sources that stream

entirely through the system without experiencing a

collision. It must be remembered at this point, that

complete balancing of the inward and outward angular

directional fluxes will result in the undesireable mirror

reflection boundary condition (applied to curvilinear
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systems) utilized in the original version of the THERMOS

code. Thus, we can not use too many angular moments if we

wish to avoid the ray effect.

In order to determine how to choose the angular

distribution of the edge sources, we will start with the

time-independent, monoenergetic Boltzmann equation in slab

geometry:

(x,/u) + 2.(x)(x,/A) = 1/2*[0(x) + ZS(x) 5

f
(4.4)

where,

T0c.)
( )cip,

"1

For angles, -1 </u < 0

aX
[exp(1 x/iu )*CD(x,t,t )idx =

1/ ( 2*/U ) IQ( x`) + 5(4 CDT( x`)

b

(I)(x,p )*exp( z x/ft )1 = 1/(2*/U

dxi*exp ( 1 xi/frt )

(4.5)

Q(x1) +

s( x') xid dX*exp (Z xi/IA ) (4.6)

(1,(x,/i-l)*exp( 1 x//u ) - C)(b,-/t.1)*exp(t b//u.) =

1/(2*/U ) 4(x') + 2.s(x1) CDT(Z)1*exp( x'/ )dx'

(4.7)



(1)(x,p ) = 1/2 * Q(x') + Is(x) (DT(X)1*

* [ exp(- X (x-xl)//u ) )/ liut]*dx'

+ ,t,(b, -/A)*exp(- X.(x-b)//tA ) (4.8)
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For angles, 0 < p < 1
x

ilexp( i x/p, )* (14(x, tA)] dx
eX

x
-b

1/(2*p 1 Q(x) + 2 (x) 4)T( x') dx4exp ( X x7/4 )
S

- (4.9)
x

04(x,u, )*exp( 1 x/u )

-b
x

1/(2*/(.4) { Q(x) + Z (x1) (11 ( 41 dxi*e xp ( Z x/ti. )
S T

(4.10)

it( x,/tA )*exp( 1. x/p ) - t(-b, /Li )*exp( I x/p ) =

1/ (2*/..4 ) * [Q(xl) + Is(x) ott.T(xi) dx4exp( Z, x'/ )

-b (4.11)

(11(x,/,),) = 1/2 Q( 4 + 15(4 (1)7(xl *

(exp(- X (x-xi)/frt ) )//u. *dx'

+ 4)(-bytA )*exp(- X (b+x)//u ) (4.12)
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Integrating over all frt :

-1 < iti. 5 0

0 5 itt 5 1

o

(1)...(x) = f ()(x,I.A)".4 (4.13)

-1
i

4,14.(x) = f 4)(x,p)clfrA (4.14)

o

Defining the total flux at x to be:

q07(x) = 4?...(x) + 41)4(x) (4.15)

or

(1)
T
(x) = 1/2 *

+

IQ(xi) + Is(x') 411.(x)

*[exp(- Z(x-x`)/p. ))//u..1

( ,- tA)*exp(- I (x-b)/frt )diti

1

(-b,p)*exp(- 1 (x+b)//A )du, (4.16)

Assuming uniform symmetry of the surface fluxes:

st1(-b,µ) = (1)(b,-p.) (4.17)

f inally,



1

CDT(x) = 1/2 * diu [ Q(xl) + Zs( x`) 4)1(4 I *

*[(exp(- /(x-x) //(A))/tAi

+ 1/2

1

(1(b,-tA) * [exp(-11(b+x)//tk)

+ exp(- %(b-x)//A)] *d/A

(4.18)

At this point we make an approximation33'34 for (P(-b,+(1):

Cboo, - fro = oc + /3/u + if.(1 + (4.19)
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where oc,i6 , r are constants

The choice of this particular expansion becomes readily

apparent when noted that tell times a negative exponential

function of argument (x/fA) integrated over the range 0 to

1, produces an exponential integral of order m+2. The

Bickley functions behave similarly, although powers of other

trigonometric functions are involved.

The fact that lip(b,-/A) is a boundary condition

requires that the rhs of eqn. (4.19) be multiplied by an

additional factor of ,u to convert it to an edge source35
.

Hence,

4(),-/A) = oCiu + /5/A2 + + (4.20)
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where, Q(b, -,u) is an angular dependent unit edge
source

As a source generating a flux, Q(b, - ,u) must undergo a first

flight before being counted.

The total flux profile, cD (x) at x can now be redefined

as:

1) (x) = L(x) + 4)s(x) (4.21)

where 1
bb
(x) is the volume-source or black-body flux

profile, the solution of

lip
bb
(x) = 1/2 [

Q(x)
+ Z5(x1) (.1)tib(4}dx1* Ei( x-x/1)

-b

and C1 (x) the solution of

or

(1)s(x) = 1 Q(b,-,4)*d/A

exp(- 1(b+x)//A) + exp(- (b-x)/u.

(4.22)

+ 1/2 dx' Es(x) 41!)5(x)*E1(111x-xl) (4.23)

.4(x) = 04a(x) + 44,(x) + (x) +
/ (4.24)
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To calculate the angular flux profiles, itic4(x) and

4)/3(x) , we first start by calculating the first - flight

collision fluxes, written as CI) oa(x), 10,5(x), etc....

These first flight collision fluxes will be defined to be

the first flight or uncollided neutrons emitted from an edge

source that gives rise to the first flight collision density

at x.

Case ( i) First flight collision flux, (:).
oc4

( X ) :

where Q(b,-I.A.) = 04/(4

1

4)04:4(x) = oz/2* f [exp(- Z (b+x)//u. ) + exp(- I (b-x)/p. )1 ditA

o

(Do:4(x) = of /2 * [ E 2( I I b+x 1 ) + Ez( I I b-x I ) I (4.25)

Case ( ii) First flight collision flux, 4o/3 (x) :

where Q(10,- /A) =75,/ka

CI) (x) = /3/2 *Oft exp(- Z. (b+x)/tt ) +

exp(- 1(b-x)/frt )1 dfrk

CI) (x) = /6/2 * [E3( Z1b+xl ) + E3( lib-xi)] (4.26)of3
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This procedure could be carried out further to include

, 3
olA and higher order terms, but for simplicity only the

first two terms, 0e7L4. and /6/4 will be used. These two

terms correspond to an isotropic and a cosine-directed

isotropic edge flux respectively and together produce a P11

boundary condition. It should be noted that the angular

terms in the series expansion (eqn.(4.19)) used to

approximate the edge flux are each cosine-directed to a

specified power of p . This type of expansion (basically a

Legendre polynomial expansion) can also be successfully

applied to the cylindrical and spherical systems.

4)0(x) represents the first-flight collision flux

neutrons originating from an edge source and arriving at

point x within the system. Averaging the first-flight

collision flux profile over the finite volume elements of

the system gives:

Case (i)

= ( oC/(2*(x4i -xi )*1i)) *

* 4 [ E3( Z I ) E3( Z I b+xj4il )]

+ [ E3(11b-x;.,11 ) - E3(z1 )1 (4.27)

Case (ii)



/3/(2*(xi+i -xi )*Zi) ) *

* f{ b+x;1 ) - E4( lib+xj+11 )]

+ Ezi( I b-x.1411 ) E4( b-xi t )]} (4.28)
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Therefore, and 40/31 represent the

volume-averaged, re-entrant isotropic flux and current

first - flight collision fluxes in each volume element i from

equivalent unit angular sources at the slab edges. Both

first - flight collision fluxes will produce a unique flux

profile through progressive collision events in the slab.

These flux prof iles, (104(x) and (t3(x) are obtained by

summing the uncollided flux in each element after each

black-body collision event until all the neutrons have

leaked out or been absorbed by the system:

The next-collision generation flux from the isotropic

edge flux at point x in the system after n black-body

collision events is given by:

(I)
n4.1

(x) = 1/2* f s(x) Vo,(xi)*
oc

where,

[
E1( x-x(1) + Et( x+xl )1 dx'

(4.29)

UJ (x) =

The total flux profile, (Doc.(x), produced by the

isotropic edge flux is then given by:



4t..4( x ) = oc4( x ) + (4.30)
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Similarly, the next-collision flux from the cosine-directed

edge flux at point x after n black-body collision events is

given by:

CD"(

° [E
1(

11 x-xl ) + E ( 17.1x+x11).1 dx'

(4.31)

where,

A
(x) = °1916(x)

The total flux profile, OP,4(x) from the cosine-directed

edge flux is given by:

cl)i6 ( x ) = CI)
"9

x ) + cf.:5( x ) (4.32)

n=1

There now exist three flux profiles; (1) the

volume-source (or black-body) flux profile, 4?bb(x), (2)

the flux profile produced from the edge isotropic flux,

44?oc(x) and (3) the flux profile from the cosine-directed

or "current" edge flux, ti/s(x). The problem now becomes

one of determining how much of these two angular flux

profiles do we add to the volume-source flux profile. In

other words, we must determine the values of o4 and is , in
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order to construct the total flux profile:

q7(x) = Ctibb(x) + octioc(x) + pt4(x) (4.33)

The first step is to calculate the black-body "isotropic

flux" and "current" leakage rates of
(Dbb(x) /

(Tp a(x) and t,,
P
(x).

Isotropic Flux Leakage Rate:

b

st(b) = 1/2* f [Q(xI) + /
5
(x') ()bb(x)d

bb
0

* { E1( %. lbx/1) + E
1

( I ) b+x11) I dx'

b

CI)
oc
( b) = 1/2* f I s( 4 4),c( x')

0

(4.34)

* [ El( II b-x/i) + E1(1 lb+x/I) i dx'

(4.35)b

(I)A(b) = 1/2*
0

f s(xi) ot.is( 4

* { E1( Z1b-x/I) + Ei ( Li b+x/()} dx'

(4.36)



Current Leakage Rate:

jtob(b) = 1/2* [ Q( x1) + 5( X') (I) bb( XI) *

* [ Ez( I I b-x11) + Ea( I b+4 )] dx'

(4.37)

jac(b) = 1/2* f 2s( x) (1,0c(x') *

ji (b) = 1/2*

* [ E2( I b-x11) + E1( II b+x11) dx'

(4.38)

* [ Ez( L + Ea( 1 b+x11) dx'

(4.39)

Neutrons emitted from the edge sources may stream

completely through the system without a collision. To

retain neutron conservation from the edge sources, it is

necessary to calculate the fractional streaming rate,

f(b,-b):

Isotropic Flux Streaming Rate:

f
oc4) '

(b -b) = 1/2* I Ez( I b-xl )dx'

- 1/2*

2b

E 2( L I b-x'1 )dx'

f
'

(b -b) = 1/2*E
3
(2 1 b)

(4.40)

(4.41)
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and

f
AT
i(b,-b) = 1/2*E (2 Z b) (4.42)

Current Streaming Rate:

or

and

co

fa. (b,-b) = 1/2* 1E3(11 b-e) )dx

o
26

f- 1/2* E3( It b-xii)dxf
o

(4.43)

f04. (b,-b) = 1/2*E
if
(2 Z. b) (4.44)

f,
/3J

(b,-b) = 1/2*E
5
(21 b) (4.45)

Three conservation equations can now be written down:

I. (absorption rate) = (source rate)

b

aCtibi5( x)dV + oC ZOtc.(x )dV +

o b

+ (x)dV = Q(x)dV (4.46)
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II. Isotropic flux balance at the slab edge:

IN
(b) = .) (b)

OUT

where,

(1)04(b) = I( oC /3/U. d /Lk

0

(4.47)

(4.48)
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tovr(b) 11.612(b) + o*bot(b) + foc4(1),-b)]

+ [ 4).p(b) + f144(b,-b)]

(4.49)

hence,

III.

bb(b) = 04[1

"Current" balance

SIN
(b) =

OUT
(b)

where,

j (b) =
N

- c

+ p[

at the

(

0

)a(b) - f occob , -b)]

1/2 - Cl), (b) -

slab edge:

aC + yxdp.

fiso(b,-b)]

(4.50)

(4.51)

(4.52)
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jour ( b ) = jbb(b) + ja(b) + fc4J(10,-b)]

+ /3[ jls(b) + f/33(b,-b)]

(4.53)

hence,

jbb(b) = 041/2 - joc(b) - fcx.i(b,-b)]

+ [1/3 - j/s(b) - f/si (b,-b)]

(4.54)

Equations I and III are equivalent statements. Since there

is no net current leaving the system (equation III), then

equation I follows from the fact that the Boltzmann

equation, from which it is derived, is an equation of

conservation.

Although equations I and III are theoretically

equivalent, there exists a slight numerical difference due

to an accumulation of machine round off errors. For this

reason and the fact that eqns II and III were calculated by

similar numerical procedures, eqns. II and III are used to

obtain a ratio of 04/4 . Then /3 is substituted in terms

of 04 into eqn. I and solved for ad . With 04 ,/3

determined the total flux can be assembled in the form:

(x) = 041p.,(x) /3 (k6(x ) (4.55)

The total flux profile computed with two terms ( oCand/O )
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will be compared with that of a single term (x: only), i.e. a

purely isotropic edge flux return, in Chapter 5. The two

term boundary condition is the P11 boundary condition and

the single term is the zero current boundary condition or

Poo.

4.3 Methodology for the Integral Transport Angular-
dependent Edge Source Boundary Condition applied
to the Pin Cell System

The general methodology for the integral transport

angular-dependent edge source boundary condition has already

been laid out in section 4.2 for the slab cell. Major

features peculiar only to the cylinder are outlined in this

section. As in the slab cell case, an edge source is

approximated by the first two terms of the expansion in

equation (4.20).

and

Q(10, -/A.) = 04/2- + /13p

where (0C , /3 are constants

(1).T(r) = Cbbb(r) + (r)

(4.56)

(4.57)

where, Ct.s(r) = 04.4(r) + (I)/s(r) (4.58)
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In order to calculate the flux profiles, C)0(.(r) and

CDA(r), we again first start by calculating the

f irst-flight collision fluxes, CI)
040 0/8(r) and (1) (r).

Case (i) First flight collision flux, ) (x):00c

where Q(b,-/L.) = 04P-

The first-flight collision flux, (t.
ec.o(r) is given by:

00 alt

4
°40( r ) = oc/(4*1T ) * idz * f d c4

-co 0

(exp(- I Vfil + z1 ) )*s in e *cos v/(fiz + zz )

(4.59)

where the cosine-directed attenuation factor,

/.1. = sin e*cos.W and the geometric varibles correspond to

the coordinate system sketched below:

Using the variable transformation: z =fi*sinh(t), and the

geometric identities: sin e = /0/(1/1 + zz ), cos 11.) =

IA- (r2 s in2 oe/ra)'
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Tr

(Da
(r) = 0c/1T * d aC *Ki (

/b2/b2
+r1-2brcos a. I) *

0
* (b-rcos e4 )/(b

2+r
-2rbcos oc )

Averaging 4) (r) over the ith volume element:

RCr+0
RCI.+0

(4.60)

oe4o CI
(r)*rdr rdr (4.61)

then, R(T) R 00

Ctoce:i = (2* oC/(11.* %/*(R(I+1)2R(I)4 ))) *

* [ G(b,I+1) - G(b,I)] (4.62)

where, R(m)
b

G(b,M) = dx * Ki3 ( (b1/1-xl -1/11(M)1- bz xl ))

0
- Ki

3
( 2: (b 1/1=37 +1/R(M)2 -bi xl ))J

(4.63)

The appropriate optical path length modifications for the G

functions previously described in section 3.2 are applicable

here.

Case (ii) First flight collision flux, OP (r):

where Q(b,-/4 ) =/(3/.1.1

ao

(I)0/3(r) = /3/(4*1T ) idz doe.*

-00 0



* (exp(- nz+zz )*(sie coszIP )/( /o2+zz )]

(4.64)

or

fir(D0 (r) = /3/Tr * (304 *Ki3 ( z 1/b2" +r1-2brcos a. ) *

.:)

3/2
* (b-rcos ot )

z
/(b +r -2brcosoc ) (4.65)

Averaging (tois(r) over the ith volume element:

R(x+t)t =
scD°P i,3(r)*rdr

RCI 41)

rdr

R(i) R(i)

then,

where,

G(b,M) =

(4.66)

= (2*/3/(11.* /1*(R(I+1)2"-R(I) )) ) *

* [ G(b,I +l) - G(b,I)] (4.67)

R(M)
b

dx * { Kim ( (b 17:-;:2* - VR( M )-bz ) )

- KiLi( I + VR(M)2 -b2 x2 ) )1

(4.68)
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As in the slab cell case, t
0 *41 and di) representofii

the re-entrant isotropic flux and current first- flight

collision flux or first flight collision probabilities of

reaching the ith finite volume element from an equivalent

unit sources at the cylinder cell edge. An interesting

feature of these probabilities in curved geometries is a

numerical depression in the outer fuel finite volume element
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(10) and inner moderator finite volume element (11). The

probabilities then increase as the central fuel elements are

approached (10-1). This means the edge source neutrons have

a slightly better chance of reaching the central fuel finite

volume element (1) than of reaching the "closer" innermost

moderator finite volume element (11), for example. See

Table 4.1 for a typical first-flight collision probability

profile and note the numerical dip in the 10th and 11th

finite volume element (i.e. the fuel-moderator interface).

The reason for this numerical depression is that the

cross section is much smaller in the fuel than in the

moderator for these cases. This peculiarity can be

understood most easily by comparing two sources emitting

neutrons isotropically, one located at the center of the

fuel region (Figure 4.2) and the other on the fuel-moderator

interface (Figure 4.3).

The optical path length to the outer cell radius is a

constant for an isotropic neutron distribution originating

at the cell center (Figure 4.2). If the fuel total cross

section is small compared to the total cross section in the

moderator, then the optical path is essentially times

the moderator thickness.

When the isotropic source is placed on the

fuel-moderator interface (Figure 4.3), the optical path

length traversed by a neutron varies according to the

trajectory angle /5 . The smallest optical path is
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Table 4.1 Typical pin cell first flight collision
probabilities from an isotropic edge flux
exhibiting the numerical depression in the
outermost fuel finite volume element (10)
and the innermost moderator finite volume
element (11) and the gradually increase in
the fuel probabilities as the central fuel
elements are approached (10-01).

finite
volume element

1

2

3

cl)
ccol

first flight
collision probabilities

0.23895
0.23865
0.23811

F 4 0.23730
u 5 0.23616
e 6 0.23461
1 7 0.23256

8 0.22983
9 0.22612

10 0.22056

11 0.21778
N 12 0.23184
o 13 0.25446
d 14 0.28371
e 15 0.31960
r 16 0.36302
a 17 0.41574
t 18 0.48092
o 19 0.56497
r 20 0.68721
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Figure 4.2 Cross sectional view of a pin cell with an
isotropic neutron source (S) located at the
center of the fuel region. The neutron tra-
jectories from the source to the cell edge
are exhibited here by the arrows. The
optical path of each trajectory is the same
and independent of the emission angle .
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Figure 4.3 Cross sectional view of a pin cell with an
isotropic neutron source (S) located at
the fuel-moderator interface. The neutron
trajectories from the source to the cell edge
are exhibited here by the arrows. The
optical path of each trajectory is different
and strongly dependent on the emission
angle . The average optical path is
slightly longer (fewer neutrons reach the
cell surface) than the optical path traversed
by a neutron emitted from an isotropic source
located at the center of the fuel region
(Figure 4.2).
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times the moderator thickness, but accounts for only a tiny

fraction of the isotropic distribution (small angles of

ie). A large percentage of neutrons travel through quite

thick lengths of moderator before reaching the cell edge

(angles between about 11./4 to IT). Hence, fewer neutrons

originating at the interface will reach the cell edge

compared to those originating at the center of the cell.

This phenomena goes against the intuitive monotonically

decreasing exponential probabilities associated with a

homogeneous material slab region.

The first-flight collision angular fluxes, loc(r)

and CD9a(r) each produce a respective flux profile in the

cylindrical cell system, namely, CIO 0(r) and ko(r).

Total flux profiles can be constructed:

(I)T(r) 'Ibb(r) + c4oc(r)

sl)T(r) t(r) + °404(r) + /3tA(r)

(4.69)

(4.70)

Again the problem becomes one of determining the

constants 0.4 and /3 . The single constant 04 in eqn.

(4.21) can be directly determined from the neutron

conservation equation (i.e. eqn. I in section 4.2).

Definitions of terms necessary to calculate 0.4 and /3 in

eqn.(4.22) are presented below:
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Isotropic Flux Leakage Rate:

b
4)b) 1/Tvbi( = * frdr doc * 1 Q(r) + /s(r) (1),131:(r) ]

o o

* [(Ki)( Z V bl +r1-2rbcos a, ) )/ ( b2 +r1-2rbcos a- )1

b (4.71)

Ct oc(b) = l/rr * frdr doc * 25(r) (1:104( r )
0 o

* 1( Kii ( Z 142 +r1-2rbcosoc ) )/(bL +r1-2rbcos a )1

(4.72)
6

4) (b) = 1 * frdr da * /
s
(r) It)

A3
(r)/-rr

0 0

* i(Ki
1

( E-ibz +r1--2rbcosoc ))/(b1 +r1-2rbcosoc )1

(4.73)

Current Leakage Rate:

b

366
(b) = 1/Tr *irdr da. * { Q(r) + IS(r) t::.1:+(r)

i
o o

* [(Kia( Zib2 +r1-2rbcosoc ))/(b2+r1-2rbcosa )]

(b) = 1/Tr * rd r d cx.

b
(4.74)

joc * L5(r) Itix(r)
ilf

0 0

* (Ki2( Z V loz +r2-2rbcos a I

))/(ba +r1-2rbcos a. )][

(4.75)
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b -Fr

j (b) = 1/Tr* rdr (r)
/3(

r)

o o

* [(Kia( 3---2rbcos 04 ) )/(bZ +r2-2,rbCOSOC. )]

(4.76)

Isotropic Flux Streaming Rate:

7r

f04, (b,b) = l/(2*1T*b) Ki2(Z b1-11/1-Cose4 1 )*doe_f
0

(4.77)7r

fi84(b,b) = 1/(3 7*-11"b) Ki3(1 bA2-V1-cosoc )i
° * (1/1-cos oc 1 )*dce..

(4.78)

Current Streaming Rate:

fe,cj (b,b) = f, (b,b) (4.79)

f ir

fru (b,b) = 1/(4*TT*b) Kii4( Z b.(27V1-cosoc. I) *

0
* (1-cos ex )*doc.

(4.80)

Similar equations to I, II and III in section 4.2 can be

written for the pin cell:

0

dV +
oc.

(r)dV +



II.

(r)dV fQdV
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(4.81)

I)
IN
(b) = CP-

TOU(b) (4.82)

CI) (b) = 1/(2*r*b)

(b) =

hence,

(21Tb)* CI)
bb(b)

IT(tx + ry.h)*dij,

0

041 (1)04(b) + fc4c1) (b,b)]

[ (tp(b) + f p4 (b,b)]

(4.83)

(4.84)

04.i Tr 211 b stig(b) - 21Tb*f 0,A) (bib)]

III.

IN
(b)

j (b)
IN

(b)
BOUT

=

=

=

+ [

(b)
ouT

1/ ( 2* Tr *b

jbb(b) +

+/63{

11/2

)

j73

- 21Tb Clp(b) -

f TT ( oc + /v.
o

joy (b) + f (bib)]

(b) + (b,b)]

21Tb*f/act) (bib)]

(4.85)

(4.86)

dt-L

(4.87)

(4.88)

hence,
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hence,

(2Trb)*jbb (b) = 04172 - 2-ribj,4(b) - 2Trb*f .(b,b)]

+ /3 [11/3 - 27Tbjig (b) - 2Tr b*f,oj (b,b)I

(4.89)

Again eqns. I and III are equivalent. The method described

in section 4.2 is again used in the determination of the

constants a4 and /5 .

4.4 Methodology for the Integral Transport Angular-
dependent Edge Source Boundary Condition applied
to the Sphere Cell System

The general methodology for the integral transport

angular-dependent edge source boundary condition has already

been laid out in section 4.2 for the slab cell. Major

features peculiar only to the spherical cell are outlined in

this section. The spherical case considered here, applies

not only the two term P
11

boundary condition, but carries

the approximation one term further to include a third term

( Y2) in the edge source angular expansion (eqn. (4.20)).

Inclusion of a third term is equivalent to a Pa, boundary

condition and was done to exhibit the approach to the mirror

reflective boundary condition.



As in the slab cell case, the edge source angular

distribution is assumed to be of the form:

Q(01 -/k) = a:744 /3/42. + 9L3
where, ce. , , and X are constants

and
't-r(r) Cl'bb(r) C%(r)

(4.90)

(4.91)

where, ts(r) = oe_Cipcx(r) + /3)13(r) + '6)?f(r)

(4.92)

In order to calculate the flux prof iles,

oc( r) 1)15 (r) , and 11).e( r) , we again start with the

first - flight collision fluxes, CI) (r) , op (r)
oec

and $(1.)
OY

(r) .

Case ( i) First flight collision flux, it (r) :

where 4(10,-/Ll ) = p-

i

(1).
ooc

( r) = cc /2 *(exp(- -2rbcosp: )

* (s in 6 *cos ) /(r2 +b2ot -2 rbcosp. )

(4.93)

Averaging C) (r) over the ith volume element:
oar.

R(i+A)

tocA
(r)*r2dr

R(I)

(4.94)
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CD= (3*b2 *oe.)/(2*(R(I+1)3 -R(I )3 ))*
11(I +1)

{
6

fxdx * 1/Et* [ exp(- Z s ) - exp(- 7.s u.I.i)]

94

o
Ka)

i b
xdx * 1/II* { exp(- %, si81 ) exp(- I. sul. ) ]

o (4.95)
where, su,t,1 = b1 7-7/ + ,./R(m)2_b2 xl

SLret = b1/ 1Xli + VR(M)2 1D1 x2I

Case (ii) First fight collision flux, (1)
ois

(r):

where Q(b,-/j.) = /8/.4

i
CD0/3(r) = /3/2 dm. *(exp(- Il/r1+b2-2rb/k1))

-i/ z
* (s in e *cost li) )/(r2 +b2-2riyA.)

(4.96)

2.

Averaging over the ith volume element:

then,

OfrI = (3*b2 * )/(2*(R(I+1)3 -R( I )3 ) )

ft(It

o

(4.97)

* 1/zr [ exp(- I st.,141-exp(- I s U,I+1
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MI)
b

xV1-x2 dx * 1/E1 [exp(- sLit -exp(- su1 )]

(4.98)

where s and sLiti are defined above.
M

Case (iii) First flight collision flux, (Olt(r):

where 12(b,-/.1.) = 9.4.3

(r) = 1/2 (exp(- 1,Vrai-b2-2brid. )

(5 in3e *cos31Y )/(r2+b2-2rbtt )

Averaging ()65(r) over the ith volume element:

then,

R(I+1)
A,--

Yo11 CI) (r)*r2dr

R(r)

(4.99)

IRP.(141)

rldr (4.100)

(I)

= (3 *b2* )/(2*(R(I+1)3-R(I)3 )) *

act+0,

f b

x(1-x2)dx * 1/%1* [exp(- 1 s L:141) -exp(- le uT.,i) i

R(')i b

j- X(1-X2 )dx * VII* { exp(- Is ) -exp(- I s Lliz )
0

(4.101)

where s
k.)M

and sLiM are defined above.
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Again as in the slab case, 4) . , and Ot .

0/20 oV%occ.t

represent respectively the volume-averaged, re-entrant

isotropic flux, current and /U-current first flight

collision fluxes from equivalent unit angular edge sources

at the sphere cell surface. Again each of these first

flight collision fluxes will establish its own unique flux

profile in the sphere cell, namely, Cf)c4(r), 41)/4(r)

and Ili) (r).

Total flux profiles can now be constructed:

4t1 (r) = t'bb(r) + ocol)
cC
(r)

T(r) = 466(r) + 4:7404(r) + /34)6(r)

1.(r) = bb(r) + oCCD04(r) + /3C1>p(r) + rClyr) (4.104)

Again the problem becomes one of determing the

constants oc,/c , and y . The determination of the

constants oc and /3 in eqns. (4.102) and (4.103) has

previously been discussed. Definitions of terms necessary

to calculate oC , andand 'cr in eqn. (4.104) are presented

below:
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(1)bb (b) = 1/2

CDex(b) = 1/2

(b) = 1/2

(b) = 1/2

* [ Q(r) + Es(r) Cl)bb(r)]
-1

* [ exp(- I Vrz+bl -2rb/u_ )/(rL+b2-2rbiu )1

(4.105)

* [exp(- Wr2 +b2-2rbith )/(rz+b2 -2rb/.2 )]

(4.106)

rzdr dt.4. * Zs(r) sts(r)

* [ exp ( - 1/r1+1)7" -2rbp. ) / ( +ID?' -2rbp. )]

f b

* radr d/u. * rZ5(r)(r) (r)
0

[

(4.107)

exp(- 1 VrL+b2--2rbr. )/(r1+1D7--2rbp. ).]

(4.108)

Current Leakage Rate:

bb(b) = 1/2 * radr iUdp. *

o -1

Qtr ) (r)J+ IS( r) bb

exp ( - L 1/r2+bl -2rb/U )/(r2+b2 -2rbia )]

(4.109)

j (b) = 1/2 *irzdr J, µdµ * 15(r) (1).:(..(r)



* [exp(- Vri+b2-2rbp. )/(rl+b4-2rb/.4 )]

(4.110)

j (b) = 1/2 *

*

j (b) = 1/2 *

ti8(r)rzd ditA s(r)
-1

[ exp(- Vri+b2-2rbp )/(rz+b1-2rb/LA )]

(4.111)

r zdr * s( r ) CI) X( r )

exp(- Vr1+b2 -2rbp. )/(rz+b?--2rbiA. )1

(4.112)

/2-Current Leakage Rate:

b

bb
(b) = 1/2 * r2dr p2dti. * [ Q(r) + Zs(r) Cl)bi(r)]

ac(b) = 1/2

,3 (b) = 1/2

* [exp(- Vrz+bi -2rbiA )/(r1+1D2-2rbu )]

(4.113)b 1

rzdr frLtdict *
-1

5(r) (I) (r)

[exp(- rz+b2 )/(rz+bz -2rbia )]

(4.114)
b

rl dr dp., * s( r ) (1)/g (r)

exp(- Irz +bz -2rb/U )/(rz+b-L-2rbith )1

(4.115)
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(b) = 1/2 p.2d/A. * Z 5( r ) 4)w( r )

1

[
exp(- Z1/ -2rbtt. )/ (rz+bl -2rb/U )]

(4.116)

Isotropic Flux Streaming Rate:

1

f (b,b) = 1/(4* *b2) * id/2

-1

*{(exP(-Eb.12 1-1nTA ))/(1/17)]

1
(4.117)

if Act) (b,b) = 1/(8*b2) * diu. * exp(-I bia" 3,17---fr--/k )

-1 (4.118)
1

f (b,b) = 1/(8*.17*b2')Idtt* 1-1-7t *
);(1)

Current Streaming Rate:

*[(exp(- br2,11 ))]

(4.119)

f oc (b,b) = f (b,b) (4.120)

f a; (b,b) = f (b , b)

t"J

f (b,b) = 1/(16*b2 ) * ( 1 - p. ) *

(4.121)
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*

ki-Current Streaming Rate:

f a (b,b) = f,.) (b,b)l
f

/6
.3. j

(b,b) = f (b,b)

f (b,b) = 1/(16* Nf*bl

[ (exp(-bi2"

) d

*

(4.122)

(4.123)

(4.124)

p)]

A T.7 ) j

*(1-
/(4

)3/1

(exp(-by 2

(4.125)

Similar equations to I, II and III in section 4.2 can be

written for the spherical cell. An additional equation IV is

necessary to balance the /4-current angular moments:

I. b

ifaC)
bb(r)dV

+

C

+



II.

CD, Jb) = (DouT(b) (4.127)

101

1

( D ( b ) = 1/ (4* TT *b2. ) f 21T ( a + /Silk + )',4.2' ) d/A

o (4.128)

tn( b) = 4:11,1(b ) + oe [ 4)..(b ) + f occk (b,b)]
+ A [ (1)/3(b) + f Act) (b,b)]

+ - [ (1),(b) + f (bib)]
(4.129)

hence,

417 bz(i)
66
(b) = oe[ 2IT - 41Tbz()..c(b) - 4TTb2*focck (b,b)]

+ /3 [ Tr - 4IT bz (111,6(b) - 4 Ttb2*f At) (bib)]
+ / [ 2 it/3 - 4Trb24z(b) - 4-nb2.*f .a.4) (b,b)]

(4.130)

j1.(b) j0, (b) (4.131)

ftj & + /3/A. + bil(b) = 1/(4*TT bz) 2 rr ( L)/..4.. dia

o (4.132)

7007(0)= 36b (b) + Od[ icc(b) + foci (bib)]
j (b) + fAj (b,b)J

+ y [ j (b) + f (b,b)]

hence,

(4.133)
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4Trb2j6b(b) = MITT - 4n.b2j0( (b) b2*f c<sj (0,b)]

/9[ 2 TT/3 - 4rr blj/3(b) 4TTb"fAi (b,b)]

+ 17/2 - 4T1 bzj (b) - 4rr bl*f (b,b)]

(4.134)

IV.

3rm(b) s
our(b)

(4.135)

1,10) = 1/ (4*T1 bl ) f 2 TT ( oc + 31 + 9A2 )/(22

rou4b) = Tio,(b) Ce- 1%4(10) f (bib)]

+ [ Ii3(b) + f (bib)]

+ xillr(b) + f (b,b)]

hence,

411b r

(4.136)

(4.137)

bb(b) = oC [217/3 - 4 TT b2 1..c(b) - 41T ba*f at (bib)]/3[TT /2 4 T1 JDZ I (b) - 4TT bz*f (b,b)]

+ [211 / 5 - 4TI bZ x(b) - 41T bL*f (b,b)]

(4.138)

Equations II, III, IV can be solved for a , /3 , and ir

which are then multiplied by a common normalizer to satisfy

equation I. Total flux profiles can now be constructed.
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4.5 The Angular-dependent Edge Source Boundary Condition
and the Double-PN (P NN) Method Boundary Condition

The angular-dependent edge source boundary condition is

basically the same as a Double-PN (or Pii) method boundary

condition. Both methods utilize the fundamental concept of

separate series expansions of the angular flux for the two

half-ranges in p at a cell boundary or interface. The

Double-P
N
method uses the following series expansion for the

angular flux,

CD (rip) 4),(r)
A (4.139)

= 0

where P2,(4) are the Legendre polynomials and yr) the

expansion coefficients.

The angular-dependent edge source boundary condition

uses the expansion,

(1), (r,tt.) 41c(r)U.

.t=o
The two expansions are basically the same.

(4.140)

For the particular application here, i.e. a diffuse

reflection boundary condition for optically-thin pin cell

systems, the angular flux series expansion is truncated to a

finite number of terms. For example, a two term series

expansion of the angular edge flux or the angular-dependent

edge source boundary condition using an isotropic and a

cosine-directed isotropic edge flux combination to reflect

leakage neutrons back into the cell system is exactly the
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same as a Double
-P11

(P
1

) boundary condition. With each of

the two series expansion terms there is an associated

angular flux moment. The two angular flux moments are (1)

the zero order flux moment or isotropic flux and (2) the

first order flux moment or current and are calculated for

the two neutron directional half ranges in p , namely,

0<u <1 and -1< p<0. Angular flux moments in each

directional half range represent the partial isotropic

fluxes and currents at the cell boundary.

The angular-dependent edge source boundary condition is

then based on the conservation of the inward and outward

angular flux moments at the cell boundary. Varying degrees

of neutron reflection can be achieved depending on the

number of angular flux moment balances. Cell calculations

in Chapter 5 will demonstrate the effects of reflection

using one, two and up to three angular flux moments (or

angular-dependent edge fluxes) on the total flux profiles.

An important feature of the angular-dependent edge

source boundary condition is the simplicity and ease at

which higher order angular flux moments can be incorporated

into the boundary condition, independent of the system's

physical geometry. The simplicity results from the fact

that the boundary condition calculates angular flux moments

dependent on a single angular variable in the polar plane

(0.This is of particular interest in the case of the pin

cell, where the angular flux is dependent on two angular
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variables (polar and azimuthal angles). The flux then

requires a complicated spherical harmonic series expansion

in both angles. A P boundary condition applied to the pin
NN

cell would then require the calculation of additional

angular flux moments (or expansion coefficients). The

number of expansion coefficients needed for a boundary

condition of order N is 2(N+1) for the PNN spherical

harmonic expansion or just N for the angular-dependent edge

source boundary condition. However, for the

angular-dependent edge source boundary condition, each step

up in N results in only one additional conservation

equation.

It could be argued that this simplication is only an

apparent one, since the second angular coordinate in the

cylindrical case is a reality of the problem. It becomes

more justifiable when we realize that the entire

"edge-source" method for cylinders is itself an

approximation to an approximation. The first approximation

is the Wigner-Seitz cell cylindralization, and we are

seeking as a further approximation corresponding boundary

conditions that will produce physically reasonable fluxes.

Under these considerations, the simplified heuristic that

looks only at flux moments in a single direction is

preferred for its simplicity unless it produces unreasonable

results.
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5. COMPUTATIONS ON CELL SYSTEMS USING THE ANGULAR-DEPENDENT

EDGE SOURCE BOUNDARY CONDITION

The angular-dependent edge source or Double PN (P m)

boundary condition developed in Chapter 4 was tested by cell

calculations in each of the three one-dimensional cell

geometries. The cell calculations were specifically

intended to address the question of which angular flux

moments and/or how many would be needed to most accurately

approximate the "exact" spatial flux profile in each of

these cell systems, although the pin cell was primary

concern. "Exact" is of course an incorrect term for the

spherical and cylindrical cells, since the Wigner-Seitz

approximation that gives rise to these cells is moot on the

question of what boundary conditions are most appropriate.

Thus, in these cases, one is reduced to looking for

conditions that yield a "most reasonable" flux profile

according to useful criteria. The results of the cell

calculations will be presented for the infinite slab cell

system, the sphere cell system and the pin cell system in

sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. Within each of

these sections, the results are discussed and presented

graphically in two figures. The first figure comparatively
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illustrates the volume-source or black-body flux profiles

calculated by:

(a) integral transport theory formulation

(b) reference calculational methods

and the second figure, the total flux profiles calculated

by:

(a) diffusion theory approximation

(b) integral transport theory formulation using

the zero current boundary condition,
Poo

(i.e. the angular-dependent edge source

boundary condition using only a source

equivalent to an isotropic edge flux)

(c) integral transport theory formulation

using the P11 boundary condition (i.e. the

angular-dependent edge source boundary con-

dition equivalent to having an isotropic

and cosine-directed edge flux combination)

(d) reference calculational methods

Also contained in each cell system section are data tables

listing the numerical results that are plotted in the

figures.

The volume-source or black-body flux profiles were

included for two reasons; (1) the volume-source flux

profile is a fundamental piece in the construction of the
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total flux profile for the integral transport theory

formulation using the angular-dependent edge source boundary

condition and (2) the calculation provided an additional

comparison between the integral transport theory formulation

and the reference calculational methods.

The diffusion theory approximation total flux profile

was included because of the universality of diffusion theory

in nuclear engineering and to show the need for transport

theory calculations in highly absorbing heterogeneous

systems, such as the pin cell.

The integral transport theory formulation using the

zero current boundary condition (i.e. the angular-dependent

edge source boundary conditon equivalent to an isotropic

edge flux) is applicable and sufficient for optically-thick

cell systems (greater than a few mfp's thick), because the

angular distribution of the neutron leakage is strongly

isotropic. However, the zero current boundary condition

applied to optically-thin cell systems results in a reduced

moderator flux and an unrealistic "dip" in the moderator

flux near the cell edge. This observation illustrates why

higher order boundary conditions are needed. One such

higher order boundary condition is the P11 boundary

condition (i.e. the angular-dependent edge source boundary

condition equivalent to an isotropic and cosine-directed

edge flux combination). Comparison of integral transport

theory total flux profiles, using the P11 boundary condition
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and the zero current boundary condition, with the reference

calculational method total flux profiles will be presented

for the three cell systems in this chapter. For the sphere

cell case, a boundary condition one order higher than the

the P22 boundary condition (i.e. the angular-dependent

edge source boundary condition with a source equivalent to

an isotropic, a cosine-directed and a cosine-squared-

directed edge flux combination) has been additionally

demonstrated.

5.1 SLAB CELL SYSTEM

The slab calculations were performed on the slab cell

system defined in Appendix A. For references, this cell had

a fuel region half-thickness of 0.41783 cm, a moderator

region half-thickness of 0.29295 cm, macroscopic cross

sections of 0.382 cm
1
(scattering) and 0.939 cm

1
(total) in

the fuel, and 3.4278 cm-1 (scattering) and 3.450 cm
1

(total)

in the moderator.

Figure 5.1 presents the volume-source or black-body

flux profiles calculated by the two methods; (1) integral

transport theory and (2) SN method. Excellent agreement

between the two methods is apparent and can be verified in

Tables 5.1 and 5.2, which lists these same results numer-

ically.
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TABLE 5.1 THE SLAB CELL INTEGRAL TRANSPORT THEORY
VOLUME-SOURCE OR BLACK-BODY FLUX PROFILE

X-POSITION
(CM)

LOWER

RANGE

UPPER

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM2/SEC)

0.00000 -- 0.04178 0.3865
0.04178 -- 0.08355 0.3884
0.08355 -- 0.12534 0.3924
0.12534 -- 0.16713 0.3984
0.16713 -- 0.20891 0.4068
0.20891 -- 0.25069 0.4177
0.25069 -- 0.29248 0.4317
0.29248 -- 0.33426 0.4496
0.33426 -- 0.37604 0.4729
0.37604 -- 0.41783 0.5062
0.41783 -- 0.44713 0.5819
0.44713 -- 0.47642 0.6407
0.47642 -- 0.50572 0.6727
0.50572 -- 0.53501 0.6872
0.53501 -- 0.56431 0.6869
0.56431 -- 0.59360 0.6728
0.59360 -- 0.62290 0.6449
0.62290 -- 0.65220 0.6021
0.65220 -- 0.68149 0.5417
0.68149 -- 0.71078 0.4538
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TABLE 5.2 THE SLAB CELL S10 METHOD VOLUME-SOURCE
OR BLACK-BODY FLUX PROFILE

X-POSITION
(CM)

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM 2/SEC)

0.00000 0.3824
0.04178 0.3835
0.08355 0.3868
0.12534 0.3925
0.16713 0.4008
0.20891 0.4118
0.25069 0.4261
0.29248 0.4441
0.33426 0.4665
0.37604 0.4941
0.41783 0.5281
0.44713 0.6060
0.47642 0.6540
0.50572 0.6800
0.53501 0.6885
0.56431 0.6817
0.59360 0.6602
0.62290 0.6233
0.65220 0.5689
0.68149 0.4923
0.71078 0.3855
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Total flux profiles are compared in Figure 5.2, with

the separate calculational results also listed in Tables

5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. The integral transport theory

flux profile using the zero current boundary condition shows

a slight "dip" in the flux near the cell edge (0.71078 cm).

Ideal moderator flux behavior would have a continuous rise

as the cell edge is approached with a zero gradient at the

cell edge; this behavior is exhibited by the "exact" S32

method total flux profile using a mirror reflection boundary

condition. Improvement in the integral transport theory

total flux profile shape is observed using the P11 boundary

condition (i.e. the isotropic and cosine-directed edge

flux). Inclusion of higher order angular moments in the

edge source boundary condition would cause the integral

transport theory flux profiles to approach the mirror

reflective boundary condition, i.e. the "exact" S32 total

flux profile. Complete balancing of the angular flux

moments at the cell edge is equivalent to a mirror

reflection boundary.

A second "exact" reference total flux profile was

calculated by means of the Image method (see Appendix D).

The Image method was compared with the S32 method. Despite

the fact that the Image method is based on a finite volume

element mesh and the S
32

method on a spatial point mesh, the

two "exact" calculational methods proved to be in excellent

agreement. The Image method flux profile was not plotted in
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TABLE 5.3 THE SLAB CELL DIFFUSION THEORY
APPROXIMATION FLUX PROFILE

X-POSITION
(CM)

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM2/SEC)

0.00000 1.1600
0.04178 1.1616
0.08355 1.1664
0.12534 1.1744
0.16713 1.1856
0.20891 1.2000
0.25069 1.2177
0.29248 1.2388
0.33426 1.2632
0.37604 1.2911
0.41783 1.3226
0.44713 1.4039
0.47642 1.4767
0.50572 1.5408
0.53501 1.5964
0.56431 1.6434
0.59360 1.6818
0.62290 1.7117
0.65220 1.7331
0.68149 1.7459
0.71078 1.7501
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TABLE 5.4 THE SLAB CELL INTEGRAL TRANSPORT THEORY
TOTAL FLUX PROFILE USING THE ZERO CURRENT
BOUNDARY CONDITION

X-POSITION RANGE
(CM)

LOWER UPPER

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM 2/SEC)

0.00000 -- 0.04178 1.1153
0.04178 -- 0.08355 1.1200
0.08355 -- 0.12534 1.1294
0.12534 -- 0.16713 1.1437
0.16713 -- 0.20891 1.1635
0.20891 -- 0.25069 1.1892
0.25069 -- 0.29248 1.2217
0.29248 -- 0.33426 1.2628
0.33426 -- 0.37604 1.3153
0.37604 -- 0.41783 1.3880
0.41783 -- 0.44713 1.5525
0.44713 -- 0.47642 1.7027
0.47642 -- 0.50572 1.8118
0.50572 -- 0.53501 1.8977
0.53501 -- 0.56431 1.9659
0.56431 -- 0.59360 2.0190
0.59360 -- 0.62290 2.0580
0.62290 -- 0.65220 2.0833
0.65220 -- 0.68149 2.0936
0.68149 -- 0.71078 2.0843



TABLE 5.5 THE SLAB CELL INTEGRAL TRANSPORT THEORY
TOTAL FLUX PROFILE USING THE P

11 BOUNDARY
CONDITION

X-POSITION
(CM)

LOWER

RANGE

UPPER

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM2/SEC)

0.00000 -- 0.04178 1.1145
0.04178 -- 0.08355 1.1192
0.08355 -- 0.12534 1.1286
0.12534 -- 0.16713 1.1431
0.16713 -- 0.20891 1.1629
0.20891 -- 0.25069 1.1887
0.25069 -- 0.29248 1.2215
0.29248 -- 0.33426 1.2627
0.33426 -- 0.37604 1.3155
0.37604 -- 0.41783 1.3886
0.41783 -- 0.44713 1.5538
0.44713 -- 0.47642 1.7051
0.47642 -- 0.50572 1.8159
0.50572 -- 0.53501 1.9040
0.53501 -- 0.56431 1.9751
0.56431 -- 0.59360 2.0319
0.59360 -- 0.62290 2.0761
0.62290 -- 0.65220 2.1086
0.65220 -- 0.68149 2.1297
0.68149 -- 0.71078 2.1399
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TABLE 5.6 THE SLAB CELL IMAGE METHOD TOTAL FLUX PROFILE

X-POSITION
(CM)

LOWER

RANGE

UPPER

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM3/SEC)

0.00000 -- 0.04178 1.1149
0.04178 -- 0.08355 1.1195
0.08355 -- 0.12534 1.1290
0.12534 -- 0.16713 1.1434
0.16713 -- 0.20891 1.1633
0.20891 -- 0.25069 1.1891
0.25069 -- 0.29248 1.2218
0.29248 -- 0.33426 1.2631
0.33426 -- 0.37604 1.3158
0.37604 -- 0.41783 1.3889
0.41783 -- 0.44713 1.5541
0.44713 -- 0.47642 1.7054
0.47642 -- 0.50572 1.8161
0.50572 -- 0.53501 1.9041
0.53501 -- 0.56431 1.9751
0.56431 -- 0.59360 2.0319
0.59360 -- 0.62290 2.0761
0.62290 -- 0.65220 2.1086
0.65220 -- 0.68149 2.1300
0.68149 -- 0.71078 2.1406



TABLE 5.7 THE SLAB CELL S32 METHOD TOTAL FLUX
PROFILE USING A MIRROR REFLECTION
BOUNDARY CONDITION

X-POSITION
(CM)

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM2/SEC)

0.00000 1.1134
0.04178 1.1157
0.08355 1.1226
0.12534 1.1344
0.16713 1.1513
0.20891 1.1737
0.25069 1.2026
0.29248 1.2393
0.33426 1.2866
0.37604 1.3497
0.41783 1.4396
0.44713 1.6394
0.47642 1.7661
0.50572 1.8640
0.53501 1.9430
0.56431 2.0067
0.59360 2.0571
0.62290 2.0954
0.65220 2.1223
0.68149 2.1383
0.71078 2.1436
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Figure 5.2, in order to avoid duplication and confusion of

the results. The Image method and the S32 method can be

compared from their numerical listings in Table 5.6 and 5.7,

respectively.

A further measure of the improvement in the integral

transport theory total flux profile using the P11 boundary

condition over that using the zero current boundary

condition is seen in a comparison of the disadvantage

factors. Table 5.8 below compares the slab cell

disadvantage factors. The integral transport theory method

disadvantage factor using the Pi, boundary condition is in

better agreement with the "exact" S32 method and Image

method disadvantages factor than is the integral transport

theory method using the zero current boundary condition.

5.2 SPHERE CELL SYSTEM

The sphere calculations were performed on the sphere

cell system defined in Appendix A. For reference, this cell

had a central spherical fuel region of radius 0.41783 cm,

and an outer moderator region of radius of 0.71078 cm,

macroscopic cross sections of 0.382 cm 1
(scattering) and

0.939 cm-1(total) in the fuel and and 3.4278 cm-1

(scattering) and 3.450 crrEl (total) in the moderator.
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Table 5.8 Total Flux Profile Disadvantage Factors in the
Slab Cell System

Disadvantage
Factor

(1) Diffusion theory approximation
total flux profile 1.3244

(2) Integral Transport Theory total
flux profile using the zero current
boundary condition 1.5991

(3) Integral Transport Theory total
flux profile using the Pi,
boundary condition 1.6138

(4) Image method total flux profile
("exact" reference flux profile) 1.6142

(5) The S
32

method total flux profile
using a mirror reflection boundary
conidition ("exact" reference flux
profile) 1.6146
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Spatial flux profiles were calculated in the sphere

cell system for two reasons; (1) high system curvature and

(2) SN reference calculations could be performed with

relative ease since the angular flux is dependent upon a

single angular variable as opposed to two in the more

difficult cylindrical (pin cell) case. The sphere cell

system provided the necessary geometry upon which the

integral transport theory method could be used to test the

effects of system curvature on the angular-dependent edge

source boundary condition (Pm). System curvature is a

potentially significant factor that could influence flux

profile shape, because of the dimensionally small, high

curvature nature of the pin cell system.

Figure 5.3 presents the volume-source or black-body

flux profiles calculated by the two methods; (1) integral

transport theory and (2) the SN method. Excellent

agreement is apparent and can be verified in Tables 5.9 and

5.10, which list the same results numerically.

The total flux profiles are compared in Figure 5.4,

with the results numerically listed in Tables 5.11, 5.12,

5.13, 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16. The integral transport theory

flux profile using the zero current boundary condition shows

a reduced moderator flux and a slight "dip" in the flux near

the cell edge (similar to the slab cell case) when compared

to the "exact" total flux profile, which is taken to be the

16
method using a diffuse heavy scatterer third region
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TABLE 5.9 THE SPHERE CELL INTEGRAL TRANSPORT THEORY
VOLUME-SOURCE OR BLACK-BODY FLUX PROFILE

RADIAL RANGE
(CM)

LOWER UPPER

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS /CM2 /SEC)

0.00000 -- 0.19394 0.4496
0.19394 -- 0.24434 0.4655
0.24434 -- 0.27970 0.4790
0.27970 -- 0.30786 0.4920
0.30786 -- 0.33163 0.5050
0.33163 -- 0.35241 0.5184
0.35241 -- 0.37099 0.5326
0.37099 -- 0.38787 0.5479
0.38787 -- 0.40341 0.5654
0.40341 -- 0.41783 0.5872
0.41783 -- 0.46656 0.6365
0.46656 -- 0.50681 0.6531
0.50681 -- 0.54151 0.6403
0.54151 -- 0.57226 0.6143
0.57226 -- 0.60002 0.5808
0.60002 -- 0.62542 0.5420
0.62542 -- 0.64891 0.4989
0.64891 -- 0.67082 0.4514
0.67082 -- 0.69138 0.3984
0.69138 -- 0.71078 0.3347
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TABLE 5.10 THE SPHERE CELL S8 METHOD VOLUME-SOURCE
OR BLACK-BODY FLUX PROFILE

RADIAL POSITION
(CM)

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM2/SEC)

0.00000 0.4372
0.04178 0.4381
0.08355 0.4406
0.12534 0.4449
0.16713 0.4512
0.20891 0.4600
0.25069 0.4720
0.29248 0.4882
0.33426 0.5101
0.37604 0.5412
0.41783 0.5973
0.44713 0.6424
0.47642 0.6549
0.50572 0.6515
0.53501 0.6359
0.56431 0.6098
0.59360 0.5741
0.62290 0.5286
0.65220 0.4725
0.68149 0.4011
0.71078 0.2961
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TABLE 5.11 THE SPHERE CELL DIFFUSION THEORY
APPROXIMATION FLUX PROFILE

RADIAL POSITION NORMALIZED FLUX
(CM) (NEUTRONS/CM2/SEC)

0.00000 5.8545
0.04178 5.8578
0.08355 5.8659
0.12534 5.8792
0.16713 5.8980
0.20891 5.9222
0.25069 5.9519
0.29248 5.9870
0.33426 6.0277
0.37604 6.0741
0.41783 6.1262
0.44713 6.2548
0.47642 6.3604
0.50572 6.4465
0.53501 6.5161
0.56431 6.5712
0.59360 6.6137
0.62290 6.6450
0.65220 6.6662
0.68149 6.6783
0.71078 6.6822



TABLE 5.12 THE SPHERE CELL INTEGRAL TRANSPORT THEORY
TOTAL FLUX PROFILE USING THE ZERO CURRENT
BOUNDARY CONDITION

RADIAL RANGE
(CM)

LOWER UPPER

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM2/SEC)

0.00000 -- 0.19394 5.6227
0.19394 -- 0.24434 5.7113
0.24434 -- 0.27970 5.7837
0.27970 -- 0.30786 5.8509
0.30786 -- 0.33163 5.9162
0.33163 -- 0.35241 5.9813
0.35241 -- 0.37099 6.0478
0.37099 -- 0.38787 6.1175
0.38787 -- 0.40341 6.1935
0.40341 -- 0.41783 6.2840
0.41783 -- 0.46656 6.5493
0.46656 -- 0.50681 6.7879
0.50681 -- 0.54151 6.9197
0.54151 -- 0.57226 7.0015
0.57226 -- 0.60002 7.0540
0.60002 -- 0.62542 7.0872
0.62542 -- 0.64891 7.1067
0.64891 -- 0.67082 7.1154
0.67082 -- 0.69138 7.1147
0.69138 -- 0.71078 7.1034
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TABLE 5.13 THE SPHERE CELL INTEGRAL TRANSPORT THEORY
TOTAL FLUX PROFILE USING THE P11 BOUNDARY
CONDITION

RADIAL RANGE
(CM)

LOWER UPPER

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM2/SEC)

0.00000 -- 0.19394 5.5872
0.19394 -- 0.24434 5.6825
0.24434 -- 0.27970 5.7601
0.27970 -- 0.30786 5.8319
0.30786 -- 0.33163 5.9012
0.33163 -- 0.35241 5.9701
0.35241 -- 0.37099 6.0401
0.37099 -- 0.38787 6.1131
0.38787 -- 0.40341 6.1920
0.40341 -- 0.41783 6.2852
0.41783 -- 0.46656 6.5564
0.46656 -- 0.50681 6.8070
0.50681 -- 0.54151 6.9525
0.54151 -- 0.57226 7.0498
0.57226 -- 0.60002 7.1202
0.60002 -- 0.62542 7.1741
0.62542 -- 0.64891 7.2180
0.64891 -- 0.67082 7.2566
0.67082 -- 0.69138 7.2946
0.69138 -- 0.71078 7.3413
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TABLE 5.14 THE SPHERE CELL INTEGRAL TRANSPORT THEORY
TOTAL FLUX PROFILE USING THE P

22
BOUNDARY

CONDITION

RADIAL RANGE
(CM)

LOWER UPPER

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM2/SEC)

0.00000 -- 0.19394 5.5341
0.19394 -- 0.24434 5.6436
0.24434 -- 0.27970 5.7317
0.27970 -- 0.30786 5.8122
0.30786 -- 0.33163 5.8892
0.33163 -- 0.35241 5.9649
0.35241 -- 0.37099 6.0410
0.37099 -- 0.38787 6.1195
0.38787 -- 0.40341 6.2033
0.40341 -- 0.41783 6.3006
0.41783 -- 0.46656 6.5808
0.46656 -- 0.50681 6.8477
0.50681 -- 0.54151 7.0095
0.54151 -- 0.57226 7.1225
0.57226 -- 0.60002 7.2074
0.60002 -- 0.62542 7.2740
0.62542 -- 0.64891 7.3276
0.64891 -- 0.67082 7.3707
0.67082 -- 0.69138 7.4031
0.69138 -- 0.71078 7.4162



TABLE 5.15 THE SPHERE CELL Sir METHOD TOTAL FLUX
PROFILE USING A MMROR REFLECTION
BOUNDARY CONDITION

RADIAL POSITION
(CM)

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM2/SEC)

0.00000 5.3715
0.04178 5.3767
0.08355 5.4007
0.12534 5.4409
0.16713 5.4978
0.20891 5.5724
0.25069 5.6663
0.29248 5.7816
0.33426 5.9223
0.37604 6.0965
0.41783 6.3456
0.44713 6.6420
0.47642 6.8307
0.50572 6.9770
0.53501 7.0942
0.56431 7.1890
0.59360 7.2661
0.62290 7.3293
0.65220 7.3825
0.68149 7.4274
0.71078 7.4506
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TABLE 5.16 THE SPHERE CELL S16 METHOD TOTAL FLUX
PROFILE USING A DIFFUSE THIRD REGION
REFLECTOR BOUNDARY CONDITION

RADIAL POSITION
(CM)

NORMALIZEDZLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM /SEC)

0.00000 5.5374
0.04178 5.5405
0.08355 5.5572
0.12534 5.5848
0.16713 5.6241
0.20891 5.6765
0.25069 5.7442
0.29248 5.8303
0.33426 5.9400
0.37604 6.0835
0.41783 6.3065
0.44713 6.5845
0.47642 6.7527
0.50572 6.8772
0.53501 6.9719
0.56431 7.0430
0.59360 7.0956
0.62290 7.1309
0.65220 7.1508
0.68149 7.1547
0.71078 7.1565
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boundary condition. The heavy scatterer third region is

used to reflect neutrons back into the system in a diffuse

angular distribution as opposed to the mirror or specular

reflection boundary conditions. The diffuse return of

leakage neutrons was necessary to eliminate the classical

"ray effect", caused by the mirror reflection on the cell

boundary (see Chapter 1). The integral transport theory

flux profile using the P11 boundary condition is in better

agreement with the "exact" S16 method (diffuse third region

boundary condition) over most of the spatial mesh, except

near the cell edge where it trends upward. Despite the fact

that this upward curvature causes the profile to deviate

slightly more than the zero current boundary condition from

the "exact" profile at the cell edge, a physically more

realistic profile shape (ideal moderator flux behavior) is

obtained and the fluxes in the fuel (absorber) region seem

to be closer to S
N

results. The upward curvature of the

flux in the moderator becomes more pronounced as higher and

higher order angular harmonics are introduced into the

angular-dependent edge source boundary condition and in the

limit (complete match up or balancing of the angular flux

moments) approach the mirror boundary condition. The

approach to the mirror boundary condition is exemplified in

the comparison of the integral transport theory total flux

profile using a P
22 boundary condition (i.e. inclusion of a

third angular flux moment or the equivalent of an isotropic,
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cosine-directed and cosine-squared-directed edge source

combination) and the S16 method total flux profile using a

mirror reflection boundary condition. The S16 method using

the mirror boundary condition reveals the large "ray effect"

on the spherical cell system and provides a warning against

usage of the mirror boundary condition in the pin cell

system.

Table 5.17 below compares the sphere cell disadvantage

factors. The integral transport theory disadvantage factors

are seen to approach the S16 mirror boundary condition as

higher order angular edge sources are included in the

angular-dependent edge source boundary condition (PNN). The

"exact" disadvantage factor (1.1884) from the S16 method

using a diffuse third region boundary reflector lies between

the Poo and P
11 integral transport theory results, but

closer to the integral transport theory method using the P

boundary condition than to the zero current (Poo) boundary

condition.

5.3 PIN CELL SYSTEM

The pin cell calculations were performed on the pin

cell system defined in Appendix A. For reference, this cell

was composed of a solid, central cylindrical fuel region of
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Table 5.17 Total Flux Profile Disadvantage Factors in the
Sphere Cell System

Disadvantage
Factor

(1) Diffusion theory approximation
total flux profile 1.0902

(2) Integral Transport Theory total
flux profile using the zero current
boundary condition 1.1736

(3) Integral Transport Theory total
flux profile using the

P11boundary condition 1.1921

(4) Integral Transport Theory total
flux profile using the P22
boundary condition 1.2079

(5) The Sle method total flux
profin using a mirror reflection
boundary condition 1.2156

(6) The S
16 method total flux profile

using a diffuse third region reflector
boundary condition ("exact" reference
flux profile) 1.1884
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radius 0.41783 cm and surrounded by an outer moderator

region of radius 0.71078 cm, macroscopic cross sections of

0.382 cm
71

(scattering) and 0.939 cm-1 (total) in the fuel

and 3.4278 cm
1

(scattering) and 3.450 cm-1 (total) in the

moderator.

Figure 5.5 presents and compares the volume-source or

black-body flux profiles calculated by the two methods; (1)

integral transport theory and (2) the Monte Carlo method.

Good agreement is apparent and can be verified in Tables

5.18 and 5.19, which lists the same results numerically.

Figure 5.6 compares the total flux profiles calculated

by the integral transport theory method and the Monte Carlo

methods, with the results numerically listed in Tables 5.20,

5.21, 5.22 and 5.23. Again, as in the slab and sphere cell

systems, the integral transport theory flux profile using

the zero current boundary condition showed a reduced

moderator flux and a slight "dip" in the moderator flux near

the cell edge when compared to the "exact" total flux

profile calculated by the Monte Carlo method using a diffuse

heavy scatterer third region boundary condition. Again, as

in the SN method for the sphere cell system, the heavy

scatterer third region was used to reflect neutrons back

into the system in a diffuse angular distribution to

eliminate the classical "ray effect".

Although the Monte Carlo method calculated an average

flux value (with an associated statistical error) for each
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TABLE 5.18 THE PIN CELL INTEGRAL TRANSPORT THEORY
VOLUME-SOURCE OR BLACK-BODY FLUX PROFILE

RADIAL RANGE
(CM)

LOWER UPPER

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM2/SEC)

0.00000 -- 0.13212 0.4780
0.13212 -- 0.18685 0.4883
0.18685 -- 0.22885 0.4994
0.22885 -- 0.26425 0.5112
0.26425 -- 0.29545 0.5240
0.29545 -- 0.32365 0.5379
0.32365 -- 0.34958 0.5533
0.34958 -- 0.37371 0.5706
0.37371 -- 0.39638 0.5909
0.39638 -- 0.41783 0.6170
0.41783 -- 0.45568 0.6723
0.45568 -- 0.49062 0.7064
0.49062 -- 0.52323 0.7122
0.52323 -- 0.55392 0.7010
0.55392 -- 0.58301 0.6775
0.58301 -- 0.61070 0.6440
0.61070 -- 0.63720 0.6014
0.63720 -- 0.66264 0.5500
0.66264 -- 0.68713 0.4880
0.68713 -- 0.71078 0.4089
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TABLE 5.19 THE PIN CELL MONTE CARLO METHOD VOLUME-
SOURCE OR BLACK-BODY FLUX PROFILE

RADIAL RANGE
(CM)

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM2/SEC)

STANDARD
DEVIATION

0.00000 -- 0.04178 0.4617 0.0534
0.04178 -- 0.08355 0.4851 0.0316
0.08355 -- 0.12534 0.4805 0.0205
0.12534 -- 0.16713 0.4896 0.0154
0.16713 -- 0.20891 0.5091 0.0167
0.20891 -- 0.25069 0.5064 0.0103
0.25069 -- 0.29248 0.5092 0.0152
0.29248 -- 0.33426 0.5397 0.0201
0.33426 -- 0.37604 0.5704 0.0133
0.37604 -- 0.41783 0.6070 0.0113
0.41783 -- 0.44713 0.6720 0.0129
0.44713 -- 0.47642 0.7062 0.0154
0.47642 -- 0.50572 0.7142 0.0196
0.50572 -- 0.53501 0.6845 0.0206
0.53501 -- 0.56431 0.6503 0.0195
0.56431 -- 0.59360 0.6252 0.0153
0.59360 -- 0.62290 0.5907 0.0132
0.62290 -- 0.65220 0.5351 0.0181
0.65220 -- 0.68149 0.4651 0.0125
0.68149 -- 0.71078 0.3808 0.0080
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TABLE 5.20 THE PIN CELL DIFFUSION THEORY
APPROXIMATION FLUX PROFILE

RADIAL POSITION
(CM)

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM.2/SEC)

0.00000 3.0244
0.04178 3.0265
0.08355 3.0327
0.12534 3.0431
0.16713 3.0576
0.20891 3.0764
0.25069 3.0994
0.29248 3.1267
0.33426 3.1584
0.37604 3.1945
0.41783 3.2351
0.44713 3.3385
0.47642 3.4257
0.50572 3.5004
0.53501 3.5633
0.56431 3.6147
0.59360 3.6559
0.62290 3.6868
0.65220 3.7084
0.68149 3.7208
0.71078 3.7251



TABLE 5.21 THE PIN CELL INTEGRAL TRANSPORT THEORY
TOTAL FLUX PROFILE USING THE ZERO CURRENT
BOUNDARY CONDITION

RADIAL RANGE
(CM)

LOWER UPPER

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM.2/SEC)

0.00000 -- 0.13212 2.9035
0.13212 -- 0.18685 2.9409
0.18685 -- 0.22885 2.9801
0.22885 -- 0.26425 3.0212
0.26425 -- 0.29545 3.0647
0.29545 -- 0.32365 3.1109
0.32365 -- 0.34958 3.1607
0.34958 -- 0.37371 3.2152
0.37371 -- 0.39638 3.2768
0.39638 -- 0.41783 3.3523
0.41783 -- 0.45568 3.5414
0.45568 -- 0.49062 3.7266
0.49062 -- 0.52323 3.8487
0.52323 -- 0.55392 3.9353
0.55392 -- 0.58301 3.9973
0.58301 -- 0.61070 4.0408
0.61070 -- 0.63720 4.0693
0.63720 -- 0.66264 4.0848
0.66264 -- 0.68713 4.0881
0.68713 -- 0.71078 4.0766
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TABLE 5.22 THE PIN CELL INTEGRAL TRANSPORT THEORY
TOTAL FLUX PROFILE USING THE P1, BOUNDARY
CONDITION

RADIAL RANGE
(CM)

LOWER UPPER

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM2/SEC)

0.00000 -- 0.13212 2.8931
0.13212 -- 0.18685 2.9321
0.18685 -- 0.22885 2.9728
0.22885 -- 0.26425 3.0155
0.26425 -- 0.29545 3.0605
0.29545 -- 0.32365 3.1083
0.32365 -- 0.34958 3.1597
0.34958 -- 0.37371 3.2156
0.37371 -- 0.39638 3.2786
0.39638 -- 0.41783 3.3553
0.41783 -- 0.45568 3.5465
0.45568 -- 0.49062 3.7360
0.49062 -- 0.52323 3.8635
0.52323 -- 0.55392 3.9567
0.55392 -- 0.58301 4.0270
0.58301 -- 0.61070 4.0805
0.61070 -- 0.63720 4.1216
0.63720 -- 0.66264 4.1535
0.66264 -- 0.68713 4.1791
0.68713 -- 0.71078 4.2037
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TABLE 5.23 THE PIN CELL MONTE CARLO METHOD TOTAL FLUX
PROFILE USING A DIFFUSE THIRD REGION REFLECTOR
BOUNDARY CONDITION

RADIAL RANGE
(CM)

NORMALIZED FLUX
(NEUTRONS/CM2/SEC)

STANDARD
DEVIATION

0.00000 -- 0.04178 2.9466 0.1933
0.04178 -- 0.08355 2.9117 0.1507
0.08355 -- 0.12534 2.9148 0.1413
0.12534 -- 0.16713 2.9332 0.1109
0.16713 -- 0.20891 2.9542 0.1047
0.20891 -- 0.25069 2.9949 0.1144
0.25069 -- 0.29248 3.0456 0.0928
0.29248 -- 0.33426 3.1072 0.0865
0.33426 -- 0.37604 3.1932 0.0970
0.37604 -- 0.41783 3.3258 0.1040
0.41783 -- 0.44713 3.5416 0.1222
0.44713 -- 0.47642 3.7019 0.1384
0.47642 -- 0.50572 3.8257 0.1626
0.50572 -- 0.53501 3.8999 0.1466
0.53501 -- 0.56431 3.9653 0.1496
0.56431 -- 0.59360 4.0423 0.1578
0.59360 -- 0.62290 4.0864 0.1338
0.62290 -- 0.65220 4.1282 0.1440
0.65220 -- 0.68149 4.1468 0.1509
0.68149 -- 0.71078 4.1471 0.1519
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finite volume element, a curve has been drawn through the

midpoints of the flux in each finite volume element for easy

comparison to the bar diagram of the flux profiles generated

by the integral transport theory. The integral transport

theory total flux profile using the P11 boundary condition

is in closer agreement with the "exact" Monte Carlo

calculation over the majority of the cell than is the

integral tranpsort theory total flux profile using the zero

current boundary condition. Comparison of the disadvantage

factors reveals the superiority of the P11 boundary

condition over the zero current boundary condition in

attempt to better approximate the "exact" Monte Carlo total

flux profile.

Again, it should be noted, as in the sphere cell

system, the P11 boundary condition total flux profile rises

slightly above the "exact" total flux profile near the cell

boundary (to a lesser degree in the pin cell case). This

could possibly be attributed to the system curvature, since

it is not observed in the slab cell system.

Table 5.24 below compares the disadvantage factors for

the calculated total flux profiles.
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Table 5.24 Total Flux Profile Disadvantage Factors in the
Pin Cell System

Disadvantage
Factor

(1) Diffusion theory approximation
total flux profile 1.1492

(2) Integral Transport Theory total
flux profile using the zero current
boundary condition 1.2702

(3) Integral Transport Theory total
flux profile using the P

11boundary condition 1.2864

(4) Monte Carlo total flux profile
using a diffuse third region
reflector boundary condition 1.3020

(+0.031)
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5.4 Conclusions

For the three optically-thin geometric cell systems

considered, the integral transport theory total flux

profiles using the P
11

boundary condition rather than the

zero current boundary condition, provided better

approximations to the "exact" reference total flux profiles.

This fact has been shown comparatively in the figures

illustrating the flux profile shapes and tables of cell

disadvantage factors. Of particular interest, the "dip" in

the moderator flux near the cell boundary using the zero

current boundary condition was restored to a more physically

realistic profile shape (near zero gradient at the cell

boundary) using the P11 boundary condition.

The P
11

boundary condition represents a simple and

easily applicable diffuse boundary condition for

optically-thin curvilinear cell systems, such as the pin

cell. Using it, integral transport theory calculations do

not need to deal with a heavy scatterer third region to

diffusely reflect neutrons back into the system. This

eliminates the need to spend computer time generating third

region kernels (enlargement of the kernel matrix) or making

complicated kernel corrections. Instead two simple flux

profiles, one from a source derived from an isotropic edge

flux and the other from a cosine-directed edge flux (eqns.

(4.15), (4.23) and (4.31)) can be rapidly generated making

use of the existing black-body kernels. These two flux
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profiles and the volume-source (black-body) flux profile

converge rapidly (approximately 20 simultaneous displacememt

iterations), because the optically-thin systems with a

black-body boundary condition have high leakage rates. The

three flux profiles are then weighted according to the

simple angular-dependent edge source boundary condition

conservation relations to produce a total flux profile.

It is known that the zero current boundary condition is

readily applicable and accurate for optically-thick cell

systems (greater than a few mfp's). For optically-thin cell

systems (on the order of a mfp), the Pil boundary condition

was found to improve the overall flux profile

characteristics. By inductive reasoning, cell systems that

are even optically-thinner (say less than a mfp) may require

a higher order angular moment boundary condition, for

example, a P
22

boundary condition. Possible examples of

these optically-thin cell systems include perhaps (1) the

LMFBR unit cell with dimensions of roughly half those of the

Standard 17x17 Westinghouse LWR unit cell, (2) re-optimized

LWR lattice cells (dimensionally reduced) and (3) the cell

systems considered in this study using the more realistic

moderator transport cross section (approximately 2.4 cm71

for light water), instead of the larger total cross section

(3.450 cm -1
).

However, for the three geometric cell systems studied

here, the P
11

boundary condition with its two angular flux
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moments was sufficient. Incorporation of higher order

angular flux moments into the angular-dependent edge source

boundary condition (i.e. beyond the 11 boundary condition)

leads to the mirror reflection boundary condition. The

mirror condition is realistic only for the slab cell system.

For the slab cell system, higher order angular moments would

improve the total flux profile, but only slightly. On the

other hand, the optically-thin curvilinear cell systems

studied here (the pin cell and sphere cell systems) cannot

utilize the higher order angular moments beyond the P11

without encountering the classical "ray effect" that

produces a much overestimated moderator flux. Hence, for

the optically-thin curvilinear cell systems only a partial

match up of inward and outward angular flux moments at the

cell boundary is necessary to produce a diffuse boundary

condition. Specifically, the Pil boundary condition

involves the match up of only two angular moments; (1) the

isotropic flux and (2) the current and has proven quite

useful.

The effects of system curvature on the integral

transport theory total flux profiles using the

angular-dependent edge source boundary condition were of

minor importance. The P
11

boundary condition total flux

profile, compared to the "exact" reference total flux

profile, has a slightly larger moderator flux near the cell

boundary. This rise in moderator flux is again observed in
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the sphere cell system (higher system curvature than the pin

cell), but to a slightly greater degree. For the sphere

cell, the disadvantage factor obtained from the P11 boundary

condition flux calculations was actually a bit larger than

from the "exact" total flux profile.
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6. FLUX CONVERGENCE METHODS AND APPLICATIONS OF A HEURISTIC

METHOD

The solution ( CI ) to equation (1.6), repeated here,

(6.1)

can be obtained by iterative methods. The Neumann Series

solution method is one such iterative method. In this

method, equation (6.1) is written as

with

that

arii
MOM

(1)n+i LS 1110S -n
(6.2)

(6.3)

Assuming that the converge sufficiently well, i.e.

lim 4b
n

= 0
n --) co

one can construct

(6.4)



T6=
n=0

and verify that the result satisfies eqn. (6.1)

A related method is to write eqn. (6.1) as

krisc, -a.-]
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(6.5)

(6.6)

The sequence obn will then converge to under the same

conditions as for eqn. (6.4). Convergence in this case may

be estimated by examining whether,

10-M (6.7)

However, a converged solution obtained by this iterative

method often requires a large number of iterations and/or a

large amount of computing time.

This chapter introduces and compares additional

iteration methods used to increase the flux convergence

rate, i.e. reduce the number of iterations and/or reduce the

amount of computing time required to converge all residuals

within the desired limits. Section 6.1 presents and

compares standard iterative flux convergence methods with

the NEG convergence method used in the THERMOS code. These

methods are used for comparison with the heuristic methods

developed in this study, which are introduced in section

6.2. Section 6.3 then describes the testing of the

heuristic methods on a thick moderator slab system referred
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to as Problem #1. Section 6.4 applies the heuristics

developed in Problem #1 to an optically-thin pin cell system

referred to as Problem #2. Section 6.5 outlines an

effective "modified heuristic" method that evolved from this

experimentation and section 6.6 compares its convergence

rate to the convergence rates of the methods described in

section 6.1. The NEG convergence method in THERMOS utilizes

its own effective heuristic convergence technique, called

normalization. Normalization has been incorporated into the

heuristic methodology outlined in section 6.7 and is

referred to as the "normalized heuristic method". The

prospective "normalized heuristic method" evolved out the

"modified" heuristic and NEG methods and remains as a

suggestion for further study.

6.1 THE NORMALIZED EXTRAPOLATED GAUSS ITERATIVE METHOD 32

The THERMOS code makes use of a very effective flux

convergence method called the Normalized Extrapolated Gauss
32

(NEG) . In order to appreciate the NEG rate of convergence,

a comparison of some standard methods and their convergence

rates are presented below:



The transport equation in matrix form is given by:

and can be rewritten:

where,

1 =1.i + iti + K6

4
A

131 =

Sj j
:Yzi

J ='

= = ^;Jr( ij t

N = # of mesh intervals

(6.8)

(6.9)
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The subscript i refers to the finite element receiving

neutrons from all the other jth elements. The subscript n

will signify the iteration number:

(1) Gauss (Simultaneous Displacements):

= - -
11)+1= A

gl,

+ B(. + 175
,1 h n (6.10)

(2) Gauss-Seidel (Successive Displacements):
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=
A KE + B + KQ

n+1 n
ap

+1
(6.11)

(3) Extrapolated Liebmann (SOR factor > ):

(1)i = XRnti (6.12)

TN

= =_
+ BTn + KQ - otrt* = n41

An additional technique or heuristic, is the

normalization of the iterated flux profile. Normalization

of the flux profile is the balancing, of the neutron

absorption rate to the volume-source rate within the cell.

Normalization is accomplished by multiplying the flux

profile by a constant, 72 defined to be:

fQ (r)ciV

IQ(r) (r) av
cell

(6.13)

Normalization of the iterant flux profile, leads to
n+i

the following two convergence methods.

(4) Normalized Gauss (normalized simultaneous
displacements):

(In +1
;1

n
+ 1-3

n
+ 17Q (6.14)

7n+1
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(5) Normalized Extrapolated Gauss:

= +n+1 (6.15)

_ -
R
n#1

= A
n

+ 13(1n + RE] otl

7M+1

Often, )' is held at a constant value of 1.2, for time

and iterations would be wasted in trying to establish a more

accurate value.

To give the reader an intuitive understanding of the

relative effectiveness of the above convergence methods,

they were applied to the one-group transport equation for an

equivalent pin cell similar to a natural uranium graphite

cell. In each case, the initial solution was assumed to be

a flat distribution across the cell. Table 6.1 below is

simply a comparison of the five convergence methods

described above by exhibiting the number of iterations

necessary to converge the solution. The solution was

converged and iteration terminated when all residuals were

less than 2.0*10E-5.
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Table 6.1 Comparison of Iteration Methods

Method

1

2

3

4

5

Comparison of methods (1),

# of

(2)

iterations

620

399

172

32

17

and (3) show significant

improvement in the convergence rate with the implementation

of the SOR factor >% . Dramatic improvement occurs when

using only normalization (compare methods (1) and (4)). The

greatest improvement is attained with the combination of an

SOR factor > =1.2 and normalization (method 5). Method (5)

increases the convergence rate roughly by a factor of 37

over the straight simultaneous displacement (method (1)).

6.2 A HEURISTIC METHOD

This section describes the heuristic method developed
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in this study in an attempt to rival or even better the NEG

flux convergence method described in section 6.1. The

heuristic method, like the NEG method, was developed to

increase the rate of convergence of the spatial flux

profiles in one, two and three dimensional "pin cells" or

related systems. Initially, the heuristic method was

extensively tested on a one-dimensional plane (slab)

geometry system, i.e. a slab system composed only of

moderator material with a centrally-located distributed

source. This system, which will be described in more detail

in section 6.3, will be referred to as Problem #1.

Favorable heuristic approximations for the residual source,

/

Q developed on this plane moderator system (Problem #1)

were then applied to a one-dimensional pin cell system. The

pin cell system will be described in detail in section 6.4

and will be referred to as Problem #2. It was assumed that

the heuristic method and heuristic approximations developed

on one-dimensional pin cell systems would be applicable in

two and three dimensional systems.

The heuristic method again attempts to minimize the

number of iterations necessary to converge the solution to

the integral equation using the form of eqn. (6.6) repeated

here:

K [Zst Qi
(6.16)

Again, the subscripts n indicate the index of the
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iterations.

To start the iteration process, an approximate solution

for the flux Co can be substituted into eqn. (6.1) and an

iterant flux density 1 can be computed. The discrepancy

between the initial approximate solution and its iterant

form the basis of an additional problem that can in turn be

solved approximately for a residual source, Q' that is then

used in the diffusion approximation differential equation.

The flux profile calculated by the diffusion approximation

is then added to the initial approximate solution and

redefined as the initial approximate solution. This series

of steps is a single heuristic method iteration. The

process is repeated until a desired level of convergence is

obtained between the approximate solution and its iterant.

The following is a mathematical formulation of the

heuristic method:

To begin the process, an approximate solution 1
0

is

needed. Although any reasonable guess (even a flat zero

distribution) for (to would suffice, the solution to the

diffusion equation for the same problem is ideal.

The exact or final converged solution is written as:

where, is the exact solution

(6.17)



(10
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is the initial solution guess

is an unknown flux vector

Substitution of eqn. (6.17) into eqn. (6.1):

1?0

The result can be written as:

or

[si
LS(

0
+

=1.76 71jo TZT.scv

0 + cf,/ =

where 11; is the first iterant from eqn (6.1)

Solving for -6( gives:

= 11

a)/ = 17[a/

(6.18)

(6.19)



--/
where, IQ = K l 1 Yo
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(6.20)

/ .

Q is then defined to be the residual source.

At this point, a heuristic approximation is fabricated

for the residual source, 6' or 17-1
1

-Ct
0

] (i.e. an

approximation for the inverse of the transport kernel

matrix).

The heuristic approximations for V attempted in this study

include the following:

4.4 = 4

(exact expression) Q
/

= K
.'

CI' CI' j

Heuristic A 5
[Ti (To]

/

= [TIC- TolZHeuristic B Q

1.7 ri, I.]

Heuristic C Q = 2 * [ li - id - x (11

Heuristic D 5'
IR7 [ -41- C.]

CI0 i



Heuristic E Q
/ 1

r<-- ri i 4;01
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A detailed look at these approximations for 5/ and their

convergence characteristics will be discussed in section 6.3

and 6.4.

The residual source, 5/ is then used as a source in the
/

diffusion equation, and solved for :

-DV w + loop = Q.Q

The diffusion equation is a means of approximating

Then, inductively,
/

..t:, + CI) ...> (1)
o o

(6.21)

(6.22)

and the process is repeated until Q
/

becomes sufficiently

small.

There may be obvious heuristic approximations for 5/

that hold for specific problems, for example the Milne

problem. Rewriting 5/ in the form

-, -
Q = Q + I 0 t i ' i e,

shows that to obtain an accurate approximation for 5/, a



= =
good approximation for K

-1.

co is needed. In the Milne

=
problem, except near the boundary, K

-1
cp0 ---1 1 . The

above heuristic can lead to a more general heuristic:

or perhaps

K_1
i 4)o

ri = )1 * [(1)
1 -0

where ?N is a constant

'-' [

it-
-01 [ ii --$0 I
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where squaring and division are on a point-to-point basis.

The number and variety of proposed heuristics is endless.

After a bit of heuristic experimentation, certain algebraic

classes of heuristics emerge as more favorable than others.

6.3 THE HEURISTIC METHOD APPLIED TO A MODERATOR SLAB SYSTEM
(PROBLEM #1)

In this section the heuristic method is a applied to a

symmetric, non-multiplying, laterally-infinite thick slab

system with a centrally located distributed source and a

black-body boundary condition. The moderator slab system

was initially chosen to test the heuristic method and
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develop good heuristic approximations for 51 (the residual

source). The thick moderator slab was specifically chosen

for two reasons: (1) the black-body transport kernel matrix

was invertible with high accuracy and hence an exact

residual source 61 could be calculated each iteration and

used as a standard to compare heuristically fabricated

residual sources and (2) the diffusion approximation

solution was a good representation of the exact transport

solution and if desired a convergence rate comparison to the

Synthetic Flux method36 could be obtained. The moderator

slab system geometry is shown in Figure 6.1 along with the

macroscopic moderator cross sections.

The right half-thickness (0.0 -- 8.0 cm) was divided

into twenty equal volume elements. This resulted in a
=

black-body transport kernel matrix, K of 400 elements or a

20x20 matrix. A Gaussian elimination routine, SOLVE (see
=

Appendix G), was used to obtain the kernel matrix inverse, K,1

with 12-13 place decimal accuracy on the CYBER (the Oregon

State University CDC 6000 Series (Model 73) Computer

System). With the inverse matrix known exactly, an "exact"

residual source, at, could then be obtained from eqn.(6.20)

and substituted directly into the diffusion equation to get

4'. The iterated flux profiles obtained in this manner then

formed the basis for comparison of convergence rates using

the heuristically approximated residual source.

Although a wide variety of heuristic approximations for
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6' were tested, only the selected few given in section 6.2

will be illustrated here. For convenience the five

heuristic approximations for V are again given below:

Heuristic A 61

Heuristic B

Heuristic C 5'

Heuristic D
/

Heuristic E 6' 1

The first set of tests used an initial flux, k equal

to zero. This provided easy observation of the gross

behavior and convergence characteristics of each heuristic

approximation. The finite volume element flux that

exhibited the greatest oscillatory behavior during the

convergence in all the tests was in the outermost element

near the cell edge and will be the designated reference flux

element in all the heuristic tests involving the moderator
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slab system (Problem #1). Table 6.2 below compares the

convergence rates of (1) Gauss or straight simultaneous

displacement iteration of the transport matrix, (2) the
= ..1

heuristic method using Q = K
_1

4)1 - t] where K ' was

obtained exactly from SOLVE, and (3) the heuristic

approximations for 5' , A --- E listed above. Figure 6.2

presents the results graphically. A second series of tests

calculated a diffusion flux approximation for the moderator

slab system and used this as the initial flux guess, Ito .

The convergence rate was greatly enhanced in the early

iterations. See Table 6.3 and Figure 6.3.

It was noted that after 5-10 iteratons the rate of

convergence of the heuristic techniques tapered off to a

slowly converging asymptotic value. This led to the

implementation and experimentation of combinations of

standard convergence methods mixed in with the heuristic

methods. Mixtures (e.g. 5 heuristic method iterations and

then 10 SOR iterations using an overrelaxation factor

between 1.0-1.2) generally produced residuals less than

3.0*10E-5 in 10-15 total iterations using an initial flux

profile equal to the diffusion approximation. See Table 6.3

and Figure 6.3 under the heading "combination".
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Table 6.2 Comparison of Convergence Rates using the
Flux in the Outermost Finite Volume Element
of the Moderator Slab System

Iteration Simultaneous
Number Displacements

Matrix
Inversion

Heuristic
A

Heuristic

0 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
1 0.010468 0.010468 0.010468 0.010468
2 0.C30013 0.368612 0.579745 0.407668
3 0.055726 0.285845 0.128202 0.322515
4 0.084459 0.291015 0.342223 0.139599
5 0.113594 0.295663 0.271595 -0.087974
6 0.141305 0.297110 0.305997 0.392257
7 0.166512 0.297040 0.295813 0.323886
8 0.188717 0.296509 0.300445 0.296075
9 0.207816 0.295953 0.298329 0.354210

10 0.223951 0.295504 0.298354 0.280439
11 0.237396 0.295177 0.297446 0.301773
12 0.248478 0.294951 0.296936 -0.354035
13 0.257537 0.294798 0.296378 0.185637
14 0.264890 0.294693 0.295959 0.357337
15 0.270828 0.294620 0.295606 0.335138
16 0.275600 0.294567 0.295333 0.321812
17 0.279421 0.294527 0.295119 0.360410
18 0.282473 0.294495 0.294956 0.317308
19 0.284902 0.294467 0.294833 0.323149
20 0.286833 0.294442 0.294743 0.231206
21 0.288365 0.294420 0.294678 0.322083
22 0.289577 0.294399 0.294631 0.295869
23 0.290537 0.294379 0.294600 0.321362
24 0.291295 0.294360 0.294580 0.277016
25 0.291893 0.294342 0.294567 0.275224
26 0.292365 0.294326 0.294561 0.331265
27 0.292737 0.294310 0.294558 0.306104
28 0.293030 0.294295 0.294558 0.111752
29 0.293260 0.294281 0.294560 0.279415
30 0.293441 0.294269 0.294562 0.304459
31 0.293584 0.294256 0.294565 0.342009
32 0.293696 0.294245 0.294568 0.283658
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Table 6.2 Comparison of Convergence Rates using the
Flux in the Outermost Finite Volume Element
of the Moderator Slab System

Iteration
Number

Heuristic Heuristic Heuristic

0 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
1 0.010468 0.010468 0.010468
2 0.271871 0.887619 117,125.2
3 0.284383 -0.422294 117,125.1
4 0.291842 0.929469 117,125.0
5 0.296645 -0.306796 117,124.9
6 0.298313 0.831225
7 0.295286 -0.181866
8 0.297639 0.731040
9 0.296893 -0.083336 - - --

10 0.296243 0.645851
11 0.295739 -0.006452
12 0.295371 0.576113
13 0.295114 0.054144
14 0.294939 0.519757
15 0.294823 0.102244
16 0.294748 0.474472
17 0.294700 0.140576
18 0.294670 0.438189
19 0.294651 0.171190 - - --
20 0.294639 0.409163
21 0.294629 0.195672
22 0.294622 0.385966
23 0.294614 0.215266
24 0.294606 0.367440
25 0.294598 0.230958 - - --

26 0.294588 0.352651
27 0.294578 0.243531
28 0.294566 0.340852
29 0.294554 0.253610
30 0.294542 0.331440
31 0.294529 0.261692 - - --

32 0.294516 0.323937
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Table 6.3 Comparison of Convergence Rates using the
Flux in the Outermost Finite Volume Element
of the Moderator Slab System with the
Diffusion Approximation as the Initial Guess

Iteration Simultaneous
Number Displacements

Matrix Heuristic
Inversion A

Heuristic

0 0.334649 0.334649 0.334649 0.334649
1 0.318597 0.318597 0.318597 0.318597
2 0.311434 0.294215 0.287294 0.290612
3 0.306626 0.294418 0.291763 0.315305
4 0.303027 0.296248 0.295602 0.281764
5 0.300351 0.296853 0.297248 0.295906
6 0.298415 0.296677 0.297988 0.315318
7 0.297049 0.296240 0.297938 0.264352
8 0.296101 0.295797 0.297628 0.307305
9 0.295453 0.295434 0.297191 0.294618

10 0.295013 0.295162 0.296752 0.314244
11 0.294715 0.294967 0.296349 0.285112
12 0.294515 0.294828 0.296002 0.309046
13 0.294380 0.294728 0.295713 0.284930
14 0.294290 0.294655 0.295477 0.309811
15 0.294229 0.294599 0.295288 0.285877
16 0.294188 0.294555 0.295139 0.313856
17 0.294161 0.294518 0.295022 0.286683
18 0.294143 0.294486 0.294932 0.386832
19 0.294130 0.294458 0.294862 0.271068
20 0.294122 0.294432 0.294809 0.286237
21 0.294117 0.294408 0.294769 0.281392
22 0.294113 0.294438 0.294739 0.310308
23 0.294111 0.294366 0.294715 0.504835
24 0.294110 0.294347 0.294698 0.234287
25 0.294109 0.294329 0.294684 0.287691
26 0.294108 0.294313 0.294674 0.327024
27 0.294108 0.294298 0.294665 0.311360
28 0.294107 0.294283 0.294658 0.310737
29 0.294107 0.294270 0.294652 0.286093
30 0.294107 0.294258 0.294646 0.322046
31 0.294107 0.294246 0.294641 0.272212



Table 6.3 Comparison of Convergence Rates using the
Flux in the Outermost Finite Volume Tilement
of the Moderator Slab System with the
Diffusion Approximation as the Initial Guess

Iteration Heuristic Combination
Number C X = 1.1

0 0.334649 0.334649
1 0.318597 0.318597
2 0.294580 0.294580
3 0.294524 0.294524
4 0.296554 0.296554
5 0.297402 0.297402
6 0.297342 0.292751
7 0.296904 0.294801
8 0.296394 0.293796
9 0.295940 0.294327

10 0.295579 0.293973
11 0.295309 0.294210
12 0.295113 0.294037
13 0.294975 0.294160
14 0.294878 0.294070
15 0.294811 0.294134
16 0.294763 - - --

17 0.294729
18 0.294704
19 0.294684
20 0.294667 ----
21 0.294652
22 0.294638
23 0.294624
24 0.294610
25 0.294596
26 0.294581
27 0.294567
28 0.294552
29 0.294538
30 0.294523
31 0.294509

'NM NI.
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6.4 THE HEURISTIC METHOD APPLIED TO THE PIN CELL SYSTEM
(PROBLEM #2)

The heuristic method, using heuristic approximations

for the residual source, (51 was then tested for the pin cell

problem. The pin cell system is composed of two concentric,

cylindrical regions of infinite length in the z-direction.

The inner region is the fuel region and the outer the

moderator. A uniformly distributed normalized neutron

volume-source is located in the moderator region. The pin

cell geometry is shown in Figure 6.4 along with the material

cross sections.

The pin cell was divided into twenty finite volume

element rings of equal cross sectional area per unit length

(10 rings in the fuel and 10 in the moderator). Again this

produced a transport matrix of 400 elements. The

volume-averaged black-body kernels, K6 were calculated by

the methods descibed in section 3.3. These black-body

kernels had to be corrected in order to accommodate an

isotropic edge flux boundary condition imposed on the outer

cell edge. The "corrected" kernels are symbolized by K .

1.1

The method below describes the "black-body kernel

correction" method:

Kij (1/A1)*A3* E3 + g*Aj * 2J *icsi
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Figure 6.4 The Pin Cell System Geometry
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where g = constant multiplier

= (1.0 - Ci)/Li

C. = collision rate of neutrons
originating from a uniform source
in the ith ring.

C1 = (1/A.t

= leakage rate of neutrons out of
the pin cell originating in the
ith ring.

L = A.* l*7J
J J 6

The "black-body kernel correction" method proved to be

identical within numerical accuracy to the isotropic edge

flux boundary condition described in section 4.2, as it

logically must be.

The matrix notation form of the transport equation

remains the same; only the kernels in the matrix
4

have

been replaced with the corrected kernel matrix, K6 or K
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(6.23)

Since the matrix K" was not invertible with a high degree of

accuracy, an exact solution to eqn (6.23) was possible only

by iteration.

The heuristic method and heuristic approximations for

the residual source, Q', initially tested on the moderator

slab system (Problem #1 -- section 6.3) were then applied to

the pin cell system (Problem #2) with remarkably similar

convergence behavior. This was a boost in confidence for

. the robustness of the heuristic rules.

In this section only the two "best" heuristics, namely,

Heuristic A
,

=

Heuristic C = 2* [ (to] C)1- C)o
(modified)

are presented for simplicity.

A variety of standard techniques (1) simultaneous

displacements, (2) successive displacements, (3) SOR and

(4) extrapolated Liebmann ON = 1.0 -- 1.5) were tested

individually and in conjunction with the heuristics. The

simplest and most effective heuristic method termed the

"modified heuristic" method is described below:
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6.5 THE MODIFIED HEURISTIC METHOD

The mechanics of the "modified heuristic" method

utilizing the inverse heuristic approximations (A) or (C)

proceeds as follows:

(1) The initial flux profile, 4 was taken to be the

diffusion approximation, This was a logical step in

that the diffusion kernel matrix had to be set up and

eventually reduced anyway. The diffusion approximation is

not always a good representation of the exact transport flux

profile, but its general features are similar and it obeys

neutron conservation. Many iterations were saved by using

the diffusion approximation flux profile as the initial

guess.

(2) The diffusion approximation flux was then

iterated twice by the straight simultaneous displacement

method.

=
K.

[ ISt

432 = 17 [ y Q- 1
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(3) The residual source, (3' is then calculated by

application of the heuristics (A) or (C).

Heuristic (A)

Heuristic (C) 2* [ sr-7 7,1; 1

(4) The residual source, Q' is then fed into the
/

diffusion equation and a flux profile, (1 is calculated.

This step was relatively easy in that the flux vector,

was readily calculable by multiplication of the residual

source vector times the reduced diffusion matrix.

E/
(5) The new flux vector, q2 is then added to the

7
second iterant, op instead of

1

as described in

section 5.2.

(6) The flux, 4 + then becomes the initial

flux, Olip

o
and the iteration continues by returning to step

(2) and iterating two consecutive simultaneous

displacements.

The reason Step (2) uses two consecutive straight
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simultaneous displacement iterations is to obtain a more

favorable residual source, V. Heuristic (A) and (C) both

utilized the difference between consecutive iterations in

calculating Q . This resulted in a more favorable residual

/
flux profile, that is one in which q? is negative in the

fuel region and positive in the moderator region when the

diffusion approximation is the initial guess.

6.6 COMPARISON OF METHODS

Table 6.4 below compares a variety of standard

convergence techniques to the heuristic method. Two

convergence criterion were established; (1) all residuals

in the flux profile were less than 10E-4 (column II) and

(2) all residuals were less than 2.0*10E-5 (column III).

Two initial flux profiles were also used in the comparison:

(1) 0 = 0.0

(to = D.A. (diffusion approximation)
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Table 6.4 Convergence Rate Comparsion for the Standard and
Heuristic Methods

I II III
Number of Number of
iterations iterations

(residuals<10E-4) (residuals<2.0*10E-5)

Gauss (simultaneous
displacements) 130 162

qp
0

0.0

Gauss (simultaneous
displacements) 117 147

qp
0
= D.A.

Gauss-Seidel (successive
displacements) 95 110

q?
0

0.0

Gauss-Seidel (successive
displacements) 75 91

pa= D.A.

Extrapolated* Liebmann

= 1.2 103 122

0.0
0

Heuristic A 14 29

too = D.A.



Heuristic C
_...

(to= D.A.

8 15

Normalized Gauss 7 9

(D0 = 0.0

Normalized Gauss

CD
o
= D.A.

Normalized Extrapolated
Gauss

t= D.A.

6 8

4 5
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*The overrelaxation factor )% in THERMOS is taken to be a
constant value of 1.2, because the time and number of
iterations needed to establish the optimal -)% are not
justified. For this particular pin cell problem Nopt
=1.42.

The NEG technique is remarkably fast, simple and

versatile. Values of )N ranging from 1.0 --4 1.5 can

readily be incorporated into the technique as can an initial

flux profile normalized to the source or the diffusion

approximation. The mechanism that makes the NEG method so

effective is the normalization of the flux profile to the

source after each iteration. This point is dramatically
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expressed in comparing the Gauss and Normalized Gauss

convergence rates.

Application of the above heuristic methods would be

useful if a corresponding diffusion approximation was also

needed and evaluated simultaneously. However, even with a

reduced diffusion matrix , the number of arithmetic

computions per iteration (2490 for heuristic C) is quite

large compared to the NEQ technique (820) for the 20x20

transport kernel matrix. Comparison of Apple II computing

time per iteration reveals the real difference, namely, 8

seconds execution time per iteration for the NEG method and

approximately 29 seconds of execution time per iteration for

the heuristic method using heuristic C. The attractive

feature of the heuristic method is the weighting of the

residual fluxes produced from the heuristically approximated
-

source, Q by the diffusion approximation. Weighting of the

residual fluxes in the NEG technique is accomplished by the

normalization and the overrelaxation factor.

For the pin cell system (Problem #2) the most

oscillatory flux value occured in the innermost or central

fuel volume element. Table 6.5 compares the innermost

volume element flux value for the heuristic method using the

heuristic approximations (A) and (C) described in section

6.2, the "modified heuristic" method (descibed in section

6.5) using only the heuristic (C) approximation and the

THERMOS NEG technique. The diffusion approximation was used
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Table 6.5 Comparison of Convergence Rates using the
Flux in the Innermost Finite Volume Element
of the Pin Cell System with the Diffusion
Approximation as the Initial Guess

Iteration
Number

Heuristic
A

Heuristic Modified
C Heuristic

Method (C)

NEG

0 3.02800 3.02800 3.02800 3.02800
1 2.73074 2.73074 2.73074 2.73074
2 2.51806 2.49224 2.70132 2.91559
3 2.44857 2.49456 2.87174 2.90440
4 2.44195 2.54335 2.86671 2.90621
5 2.46157 2.59433 2.90088 2.90612
6 2.49088 2.63864 2.89983
7 2.52252 2.67556 2.90644
8 2.55334 2.70604 2.90613
9 2.58209 2.73120 2.90612

10 2.60839 2.75205
11 2.63222 2.76938
12 2.65372 2.78387
13 2.67309 2.79605
14 2.69052 2.80635
15 2.70623 2.81511
16 2.72038 2.82260
17 2.73315 2.82907
18 2.74468 2.83468
19 2.75510 2.83958
20 2.76454 2.84390
21 2.77309 2.84772
22 2.78086 2.85114
23 2.78792 2.85420
24 2.79435 2.85697
25 2.80021 2.85949
26 2.80557 2.86179
27 2.81047 2.86390
28 2.81497 2.86585
29 2.81909 2.86766
30 2.82290 2.86933
31 2.82640 2.87090
32 2.82964 2.87236

** The Converged Value is 2.90612
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as the initial flux guess in all cases. Figure 6.5 presents

the results in Table 6.5 graphically.

6.7 A PROPOSED NORMALIZED HEURISTIC METHOD

It is apparent that the NEG method is the most

effective of the convergence methods illustrated in

accelerating the flux convergence rate. The outstanding

feature of the NEG method appears to be the normalization of

the flux after each iteration. Normalization itself can be

considered a heuristic technique and incorporation into the

"modified heuristic" method would be a logical step. This

was in fact attempted, but unfortunately did not lead to a

more rapid flux convergence rate. However, the concept of

normalization need not necessarily be discarded. It can be

utilized in the heuristic methodology that follows:

Starting with a similar equation to eqn. (6.17):

/

= 1

where, is the exact solution

(6.24)
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111?ni-i
is the n+1 transport iterant flux vector

y is an unknown flux vector

Substitution of eqn.(6.24) into eqn.(6.1):

n+A + (i = K [Q z
S rt+i (6.25)

Making use of the n+1 iterant flux vector in eqn. (6.6)

rewritten here:

.cD K + Ctsnn+I

where, 440n will be defined to be a normalized
transport iterant flux vector.

and substituting into eqn. (6.25) and rearranging gives:

or

= Kisfi + 5]S n+1 S

=

(6.26)

(6.27)



The residual source, 51 is now equal to:

= -
I , -

Z 1 o
(6.28)

The residual source is again solved in the diffusion

approximation differential equation:

-D V It + TAY =

188

Instead of adding the diffusion flux profile, to the nth

flux vector, 4?
n

it is added to the n+1 iterant flux

vector, 1§ .

n+i

(1)
n+1

(6.29)

Assuming the nth flux vector,
n

to be normalized to the

E
cell volume-source, the new vector, T l

n+i
will

automatically remain normalized. This is based on the fact

that the total collision rates of the two flux profiles, ot

and qi-,!)

ri+1
are equivalent.

n+18V (6.30)

Since we already know the residual source is equivalent to

the absorption rate from the flux,
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.12'0.4 8V 2.s ( tn, cb,) 8V

1Z4 V8V 2,,1 t, 'tn)8V (6.32)
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(6.31)

hence,

or

24( CI)/ (1) rt+1 )8 V

12, (1)*av == 2 tr,av

.*.
Hence, the new flux vector, y will remain normalized to

the volume-source. The normalization heuristic technique

used so powerfully in the NEG convergence method is now an

inherent feature of the heuristic methodology.

This thesis did not explore the "normalized heuristic"

method described above, but rather exposed it as a

prospective convergence method. The study of the heuristic

methodology herein opens the door to a multitude of new

avenues available for further study.

(6.33)

(6.34)



7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Summary
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This thesis explored flux profile improvement and

increased computing efficiency for that calculation in

optically-thin cell systems. It used integral transport

theory, which has been widely applied to small heterogeneous

systems, such as the pin cell system. THERMOS, for example,

is the industrial standard and benchmark integral transport

theory computer code. It was in part specifically designed

to calculate spatial flux profiles in equivalent pin cells.

In the past, improvement on the THERMOS code has been

carried out in the areas of flux convergence efficiency,

transport kernel generation, and experimentation with a

variety of reflective boundary conditions.

This study: (1) calculated exact volume-to-volume

transport kernels based on a constant, average flux in each

finite volume element; (2) improved flux profile shapes and

disadvantage factors for optically-thin, curvilinear

geometric cell systems through the use of a new diffuse edge

boundary condition referred to as the angular-dependent edge

source boundary condition; and (3) explored improvements in
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the flux convergence rate by means of a heuristic method.

The study was aimed at the practically important pin

cell, but for greater understanding it examined

optically-thin cell systems in the three basic geometric

configuations: the infinite slab cell, the infinitely-long

pin cell and the sphere cell. The entire optical

half-thickness or radius of the cell system used as the

standard example problem in this study was approximately 1.4

mfp. Such cell systems (on the order of 1 mfp thick)

present their own unique problems in comparison to

optically-thick systems (greater than a few mfp's).

Features peculiar to these cell systems include: (1) the

total cell system volume is in the region where the

transport kernel functions have their greatest variation;

(2) the reflected neutrons are potentially anisotropic; and

(3) the classical "ray effect" may be encountered. Each of

these had to be dealt with in attempt to improve the

accuracy of the spatial flux profile.

Chapter 3 of this study was devoted entirely to the

calculation of the volume-averaged transport kernels,

Kij . Volume-averaging was deemed necessary because of the

importance of the rapid variation of the kernel function

between and through the finite volume elements in specifying

fine mesh flux profiles. Volume-averaging the transport

kernels permitted partly analytical spatial integration of

the kernel function over the ith (neutron acceptor region)
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and jth (neutron emitter region) finite volume elements, and

thus produced an average transport kernel between these two

spatial regions. It also eliminated the need to deal

numerically with integral singularities in the self-kernel.

Reasonable accuracy remains assured by the mean value

theorem.

Such volume-averaging of the kernel functions over the

ith and jth volume elements was developed in this study for

all three geometries. For the cylindrical and spherical

cell systems, this required a complex series of variable

changes and coordinate transformations that are outlined in

detail in Chapter 3. Although the results are generally

considered common knowledge, I could not find such detailed

results in the literature.

Volume-averaging the transport kernels significantly

improved the diagonal elements (self-kernels) and elements

just off the diagonal. These are the most important

elements. In comparison to kernels taken between mean

positions as is commonly done, the volume-averaged self

kernels resulted in a numerical change of 4.0% -- 5.0%. The

volume-averaged self kernels were larger than those

generated by the mean position method. This indicates

self-kernel underestimation by the mean position generation

method. The further off the diagonal, the better the kernel

agreement, as expected. Kernels far from the diagonal

produced agreement up to five decimal places or
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approximately a 0.005% change in value. Volume-averaging

would be even more useful to systems that are even thinner

than the standard example problem in this study.

The major portion of this study was devoted to the

improvement in the spatial total flux profile shape and

disadvantage factor for the three optically-thin geometric

cell systems. This was accomplished with the application of

an angular-dependent edge source boundary condition

developed in this study (Chapter 4). The angular-dependent

edge source boundary condition is equivalent in principle to

a Double-PN method boundary condition.

The anisotropy of the reentrant neutrons into a cell

can not be well represented by an isotropic reflective edge

flux (i.e. the standard zero current boundary condition

(P
oo

)). Basically, the angular-dependent edge source

boundary condition replaces the volume-source or black-body

leakage rate from the cell by a re-entrant rate from

external edge sources or fluxes. The angular edge flux

components in the inward direction are of different angular

distributions (isotropic, cosine-directed, cosine-squared-

directed, cosine-cubed-directed, etc....) that can be

adjusted to match the leakage angular distribution. Each of

these angular-dependent edge fluxes will induce its own

unique flux profile within the cell system. The outward

directed angular flux moments (isotropic flux, current,

etc ) of the problem are equated or matched to the
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inward flux moments from the unit edge fluxes. The lowest

order match up is a simple zero-current reflection, and

complete match up of the angular flux moments (expansion of

the angular dependence of the re-entrant flux to include

higher order powers of the cosine-directed terms) results in

the mirror reflection boundary condition. For the slab cell

complete match up of the inward and outward flux moments is

applicable and amounts to a mirror reflection boundary

condition similar to that used in the S
N method or image

method. However, complete match up of the angular flux

moments (i.e. the mirror boundary condition) for

optically-thin, curvilinear cell systems is undesirable,

because of the strong "ray effect". This effect is an

artifact of the Wigner-Seitz cell approximation that is used

to simplify the geometry of real cells for computational

purposes. Hence, only partial match up of the angular

moments is desirable to produce a diffuse reflective

boundary condition for the pin cell and sphere cell systems,

while still creating "realistic" angular distributions for

reflected neutrons.

The question thus becomes one of determining which

angular flux moments and/or how many would be needed to

create a diffuse boundary condition that produces a

physically realistic spatial total flux profile in

curvilinear cell systems. First, an "exact" reference flux

profile had to be calculated for each geometric cell system.
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The reference flux profiles were calculated using the S
N

method for the slab and the sphere cell systems and the

Monte Carlo method for the pin cell system. The "ray

effect" was suppressed in the pin cell and sphere cell

systems by inclusion of a non-absorbing, highly scattering

third region surrounding the moderator region. The third

region acted like a diffuse reflector for leakage neutrons

from the cell. (This method has also become standard for

the THERMOS code). Once the reference flux profiles were

obtained, they became the standard or "exact" profiles to

which the integral transport flux profiles were compared.

Integral transport theory total flux profiles using

angular-dependent edge flux boundary conditions of various

orders were then calculated for different inward and outward

flux moment balances. Total flux profiles were first

calculated using the standard zero current boundary

condition or isotropic edge flux (Poo) and resulted in a

reduced moderator flux and a physically unrealistic "dip" in

the moderator flux near the cell edge. The zero current

boundary condition is accurate and applicable to

optically-thick systems (greater than a few mfp's thick),

because the edge flux in such cases is virtually isotropic.

The P
11

boundary condition (i.e. an isotropic and

cosine-directed edge flux combination) was next used to

calculate the total flux profiles. For the three

optically-thin geometric cell systems studied here, the
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integral transport theory total flux profiles using the P11

boundary condition, rather than the zero current boundary

condition, provided a better approximation to the "exact"

reference total flux profiles. This conclusion can be drawn

from Figures 5.2, 5.4, and 5.6 comparatively illustrating

the total flux profiles for each geometric cell system and

from the tables of cell disadvantage factors (Tables 5.8,

5.17, and 5.24). Higher order angular moment boundary

conditions for the curvilinear pin cell and sphere cell

systems probably does not produce better agreement with the

reference flux profiles; they then begin to exhibit the

strong "ray effect".

The third area of study in this thesis involved

iterative convergence methods used to obtain integral

transport theory solutions. Integral transport theory

produces a transport kernel matrix, K that requires

iterative methods to calculate an "exact" or fully converged

flux profile solution, to to the equation (6.6), rewritten

here:

ant, = [ zs tr,

where n is the index of the iteration.

(7.1)
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The convergence efficiency of an iterative method can be

measured by the number of iterations and/or the amount of

computing time required to converge a solution within the

desired residual limits. A heuristic method using heuristic

approximations for the residual source that compensates for

mismatch between one iterant and the next, Zj/, (Chapter 6)

was specifically developed in this study in attempt to

increase the flux convergence rate over other iterative

methods. Although the heuristic method and the "modified

heuristic" method significantly reduced the number of

iterations required to converge a solution for a cell

system, the NEG iterative method utilized in the THERMOS

code proved superior by requiring fewer iterations and less

computing time per iteration. The NEG method makes use of

an SOR factor A held at a constant value of 1.2 and a

powerful flux profile normalization technique. The SOR

factor tends to accentuate the curvature in the converging

flux profile and the normalization adjusts the magnitude of

the flux profile. The combination together becomes quite

effective. A "normalized heuristic" method was outlined in

section 5.7 after the power of the NEG method became

apparent, but this normalized heuristic method was not

explored in this study. In this method the normalization of

the flux profile is inherently preserved from iteration to

iteration.

The heuristic method makes use of the diffusion
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approximation to correct the iterated transport-theory flux

according to residual sources, b: This requires that a

diffusion kernel matrix (tri-diagonal) be set up and

reduced. The diffusion kernel matrix is the same size as

the transport kernel matrix and arithmetic manipulation of

the two matrices per iteration becomes inherently less

efficient than one. For this reason, computing time per

iteration weighed in favor of the NEG method (manipulates

only the transport kernel matrix) over the heuristic method.

The heuristic method in conjunction with effective heuristic

approximations for the residual source, bi, can

significantly reduce the number of iterations required to

converge a flux profile, especially over standard flux

convergence methods. However, the greatest utility of the

heuristic method may not lie in calculation of

one-dimensional flux profiles in optically-thin pin cells,

but rather in large (optically-thick) two and three

dimensional systems. In such systems, the diffusion

approximation is fairly good, yet transport calculations may

be desired. Inversion of the simpler diffusion

approximation matrix is easy and accurate in comparison to a

transport kernel matrix that becomes increasingly

"ill-conditioned" with size.
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7.2 Conclusions

The P
11

boundary condition represents a simple and

easily applicable diffuse boundary condition for

optically-thin curvilinear cell systems, such as the pin

cell. Complicated kernel corrections and the heavy

scatterer third region currently used to diffusely reflect

leakage neutrons back into the pin cell can be avoided by

using this boundary condition. For cell systems that are

even thinner than those studied here, such as (1) the LMFBR

unit cell with dimensions roughly one half those of the

standard 17x17 Westinghouse LWR unit cell or (2) a smaller

LWR lattice for greater reactivity and heat transfer surface

area, may however require a P22 boundary condition. This,

however, is not certain.

A P
22

boundary condition as used here on cylindrical

cells needs to consider only angular moments in the polar

plane. In contrast, a P
N method boundary condition, using a

spherical harmonic expansion of the angular flux, would need

to account not only for those angular moments in the polar

plane, but also those in the azimuthal plane (a P20 angular

moment for example). In other words, the angular-dependent

edge source boundary condition lumps the angular-dependence

of the reentrant edge flux into the one angular variable, 11

(i.e. the angle between the directional vector Q and the

radial position vector I..), regardless of the physical
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geometry of the system. This is justified by the results

presented in Chapter 5 that compare the angular-dependent

edge source boundary condition total flux profiles with

those calculated by the reference methods.

An additional important feature of the angular-

dependent edge source boundary condition is that all of the

flux profiles used in the construction of the total flux

profile are obtained by black-body boundary collision

processes. Mathematically, this requires the use of

black-body kernels that are common for all sources. They

therefore need only one set of kernel computations.

Black-body boundary condition flux profiles tend to

converge rapidly since neutrons are lost in successive

collisions by both absorption and leakage. Leakage rates

are potentially high for optically-thin cell systems. On

the other hand, flux profiles using a reflective cell edge

boundary condition ("corrected" kernels) lose neutrons only

by absorption within the cell system and tend to converge at

a slower rate.

7.3 Recommendations for Further Study

This study has opened several new areas of interest for
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future research:

(1) Testing and application of the angular-dependent

edge source boundary condition is needed to establish a set

of criteria that specify the order of the boundary condition

to be used for a given cell system. These criteria would be

based on the cells' physical characteristics, for example, a

ratio of the moderator-to-fuel optical thicknesses. Flux

profiles would need to be calculated for a range of cell

lattice parameters and at least three orders of the edge

source boundary condition. Comparison with the exact Monte

Carlo unit cell flux profile (or disadvantage factor) should

be used to determine the best approximation.

(2) The volume-averaged kernel generation methodology

has been laid out in detail in Chapter 3. Extension of this

methodology to include a third region, i.e. a cladding

region, would reduce the unit cell simplifcation and make

the flux calculation more realistic. By induction this

could lead to a more general multi-region methodology. The

added difficulty with multi-region systems is the inherent

geometric complexity in the calculation of optical path

lengths between regions. An algorithm specifically designed

to calculate optical path lengths between rings for a

multi-region pin cell system has been developed 52. Such an

algorithm would be useful in the calculation of the

volume-averaged kernels for multi-region curvilinear cell

systems and in fuel burn-up calculations.
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(3) The angular-dependent edge source boundary

condition method should be tested against the THERMOS

calculation, in order to obtain a comparison of computing

efficiency and flux profile accuracy. Computing times could

be broken down according to each method's component pieces

required to calculate a total flux profile. For example,

kernel generation times, kernel correction times, edge flux

generation times and flux profiles iteration times,

etc Efficient and inefficient use of computing time

for both methods could then be compared on a component by

component basis. In addition, a study of black-body

boundary flux profile convergence rates is needed for

comparison to boundary "corrected" kernel convergence rates.

(4) The normalized heuristic method has the potential

to be a powerful convergence technique and deserves further

exploration. This heuristic technique in conjunction with

standard convergence techniques could prove to be quite

effective, particularly for inherently two- or

three-dimensional variables.

(5) Of particular importance would be the setting up

and solution of benchmark problems for real pin-cells

(circle-in-square and circle-in-hexagon); the degree to

which the Wigner-Seitz approximation, plus appropriate

boundary conditions, realistically approaches the true

solution (e.g. for the disadvantage factor) can be finally

determined.
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(6) A priori convergence behavior of the black-body

computations can be reasonably estimated by simplified

calculations. The convergence of reflected computations

seems to be equally fast when proper acceleration methods

are used. There is probably a mathematical connection that

is worth exploring. Then, we might be able to specify a

deterministic number of iterations without requiring

convergence checks until the end.
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APPENDIX A

LATTICE CELL PARAMETERS AND THE GEOMETRIC CELL SYSTEMS



The lattice parameters for the Standard 17x17

Westinghouse Lattice are given below:

Cold Pellet OR

Cold Clad IR

Cold Clad OR

Cold Pitch

0.40957 cm

0.41783 cm

0.47498 cm

1.25984 cm

210

Transformation of these square lattice cell parameters

into the simplified equivalent pin cell (pin cell system)

described in Chapter 1 results in a pellet or fuel radius of

0.41783 cm and an outer cell moderator boundary radius of

0.71078 cm. These dimensions will also be used in the cases

of the slab and sphere cell systems.

The table below presents the macroscopic cross sections

for the fuel and moderator.

Type of cross section Fuel oderator

Total cross section, ET

Scattering cross section,Zs

Absorption cross section, Ea

0.939 cm
-1

3.4500 cm-1

-0.382 cm -1 3.4278 cm 1

0.557 cm -1 0.0222 cm 1
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The cross sections are based on 3.1 w/o CO
2

fuel

and a "super scattering" light water moderator.

The following three figures (A.1,1\.2, and A.3)

define the three geometric cell systems studied in this

work, namely,

(1) The infinite slab cell system (Figure A.1)

(2) The sphere cell system (Figure A.2)

(3) The pin cell system (Figure A.3)

Apart from the fact that each of these three cell

systems represent a different physical geometry, the

three systems are identical. All three systems are

composed of an inner fuel region surrounded by a

moderator region containing a unifo rmly distributed

source. The fuel region radii (sphere and pin cell) or

half-thickness (slab) are taken to he 0.41783 cm with

an outer cell moderator boundary to be 0.71078 cm. The

macroscopic cross sections in the fuel and moderator

are identical in all three systems and are presented in

the table above.



Figure A.1 The Slab Cell System
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0.41783 0.71078
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Figure A.2 The Sphere Cell System
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Figure A.3 one Pin Cell System
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APPENDIX B

THE EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL FUNCTIONS
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The Exponential Integral Functions

The nth order exponential integral functions are

defined for any real positive argument x by the following

integral
37,38

or

or

En(x) = exp(-x u ) du

1

En(x) = x n-i
exp(-u) du

Ur'X

E
n
(x) = f exp(-x//u) dick

0 //n-t

n=0 E0(x) = exp(-x)/x

(B.1)

These functions are monotonically decreasing functions

over the argument range, 0 < x < 00 . At x=0, the zeroth

order exponential integral function, E0(x) has a pole, and Et

(x) has a logarithmic singularity.

Handy recurrence relationships between the exponential

integral functions are:

E
n+1

(x) = En(y) dy (B.5)



for example,

dEn(x) = -E n-1(x) (B.6)

dx

En41(x) = (exp(-x) - x*En(x))/n (B.7)

n=1,2,3,

E
2
= exp(-x) - x*E

1
(x)

Real exponential integral algorithms39 are available to

generate the E
1
(x) functions over a wide range of x. One

such algorithm is given below:

0 < x < 1

E (x) = ((((0.00107857*x - 0.0976004)*x +
i 0.05519968)*x - 0.24991055)*x +

0.99999193)*x - 0.57721566 - ln(x) (B.8)

Absolute error E(x) < 2.0*10E-7

1 < x < oo

E
t
(x) = (exp(-x))/x * (y/w)

where,
y = (((x + 8.5733287401)*x +

18.059016973)*x + 8.6347608925)
*x + 0.2677737343

(B.9)
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w = (((x + 9.5733223454)*x +
25.6329561486)*x + 21.0996530827)
*x + 3.9584969228

Absolute error E(x) < 2.0*10E-8

In slab and spherical geometry, integral transport

theory may require exponential integrals of order as high as

4 or 5. These higher order functions are easily and

accurately obtained by using the algorithm above to generate

the E
1
(x) function and the appropriate sequence of

recurrence relations.

The computer routine (ES), used to evaluate the

exponential integral functions used in this study, is listed

on the following page.
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PROGRAM ES
OPEN(6,FILE=46:PRINTER',STATUS=1NEW')
DO 1 1=1,70
A=0.1*(FUDAT(I))
IF(A .LT. 1.0) (X) TO 109
X1=AEXP1(A)
GO TO 110

109 X1=AEXP2(A)
110 X2=AEXP3(A,X1)

X3=AEXP4(A,X2)
X4=AEXP5(A,X3)
X5=AEXP6(A,X4)
WRITE(6,101) A,X1,X2,X3,X4,X5

101 FORMAT(2X,6(F15,10,2X))
1 OONTINUE

CLOSE(6)
STOP
END
FUNCTION AEXPl(R)
AEXP1=(EXP(-R)/R)*((((R+8.573328)*R+18.059017)*R+
C8.634761)*R+0.267773)/(MR+9.5733223)*R+25.632956)
C*R+21.099653)*R+3.9584969)
RETURN
END
FUNCTION AEXP2 (R)
AEXP2=((((0.00107857*R-0.00976004)*R+

C0.05519968)*R-0.2499105)
C*R+0.9999919)*R-0.5772156-ALOG(R)
RETURN
END
FUNCTION AEXP3(R,S)
AEXP3=EXP(-R)-R*S
RETURN
END
FUNCTION AEXP4(R,S)
AEXP4=(EXP(-R)-R*S)/2.
RETURN
END
FUNCTION ADT5 (R, S)
AEXP5=(EXP(-R)-R*S)/3.
RETURN
END
FUNCTION AEXP6 (R , S)
AEXP6=(EXP(-R)-R*S)/4.
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX C

THE BICKLEY FUNCTIONS
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The Bickley Functions

The Bickley functions, Kin(x) are encountered in many

areas of physics associated with idealized cylindrical

geometry. In nuclear reactor physics, integral neutron

transport theory applied to cylindrilized lattice cells

utilizes the lower order Bickley functions.

The nth order Bickley functions 40 are defined by:

re-x.cosh u.
.Ki n(x) =

du
Cosh

nu.

0

These functions are monotonically decreasing functions over

the argument range, 0 < x < co . For increasing values of

x, the functions exhibit an exponential behavior. At x=0,

the zeroth order Bickley function, Kio(x) has a logarithmic

singularity at the origin. It is the more common function

Ko(x) .

(C.1)

Analytical evaluations of the Bickley functions are

possible as described below 41,42.

2m

Ki0(x) = Ko(x) = -log(x/2)*I0(x) + k+X) -11)(1-11+1.)

(m!)2.
tn-zo (C.2)

where I0(x) and Ko(x) are the modified Bessel functions of



the first and second kind of zeroth order.

10(x) =
ix12'n1
kr)

[rrOi
m=0

11)(1) = - y = 0.577 215 664 901 533

-T(m +1) = 1/1 + 1/2 + 1/3+ l/m -

Ki (x) = 1/2

rA=0

1.) +ml (
k ")

114-2.m
r1+1 (-2L,

(n+rn)I/

(C.3)

103 (-kx)
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1 Von 4i) - i 1)(n 4-rn t 1)1.

Given a particular argument, numerical evaluation of a

given nth order Bickely function is obtained by term

summation.

-The nth order Bickley functions are recursive in nature

and related by:

(i) dKin (x) = - Kin -1(x)
dx

or alternatively,

op

(ii) Ki
n
(x) = Kip -1(t) dt

A useful relation is:

(C.4)

(C.5)



(iii) Kin(0) =

03

Ki n-i(t) dt

o

(C.6)

Repeated use of (i) for successive values of n gives:

d
n
Ki I(x) = (-1)11 Ko(x)a xn

(C.7)

which leads to the numerically stable recurrence formula

stated by Bickley43:

nKi
n+1(x) = (n-1)Kin-1(x) + x(Kin-2(x) - Kin(x)) (C.8)

Bickley functions can be computed quickly and

accurately by a number of alternative methods with modern

digital computers. One method is by integration:

Kin(x) = all
COSh n U.

(C.9)

223

=

o
coshnu

du 4- fe
coshnu.

du
-tx [sinh2.(u/2.)1 -ax[sinh(t1/2.)]e

where u is given by:

e-2.X[Si nil

a
(-10/2.)]

coshn u. = iom

U.
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and M a variable parameter dependent on the desired

accuracy. The first term on the rhs becomes the evaluated

function and the second term the associated error. This

method is computationally slow, but very accurate (8

significant places for M=8) and excellent for generating

tabulated values. Another method involves interpolation of

already computed and stored values. A third method utilizes

stored Chebyshev coefficients for Chebyshev expansions of

the Bickley functions. For large ranges of the argument x

and many orders of Bickley functions, computer memory

requirements for these latter two methods may be quite

large. Minicomputers, such as the Apple II are not amenable

to the above storage and integration methods. Instead, the

analytic truncated series expansions for the nth order

Bickley functions have proven to be quick and accurate (10

terms provide six place accuracy over an argument range, 0 <

x < 5).

The computer program (KIS), used to evaluate the

Bickley functions used in this study, is listed on the

following pages.
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PROGRAM KIS
OPEN(6,FILE='#6:PRINTER',STATUS='NETV)
DO 1 1=1,55
X=0.1*(FLOAT(I))
X0=BIKO(X)
X1=BIK1(X)
X2=BIK2(X)
X3=B1K3(X)
X4=((2.*X2)+X*(X1-X3))/3.

1 CONTINUE
CLOSE(6)
STOP
END
FUNCTION BIKO(X)
IF(X .LT. 0.00001) GO TO 2
F=-.577215665-ALOG(X/2.)
C =F

A=1.
B=1.
G=0.0
DO 1 1=1,10
G=G+1
A=A*(X/2.)**2
B=B*G*G
C=C+1./G
ADD=A*C/B
IF(ABS(ADD) .LT. 0.0000000001) GO TO 4
F=F+A*C/B

1 CONTINUE
4 BIKO=F
GO TO 3

2 BIK0=10000000.
3 RETURN
END
FUNCTION BIK1(X)
IF(X .LT. 0.00001) GO TO 2
A=X/2.
B=1.
C=-.577215665-ALOG(X/2.)+1.
F=3.1415926/2.-2.*A*C
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G=0.
DO 1 1=1,10
G=G+1.
A=A*(X/2.)**2
B=B*G*G*(2.*G+1.)/(2.*G-1)
C=C+1./G+1./(2.*G+1.)-1./(2.*G-1.)
ADD=2.*A*C/B
IF(ABS(ADD) .LT. 0.0000000001) GO TO 4
F=F-2.*A*C/B

1 CONTINUE
4 BIK1=F
GO TO 3

2 BIK1=3.1415926/2.
3 RETURN

END
FUNCTION BIK2(X)
IF(X .LT. 0.00001) GO TO 2
IF(X .GE. 0.00001 .AND. X .LT. 0.1) NI=1
IF(X .GE. 0.1 .AND. X .LT. 1.0) NI=3
IF(X .GE. 1.0 .AND. X .LT. 4.0) NI=9
IF(X .GE. 4.0) NI=10
A=(X/2.0)**2
B=2.
C=-.577215665-ALOG(X/2.)+1.5
Z=1.-3.1415926*X/2.+4.*A*C/B
G=0.0
DO 1 I=1,NI
G=G+1
A=A*(X/2.)**2
B=B*G*(2.*G+1.)*(G+1.)/(2.*G-1.)
C=C+.5/G+(1./(2.*G+1.))+(1./(2.*G+2.))-(1./(2.*G-1.))
ADD=(4.*A*C)/B
Z=Z+ADD

1 CONTINUE
BIK2=Z
GO TO 3

2 BIK2=1.0000
3 RETURN

END
FUNCTION BIK3(X)
IF(X .LT. 0.00001) GO TO 2
IF(X .GE. 0.00001 .AND. X .LT. 0.1) NI=1
IF(X .GE. 0.1 .AND. X .LT. 1.0) NI=3
IF(X .GE. 1.0 .AND. X .LT. 4.0) NI=9
IF(X .GE. 4.0) NI=10
A=(X/2.)**3
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B=6.
C=-.577215665-ALOG(X/2.) +11./6.
F=3.141592654*((1.+X**2)/4.)-X-(8.*A*C/B)
G=0.0
DO 1 I=1,NI
G=G+1.
A=A*(X/2.)**2
B=B*G*(G+1.)*(2.*G+3.)/(2.*G-1.)
C=C+(.5/G)+(.5/(G+1.))+(1./(2.*G+3.))-(1./(2.*G-1.1)
F=F-8.*A*C/B

1 CONTINUE
BIK3=F
GO TO 3

2 BIK3=0.7853982
3 RETURN

END
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APPENDIX D

SLAB GEOMETRY: REFERENCE CODES
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SLAB S
N
REFERENCE CODE I: SLAB

An SM method computer code for slab geometry 44
was

developed as a reference check to the integral transport

method. This appendix will briefly describe the logic

and a code listing called SLAB will he presented.

For a two region slab half-cell, SLAB will calculate

the angular flux components and the total flux at each

spatial point (y. The slab cell disadvantage factor is

also calculated. Variable input parameters include the

fuel and moderator dimensions and material cross sections.

SLAB is quite versatile and with slight modification can

he written to calculate the spatial and angular flux

profiles for any order N, although the listing that

follows is only for Sio.

SLAB assumes; (1) a uniformly distributed thermal

isotropic source (2=1.0 neutrons/cm3/sec) in the moderator

region, (2) a mirror reflection boundary condition at the

moderator edge, Ot(b,±11.1) = op(h,-/J), (3) a mirror

boundary condition at the center of the fuel region,1

(0,-/.4) = 401(0,71), (4) the integration over /u. is
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approximated by Gauss quadrature sets of base and weight

points,
44,45

and (5) isotropic neutron scattering.

S
N Mechanics:

In slab (or plane) geometry the one-speed transport

equation for isotropic scattering is given by:

(x,fro/1 4 2 cl(x,p) c:(x4u) (D.1)

The slab system is discretized into an x-iumesh. The

x-mesh is broken into equally incremented intervals

(volume elements) in each region. The /1.4 -mesh is

partitioned according to the Gauss quadrature base points.

Discretization of the x and /Lk variables produces the

difference equations:

+ =

+ 4)(x,,f4.0] axkw.; + 1-pc(S.,.,Fsx) (L.2)9
J=1

where the subscript k refers to the spatial point and j

the direction or angle.

The rhs defined as Q. For 1.3 > 0, adjacent flux points

are calculated by:

{,
Qic

ct 17;1 sii(xK)Pi)
+

z Ak
/A.., [1 2. ]

(L.3)
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For V. <(), a similar expression is used. A sketch of the

x-Ju mesh is shown below:

fy A

rt ODE RAT 0 R W eO

111

.1111Mil

b x.

a

0

The angular flux components on the x-p. mesh are

iterated (inner iteration) until converged. An outer

iteration then re-normalizes the total spatial flux

profile by equating the absorption rate to the source rate

which results in the calculation of a new source (Qx).

The iteration processes are repeated until the angular

flux profiles and absorption rate both converge within the

desired limits.

The following computer code listing is SLAG. The

number of mesh points in the fuel (NIF) and moderator

(NIM) are also variable parameters governed by the

Xb
I) ix

,
L Dfollowing criterion:

(N
< 1/2 and < 1/2).

SLAB was also used to calculate the black-body flux
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profile by implementing the following modification:

4?(b,+/4) = 0.0
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COMPUTER CODE: SLAB
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PROGRAM SLAB
DIMENSION PHI(201,10),0(201),W(10),U(10)
OPEN(6,FILE='#6:PRINTER',STATUS='NEW')
NIM=180
NIF=20
NS=10
A=1.0
B=4.0
THICKM=B-A
HF=A/FLOAT(NIF)
HM=THICKM/FLOAT(NIM)
SIGAM=0.0222
SIGSM=3.4278
SIGTM=3.45
SIGSF=0.382
SIGTF=0.939
SIGAF=0.557
NIM1=NIM+1
NIT1=NIM1+NIF
TPHI=0.0
NIM2=NIM1+1
NIT=NIM+NIF
NIT2=NIT1-1
S=1.0*THICKM
ICOUNT=0
IIC=0
NS2=NS/2
W(1)=0.06667
W(2)=0.14945
W(3)=0.21908
W(4)=0.26926
W(5)=0.29552
W(6)=0.29552
W(7)=0.26926
W(8)=0.21908
W(9)=0.14945
W(10)=0.06667
U(1)=0.97390
U(2)=0.86506
U (3) =0. 67940
U (4) = 0.43339
U(5)=0.14887

30 F=-1000
WRITE(6,501) HM
WRITE(6,501) HF
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DO 1 J=1,NS
DO 1 I=1,NIT1
PHI(I,J)=1.0

1 CONTINUE
RR=0.0

19 DO 2 I=1,NIM
11=1+1
DO 3 J=1,NS
RR=RR+(SIGSM/4.)*(PHI(I1,J)+PHI(I,J))*

CW(J)*HM
3 CONTINUE
Q(I)=RR+HM/2.
RR=0.0

2 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,501) Q(1)
DO 4 I=1,NS2
K =NS- (I -1)

PHI(NIT1,K)=PHI(NIT1,I)
4 CONTINUE
RR=0.0
DO 5 I=NIM1,NIT
11=1+1
DO 6 J=1,NS
RR=RR÷(SIGSF/4.)*(PHI(I1,J)+PHI(I,J))*

CW(J)*HF
6 CONTINUE

Q (I) =RR
RR=0.0

5 CONTINUE
Q(NIT1)=Q(NIT)
WRITE(6,501) Q(NIM1),Q(NIT)
DO 100 KK=1,3
DO 7 I=1,NIM
11=1+1
DO 7 J=1,NS2
PHI(I1,J)=((1.-USIGTM*HM)/(2.*U(J))))/

C(1. +(( SIGTM *HM) /(2. *U(J))))) *PHI(I,J)+

C(Q(I)/(U(J)*(1.+((SIGTM*HM)/(2.*U(J))))))
7 CONTINUE
DO 9 I=NIM1,NIT2
11=1+1
DO 9 J=1,NS2
PHI(I1,J)=((1.-((SIGTF*HF)/(2.*U(J))))/

C(1.+USIGTF*HF)/(2.*U(J)))))*PHI(I,J)
C+(Q(I)/(U(J)*(1.+((SIGTF*HF)/(2.*U(J))))))
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9 CONTINUE
DO 12 I=1,NS2
K=NS-(I-1)
PHI(NIT1,K)=PHI(NIT1,I)

12 CONTINUE
DO 13 I=NIM1,NIT
J=NIT1-(I-NIM1)
J1=J-1
DO 13 K=1,NS2
K1 =NS- (K -1)

PHI(J1,K1)=((1.-USIGTF*HF)/(2.*U(K))))/
C(1.+((SIGTF*HF)/(2.*U(K)))))*PHI(J,K1)
C+(Q(J1)/(U(K)*(1.+USIGTF*HF)/(2.*U(K))))))

13 CONTINUE
DO 15 I=1,NIM
J=NIM1-(I-1)
J1=J-1
DO 15 K=1,NS2
K1 =NS- (K -1)

PHI(J1,K1)=((1.-USIGTM*HM)/(2.*U(K))))/
C(1.+USIGTM*HM)/(2.*U(K)))))*PHI(J,K1)+
C(Q(J1)/(U(K)*(1.+USIGTM*HM)/(2.*U(K))))))

15 CONTINUE
ICOUNT=ICOUNT+1
DO 17 I=1,NS2
K1 =NS- (I -1)

PHI(1,I)=PHI(1,K1)
17 CONTINUE

100 CONTINUE
ICOUNT =O
ABSORP=0.0
TPHI=0.0
DO 18 I=2,NIM
DO 18 J=1,NS2
J1 =NS- (J -1)
TPHI=W(J)*(PHI(I,J)+PHI(I,J1))*SIGAM*HM
ABSORP=ABSORP+TPHI

18 CONTINUE
KM=1
DO 60 1=1,2
DO 61 J=1,NS2
J1=NS-(J-1)
TPHI=W(J)*(PHI(KM,J)+PHI(KM,J1))*(HM/2.)*SIGAM
ABSORP=ABSORP+TPHI

61 CONTINUE
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KM=NIM1
60 CONTINUE

DO 20 I=NIM2,NIT
DO 20 J=1,NS2
J1=NS-(J-1)
TPHI=W(J)*(PHI(I,J)+PHI(I,J1))*SIGAF*HF
ABSORP=ABSORP+TPHI

20 CONTINUE
KM=NIM1
DO 62 1=1,2
DO 63 J=1,NS2
J1=NS-(J-1)
TPHI=W(J)*(PHI(KM,J)+PHI(KM,J1))*SIGAF*(HF/2.)
ABSORP=ABSORP+TPHI

63 CONTINUE
KM=NIT1

62 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,505) ABSORP
RATIO=S/ABSORP
DO 22 J=1,NS
DO 22 I=1,NIT1
PHI(I,J)=PHI(I,J)*RATIO

22 CONTINUE
FF=(PHI(2,NS)-F)/PHI(2,NS)
WRITE(6,501) FF
IF(ABS(FF) .LT. 0.001) GO TO 200
F=PHI(2,NS)
IIC=IIC+1
WRITE(6,503) IIC
GO TO 19

200 DO 80 I=1,NIT1
WRITE(6,512) (PHI(I,J),J=1,NS)

80 CONTINUE
512 FORMAT(2X,(10(F11.6,2X)))

SUM=0.0
DO 73 I=1,NIT1
SUM=0.0
DO 74 J=1,NS
SUM=SUM+PHI(I,J)*W(J)

74 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,511) I,SUM

73 CONTINUE
501 FORMAT(4F15.10)
502 FORMAT(I5)
503 FORMAT('OUTER ITERATION = ',I5)
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504 FORMAT('INNER ITERATION')
505 FORMAT('ABSORP = ',F20.10)
511 FORMAT(3X,I3,F15.10)

STOP
END
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COMPUTER CODE: IMAGE
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SLAP IMAGE PEFFTENCE copr II: IMACF

A second reference computer code was developed as a

check for the S
N

method and the integral transport method.

This method has been termed the "image method"
46
and the

code is called IMAGE.

The "image method" provides physical insight into the

perfect reflector (mirror) boundary condition. The

angular distribution of neutrons leaving the "real" system

can be identically equated with angular moments from a

large number of imaginary slabs placed adjacent to the

real system. A neutron originating at point x in the real

system and reaching the cell edge will have traveled a

distance (b-x). The neutron will he replaced by a neutron

that has also traveled a distance of (b -x) from the

adjacent imaginary slab cell. Neutrons originating at

point x with any angular direction will similarly he

reflected or replaced by its imaginary counterpart. A

neutron that traverses the real system a multiple number

of times is reflected by an imaginary neutron from an
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imaginary cell the sane multiple number of slab cell

thicknesses away. See sketch below:

IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY ImAGINAR
SYSTEM -1 SYSTEM SYSTEM +1 sIslEr +2

1

1

-x x -x *X -x +x -x +X

We can then write the flux at any point x in the real

system to be:

4?(x) = 1/2

+ 1/2

[0( xi) + Is(x)(1( x') 1 *Ei ( Y I x-x' + 2nb I )

n ": - co o
o°, b

[0_(x)xi) + Is(0 X xi) ]0_ * E1 (1, jx-x' + 2nbl )

112-CO

where the arguments of the Et functions are actually

the optical paths given by:

xi

y_ (xi') dx"+ 2n*( IF *a + IM*(b-a))

x

and for n#0, the sums represent flux contributions or

flux reflections from the imaginary slabs.

Breaking the slab cell system into finite volume

elements and defining a constant, averge flux in each



element gives:

411-11!). = (1/(2*(xif1 - xi))*:: [ Q3

fdx'

X;

where,
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X;+1

dr.*

F
1
( E (x-x' + 2nb I ) + E1(1 ( x + +2nbi )

fx,,,

x;

st.(x) dx/ dx

J. X;

The integrations over x and x can he performed :

Case (i): i<j

= (1/(2*(x;,,,, - x; ) )*

J=1
co

1/( 2; * *

[kJ + *

{ E3( I Ix ii.1- xj+2nb() + E3( I. 1 xi-xj4.1 +2nbl)

- E3( I I x;41 -xj,I+2nbl) - F3(I Ix., -xi +2nbi)

+ E3( I Ix.
:+1

+x.
.1+1 +2nbl) + E E3( 1. lx.

1

+x.
j

+2nbI)

- F3 (Z IXi#1 +xj +2nb [ ) + E3( 11 x; +x34.1 +2nI11)}

Case (ii) i>j

An identical expression to Case (i) is obtained by

interchanging the subscripts i and j.
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Case (iii) i=j (self-kernel)

= 1/(2*(x i+,1 -xi ) ) * I (71_i + ;A *

i=1

(1/( EL)) * r3(1: 2x;0 ) + 2r3(1,2x; )

- r3( (x141 +x;)/2) + 2*((xi, -xi)/zi) +

(1/ z)*123( I (xi, -x; )) - 1/(2* f i )

(1/ z:.)* E3( 2: Ix 41 +xi+, +2nb ) -
n = -co

2*E3( +xj +2nbl) + E3( txi+xj+2nb 1) +

C3( 'xi., -x; +2nb I ) + 2*E3( 2nh I +

E 3( 1: I x. +x i+i +2nb I )

The following is a computer listing of the code IMAGE

run on the Apple II computer.
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PROGRAM IMAGE
DIMENSION AR(20,20),X(8),Z(8),T(20),

CSIG(20),EPS(20)
OPEN(6,FILE=I#6:PRINTER',STATUS&NEW)
N=20
A=0.41783
B=0.710788
N2=N/2
AN=A/FLOAT(N2)
T(1)=AN/2.
WRITE(6,605) T(1)
DO 1 I=2,N2
T(I)=AN+T(I-1)
WRITE(6,605) T(I)

1 CONTINUE
N2P=N2+2
BN=(B-A)/FLOAT(N2)
T(11)=A+BN/2.
WRITE(6,605) T(11)
DO 2 I=N2P,N
T(I)=T(I-1)+BN
WRITE(6,605) T(I)

2 CONTINUE
DO 4 I=1,N
IF(I .GT. N2) GO TO 5
SIG(I)=0.939
EPS(I)=AN/2.
GO TO 4

5 SIG(I)=3.45
EPS(I)=BN/2.

4 CONTINUE
DO 50 I=1,N
DO 50 J=1,N
AR(I,J)=0.

50 CONTINUE
605 FORMAT(2X,F10.8)

TTT=(SIG(1)*2.*A)+(SIG(20)*2.*(B-A))
DO 3 I=1,N
DO 3 J=1,N
SUM=0.
WRITE(6,600) I,J
IF(I .LT. J) GO TO 100
IF(I .EQ. J) GO TO 103
IF(I .GT. J) GO TO 104

100 IF(I .GT. N2) GO TO 101
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IF(J .GT. N2) GO TO 102
DO 60 MM=1,11
NN=MM-6
X(1)=ABSUT(J)-T(I))*SIG(I)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(2)=ABSUT(J)-T(I)+2.*EPS(I))*SIG(I)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(3)=ABSUT(J)-T(I)-2.*EPS(I))*SIG(I)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(4)=ABSHT(J)-T(I))*SIG(I)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(6)=ABS((T(J)+T(I))*SIG(I)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(5)=ABS((T(J)+T(I)+2.*EPS(I))*SIG(I)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(8)=ABS((T(J)+T(I)-2.*EPS(I))*SIG(I)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(7)=ABSHT(J)+T(I))*SIG(I)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
DO 6 K=1,8
IF(X(K) .LT. 0.00001) GO TO 110
IF(X(K) .LT. 1.0) GO TO 109
Z(K)=AEXP1(X(K))
GO TO 6

109 Z(K)=AEXP2(X(K))
GO TO 6

110 Z(K)=0.
6 CONTINUE
W1=(1./(4.*EPS(I)*SIG(I)*SIG(J)))
V1=-(AEXP3(X(1),Z(1))-AEXP3(X(2),Z(2)))

C+(AEXP3(X(3),Z(3))-AEXP3(X(4),Z(4)))
V2=(AEXP3(X(5),Z(5))-AEXP3(X(6),Z(6)))

C-(AEXP3(X(7),Z(7))-AEXP3(X(8),Z(8)))
SUM=W1*(V1+V2)
AR(I,J)=AR(I,J)+SUM

60 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,601) AR(I,J),I,J
GO TO 3

101 DO 61 MM=1,11
NN=MM-6
X(1)=ABS((T(J)-T(I))*SIG(I)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(2)=ABS((T(J)-T(I)+2.*EPS(I))*SIG(I)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(3)=ABSUT(J)-T(I)-2.*EPS(I))*SIG(I)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(4)=ABSUT(J)-T(I))*SIG(I)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(6)=ABS((2.*A)*SIG(1)+((T(I)-A)+(T(J)-A))*SIG(I)+(FLOAT(NN)

C*TTT))
X(5)=ABS((2.*A)*SIG(1)+((T(I)-A)+

C(2.*EPS(I))+(T(J)-A))*SIG(I)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(8)=ABS((2.*A)*SIG(1)+((T(I)-A)-
C(2.*EPS(I))+(T(J)-A))*SIG(I)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(7)=ABS((2.*A)*SIG(1)+HT(I)-A)+

C(T(J)-A)) *SIG(I)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
DO 62 K=1,8
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IF(X(K) .LT. 0.00001) GO TO 63
IF(X(K) .LT. 1.0) GO TO 64
Z(K)=AEXP1(X(K))
GO TO 62

64 Z(K)=AEXP2(X(K))
GO TO 62

63 Z(K)=0.
62 CONTINUE

W1=(1./(4.*EPS(I)*SIG(I)*SIG(J)))
V1=-(AEXP3(X(1),Z(1))-AEXP3(X(2),Z(2)))

C+(AEXP3(X(3),Z(3))-AEXP3(X(4),Z(4)))
V2=(AEXP3(X(5),Z(5))-AEXP3(X(6),Z(6)))

C-(AEXP3(X(7),Z(7))-AEXP3(X(8),Z(8)))
SUM=W1* ( Vl+V2)
AR(I,J)=AR(I,J)+SUM

61 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,601) AR(I,J),I,J
GO TO 3

102 DO 65 MM=1,11
NN=MM-6
X(1)=ABSUA-T(I)+EPS(I))*SIG(I)

C+(T(J)-A-EPS(J))*SIG(J)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(2)=ABS((A-T(I)+EPS(I))*SIG(I)

C+(T(J)-A+EPS(J))*SIG(J)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(3)=ABS((A-T(I)-EPS(I))*SIG(I)

C+(T(J)-A-EPS(J))*SIG(J)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(4)=ABS((A-T(I)-EPS(I))*SIG(I)

C+(T(J)-A+EPS(J))*SIG(J)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(6)=ABS((T(I)+EPS(I)+A)*SIG(I)+

C(T(J)-A-EPS(J))*SIG(J)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(5)=ABS((T(I)+EPS(I)+A)*SIG(/)+

C(T(J)-A+EPS(J))*SIG(J)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(8)=ABS((T(I)-EPS(I)+A)*SIG(I)+
C(T(J)-A-EPS(J))*SIG(J)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(7)=ABS((T(I)-EPS(I)+A)*SIG(I)+

C(T(J)-A+EPS(J))*SIG(J)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
DO 66 K=1,8
IF(X(K) .LT. 0.00001) GO TO 67
IF(X(K) .LT. 1.0) GO TO 68
Z(K)=AEXP1(X(K))
GO TO 66

68 Z(K)=AEXP2(X(K))
GO TO 66

67 Z(K)=0.
66 CONTINUE
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W1=(1./(4.*EPS(I)*SIG(I)*SIG(J)))
V1=-(AEXP3(X(1),Z(1))-AEXP3(X(2),Z(2)))

C+(AEXP3(X(3),Z(3))-AEXP3(X(4),Z(4)))
V2=(AEXP3(X(5) ,Z(5))-AEXP3(X(6),Z(6)))

C-(AEXP3(X(7),Z(7))-AEXP3(X(8),Z(8)))
SUM=W1*(V1+V2)
AR(I,J)=AR(I,J)+SUM

65 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,601) AR(I,J),I,J
GO TO 3

103 DO 80 MM=1,11
NN=MM-6
X(4)=ABSUFLOAT(NN)*TTT)+(2.*EPS(I)*SIG(I)))
X(5)=ABSUFLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(6)=ABSHFLOAT(NN)*TTT)-(2.*EPS(I)*SIG(I)))
IF(I .GT. N2) GO TO 106
X(1)=ABS(SIG(I)*(2.*T(I)+2.*EPS(I))+(FLOAm(NM)*TTT))
X(2)=ABS(2.*SIG(I)*T(I)+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(3)=ABS(SIG(I)*(2.*T(I)-2.*EPS(I))+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
GO TO 81

106 X(2)=ABS((2.*A*SIG(N2))+(2.*(T(I)-
CA)*SIG(I))+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(1)=ABS(X(2)+(2.*EPS(I)*SIG(I))+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(3)=ABS(X(2)-(2.*EPS(I)*SIG(I))+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))

81 DO 82 K=1,6
IF(X(K) .LT. 0.00001) GO TO 83
IF(X(K) .LT. 1.0) GO TO 84
Z(K)=AEXP1(X(K))
GO TO 82

84 Z(K)=AEXP2(X(K))
GO TO 82

83 Z(K)=0.
82 CONTINUE

W1=(1./(SIG(I)*SIG(I)*EPS(I)))
V1=(AEXP3(X(1),Z(1))-2.*AEXP3(X(2),Z(2))+AEXP3(X(3),Z(3)))
V2=(AEXP3(X(4),Z(4))-2.*AEXP3(X(5),Z(5))+AEXP3(X(6),Z(6)))
SUM=W1*(V1+V2)
AR(I,J)=AR(I,J)+SUM
GO TO 80

89 X(4)=(2.*SIG(I)*EPS(I))
IF(I .GT. N2) GO TO 88
X(1)=2.*SIG(I)*(T(I)+EPS(I))
X(2)=2.*SIG(I)*T(I)
X(3)=2.*SIG(I)*(T(I)-EPS(I))
GO TO 111
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88 X(2)=(2.*A*SIG(N2))+(2.*(T(I)-A)*SIG(I))
X(1)=X(2)+(2.*SIG(I)*EPS(I))
X(3)=X(2)-(2.*SIG(I)*EPS(I))

111 DO 112 K=1,4
IF(X(K) .LT. 0.00001) GO TO 113
IF(X(K) .LT. 1.0) GO TO 114
Z(K)=AEXP1(X(K))
GO TO 112

114 Z(K)=AEXP2(X(K))
GO TO 112

113 Z(K)=0.
112 CONTINUE

V1=(1./(SIG(I)*SIG(I)))
V2=(AEXP3(X(1),Z(1))-2.*AEXP3(X(2),Z(2))+AEXP3(X(3),Z(3)))
V3=(2.*EPS(I)/SIG(I))+V1 *AEXP3(X(4),Z(4))-V1*0.5
W1=(1./(4.*EPS(I)))
SUM=W1*(2.*V3+V1 *V2)
AR(I,J)=AR(I,J)+SUM

80 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,601) AR(I,J),I,J
GO TO 3

104 IF(I .LE. N2) GO TO 3
IF(J .GT. N2) GO TO 3
DO 90 MM=1,11
NN=MM-6
X(1)=ABS((T(I)-A+EPS(I))*SIG(I)+(A-T(J)-EPS(J))*SIG(J)

C+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(2)=ABSUT(I)-A+EPS(I))*SIG(I)+(A-T(J)+EPS(J))*SIG(J)

C+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(3)=ABS((T(I)-A-EPS(I))*SIG(I)+(A-T(J)-EPS(J))*SIG(J)
C+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(4)=ABS((T(I)-A-EPS(I))*SIG(I)+(A-T(J)+EPS(J))*SIG(J)
C+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(6)=ABSUT(I)-A+EPS(I))*SIG(I)+(A+T(J)-EPS(J))*SIG(J)

C+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(5)=ABSUT(I)-A+EPS(I))*SIG(I)+(A+T(J)+EPS(J))*SIG(J)

C+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(8)=ABSHT(I)-A-EPS(I))*SIG(I)+(A+T(J)-EPS(J))*SIG(3)

C+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
X(7)=ABSHT(I)-A-EPS(I))*SIG(I)+(A+T(J)+EPS(J))*SIG(J)

C+(FLOAT(NN)*TTT))
DO 96 K=1,8
IF(X(K) .LT. 0.00001) GO TO 97
IF(X(K) .Lm. 1.0) GO TO 98
Z(K)=AEXP1(X(K))
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GO TO 96
98 Z(K)=AEXP2(X(K))

GO TO 96
97 Z(K)=0.
96 CONTINUE

W1=(1./(4.*EPS(I)*SIG(I)*SIG(J)))
V1=-(AEXP3(X(1),Z(1))-AEXP3(X(2),Z(2)))

C+(AEXP3(X(3),Z(3))-AEXP3(X(4),Z(4)))
V2=(AEXP3(X(5),2(5))-AEXP3(X(6),Z(6)))

C-(AEXP3(X(7),Z(7))-AEXP3(X(8),Z(8)))
SUM=W1*(V1+V2)
AR(I,J)=AR(I,J)+SUM

90 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,601) AR(I,J) ,I,J

3 CONTINUE
DO 51 I=1,N
DO 51 J=1,N
IF(I .GT. J) GO TO 52
GO TO 51

52 IF(I .LE. N2 .AND. J .LE. N2) GO TO 53
IF(I .GT. N2 .AND. J .GT. N2) GO TO 53
GO TO 51

53 AR(I,J)=AR(J,I)
51 CONTINUE

DO 55 I=1,N
WRITE(6,500) (AR(I,J),J=1,N2)

55 CONTINUE
DO 56 I=1,N
WRITE(6,500) (AR(I,J),J=11,N)

56 CONTINUE
500 FORMAT(2X,10(F10.8,2X)
600 FORMAT(2X,'I = J = ',I2)
601 FORMAT(2X,'AR= ',F12.6,'I= J= ',I2)

CLOSE(6)
OPEN(3,FILE='#5:MATRIX.DATA',STATUS='NEW',FORM='UN

CFORMATTED')
DO 58 I=1,N
DO 58 J=1,N
WRITE(3) AR(I,J)

58 CONTINUE
CLOSE(3)
STOP
END
FUNCTION AEXP1(R)
AEXP1=(EXP(-R)/R)*(MR+8.573328)*R+18.059017)*R+
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C8.634761)*R+0.267773)/(MR+9.5733223)*R+25.632956)
C*R+21.099653)*R+3.9584969)
RETURN
END
FUNCTION AEXP2(R)
AEXP2=M(0.00107857*R-0.00976004)*R+0.05519968)*R-0.2499105)

C*R+0.9999919)*R-0.5772156-ALOG(R)
RETURN
END
FUNCTION AEXP3(R,S)
AEXP3=(EXP(-R)-R*(EXP(-R)-R*S))*0.5
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX E

CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY: REFERENCE CODE
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Cylindrical Monte Carlo Reference Codes: CYMOD and =MOD

Two Monte Carlo computer codes were developed for the

cylindrical cell geometry as reference checks for integral

transport theory method. In this appendix, a brief

description of the Monte Carlo methodology and the listings

of the two codes, CYMOD and CYSMOD will be presented.

CYMOD calculates the black-body (or volume- source) radial

flux profile and CYSMOD calculates the radial flux profile

for a third region diffuse scattering boundary condition.

The following discussion is concerned mainly with CYSMOD.

Both Monte Carlo codes calculate the neutron track

lengths through each concentric finite volume element ring

by point-to-point flight geometry. The volume element

rings are assumed to be of infinite extent in the

z-direction and of uniform thickness (unequal volume

elements). Since the volume-source is uniformly

distributed, the code starts each neutron history by

randomly choosing a radial position in the moderator.

Isotropic neutron scattering is assumed, which involves

choosing the azimuthal angle IF randomly and the polar

angle e in the following Manner:
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where,

11 = 24,17*(Rn)

e = Arcsin(RN)

RIA = random number

0 < 12:1 < 1

Because the cylindrical cell system is optically quite

thin, neutron path lengths are chosen in the following

manner 47:

X
i

Ji

X2

RN = El exp(-
Z1

*x) *dx + Za exp(- Zz*x)*dx

o x
i

If the RN on the LHS is greater than the first integral on

the RHS the neutron is noted to have passed completely

through region 1 and has proceded a distance x2 7x1 into

region 2. This interface condition is used instead of

stopping the neutron at the fuel-moderator boundary for

each crossing and choosing a new path length based on the

entrant region's material cross section.

The code, CYSMOD can easily be modified to accomodate

a variety of outer cell edge boundary conditions, namely:

(1) a black-body surface, (2) an "isotropic" reflective or

"white" boundary, (3) a mirror or specular boundary and

(4) a highly scattering third region surrounding the pin

cell that will induce a "diffuse" re-entrant neutron
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angular distribution.

CYMOD was specifically written for condition (1),

i.e. the black-body boundary condition. A black-body or

volume-source flux profile generated by CYMOD was presented

graphically in Figure 5.5. The profile has been normalized

with respect to the integral transport theory flux profile

(see Figure 5.5). The importance of this comparison is the

good agreement in flux profile shape.

CYSI'IOD was specifically written for boundary condition

(5) above. This boundary condition was used to achieve as

diffuse as possible a scattering boundary condition on the

outer cell edge. The third region was a pure heavy

scattering material with a total cross section of 10.0 crr1

and a thickness of 0.1 cm. Within this region there was no

neutron absorption and neutron scattering was again assumed

to be isotropic. An "isotropic" reflective boundary

condition was used on the outer edge of the third region.

A sketch of the three region cell system is shown below in

Figure E.1:
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Fuel Region

Moderator Region

Heavy Scatterer
Third Region

Figure E.1 Cross sectional view of a three region
pin cell system. The third region is a

heavy scattering material with no neutron
absorption. The third region is used
to diffusely reflect neutrons back into
the two region pin cell.

The following computer code listings are of CYNOD and

CYSOD, respectively.
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COMPUTED COPE: CYNOD
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PROGRAM CY ( INPUT ,OUTPUT ,TAPE6=OUTPUT , TAPE1)

DIMENSION RAID (21) ,TK (20) ,AREA (20) , ZZZ (20,20) ,AAA (20)

CALL RANSET(80)
READ*,N,NBB
NIF=10
NIM=10
NIT=NIF+NIM
NIF1=NIF+1
LEAK=0
PI=3.141592654
A=0.41783
B=0.710788
RAD(1)=0.0
DF=A/FLOAT(NIF)
DM=(B-A)/FLOAT(NIM)
DO 1 I=1,NIT
IF(I .GT. NIF) GO TO 2
RAD(I+1)=RAD(I)+DF
AREA(I)=PI*((RAD(I+1)**2)-(RAD(I)**2))
TK(I)=0.0
GC TO 1

2 RAD(I+1)=RAD(I)+DM
AREA(I)=PI*((RAD(I+1)**2)-(RAD(I)**2))
TK(I)=0.0

1 CONTINUE
SIGAM=0.0222
SIG1=3.4278
SIGTM=3.450
SIGAF=0.557
SIGSF=0.382
SIGTF=0.939
SCATM=SUGSM/SIGTM
SCATF=SIGSF/SIGTF
DO 2003 KIM=1,NBB
DO 2049 MIM=1,NIT
TK(MIM)=0.0

2049 CONTINUE
CO 2000 JIM=1,N
R=(B-A)*RANF( )+A
RMX=R
GO TO 1999

2040 IBIN=NIF+(R-A)/DM+1
RNUM=RANF( )

A2=PI-ASIN(A/R)
AC=PI-ASIN(RAD(IBIN)/R)
IF (U .GT. A2) GO TO 60
P=(-1./SIGT4)*ALOG(RNUM)
X=P*COS(PSI)

2041 DIS=-R*COS(U)+SORT((B**2)-
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PROGRAM CYMOD(INPUT,OUTPUT,TkPE=OUTPUT,TADEl)
DIMENSION RAD(21),TK(20),AREA(20),Z7Z(20,20),AAA(20)
CALL RANSET(54)
READ*,N,NBB
NIF=10
NIM=10
NIT=NIF+NIM
NIF1=NIF+1
LEAK=0
PI=3.141592654
A=0.41783
B=0.710788

RAD(1)=0.0
DF=A/FLOAT(NIF)
DM=(B-A)/FLOAT(NIM)
DO 1 I=1,NIT
IF(I .GT. NIF) GO TO 2
RAD(I+1)=RAD(I)+DF
AREA(I)=PI*((RAD(I+1)**2)-(RAD(I)**2))
TK(I)=0.0
GO TO 1

2 RAD(I+1)=RAD(I)+DM
AREA(I)=PI*NRAD(I+1)**2)-(RAD(I)**2))
TK(I)=0.0

1 CONTINUE
SIGAM=0.0222
SIGSM=3.4278
SIGTM=3.450
SIGAF=0.557
SIGSF=0.382
SIGTF=0.939
SCATM=SIGSM/SIGTM
SCATF=SIGSF/SIGTF
DO 2003 KIM=1,NBB
DO 2049 MIM=1,NIT
TK (MIM) =0. 0

2049 CONTINUE
DO 2000 JIM=1,N
R=(B-A)*RANF( )+A
RMX=R
GO TO 1999

2040 IBIN=NIF+(P-A)/DM+1
RNUM=RANF( )

A2=PI-ASIN(A/R)
AC=PI-ASIN(RAD(IBIN)/R)
IF(U .GT. A2) GO TO 60
P=(-1./SIGTM)*ALOG(RNUM)
X=P*COS(PSI)

2041 DIS=-R*COS(U)+SORTUB**2)-
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PeoIS/COS(PSI)

CALL LEAC(IBIN,R,U,P,PSI,RMXX,TK,NIT,RAD,DF)
IF(U .EQ. 0.0) U=0.0000001
OD TO 2010

602 RMX=A-0.000001
R1=R
U1=0
RMN=R*SIN(U)
XX=SORTHR**2)-(RMN**2))
P=XX/COS(PSI)
RMXX=RMN
CALL OTAC(IBIN,R,U,P,PSI,RMXX,RAD,TK,DF)
XX=SORT((RMX**2)-(RMN**2))
R=R4N
U=PI/2.
IBIN=R/DF+1
P=XX/COS(PSI)
RMXX=RmX
CALL LEAC(IBIN,R,U,P,PSI,RMXX,TK,NIT,RAO,OF)
U=U1
R=R1
OD TO 2010

603 RMX=SORTNR**2)+(X**2)+(2.*R*X*COS(U)))
RMXX=RMX
CALL LFAC(IBIN,RX,P,PSI,RMX,TK,NIT,RAD,DF)
OD TO 1001

2010 IF(MAM .E0. 0) GO TO 2011
U=NCOSMA**2)+(DIS**2)-(R**2))

C /(2. *A*DIS))

GO TO 2013
2011 U =PI-U
2013 ANUM=ANUM*EXP(-(SIGTF*DIS/COS(PSI)))

P=(-1./SIOIM)*AUDG(RNUM/ANUM)
IBIN=NIF1
R=A+0.000001
X=P*COS(PSI)
AC=PI-ASIN(RAD(IBIN)/R)
OD TO 2041

1000 SNUM=RANF( )

LF(SCAT4 . LE. SNUM) OD TO 2000
1999 U =PI *RANF( )

PSI=ASIN(RANF( ))
R=RMX
OD TO 2040

1001 SNUM=RANF( )

IF(SCATF .LE. SNUM) GO TO 2000
U=PI*RANF( )

PSI=ASIN(RANF(
R=RMx
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IBIN=R/DF+1
ANUM=1.0
RNUM=RANF( )

P=(-1./SIGTF)*ALOG(RNUM)
MAM=1
GO TO 2012

2001 LEAK=LEAK+1
2000 CONTINUE

DO 5000 I=1,NIT
WRITE(6,9000) I,TK(I)

5000 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,9001) N,LEAK
E0 6000 I=1,NIT
AAA(I)=TK(I)/AREA(I)
WRITE(6,9000) I,AAA(I)

6000 CONTINUE
SO 6001 I=1,NIT
ZZZ(KIM,I)=AAA(I)

6001 CONTINUE
2003 CONTINUE

SO 6007 I=1,NIT
SUM=0.0
E0 6002 KIM=1,NBB
SUM=SUM+ZZZ(KIM,I)

6002 CONTINUE
AVX=SUM/FLOAT(NBB)
WRITE(6,9666) I,AVX

6007 CONTINUE
9666 FORMAT(5X,I3,4X,'AVERAGE VALUE=',F20.10)

DO 6003 I=1,NIT
SUM=0.0
SUM2=0.0
DO 6004 KIM=1,NBB
SUM=SUM+ZZZ(KIM,I)
SUM2=5CAM2+(ZZZ(KIM,I)**2)

6004 CONTINUE
STD=SORT(ABS(SUM2-(SEN**2)/FLOAT(NBB))/FLOAT(NBB-1))
WRITE(6,9667) I,STD

9667 FORMAT(5X,I3,5X,'STD DEV.=',F20.10)
6003 CONTINUE
9001 FORMAITINJECTION NEUTRONS= ',I6,5X,'NEUTRONS LEAKED=

CI6)

9000 FORMAT(2X,I3,5X,F15.8)
DO 8888 J=1,NBB
CO 8889 I=1,NIT
WRITE(1,8890) ZZZ(J,I)

8889 CONTINUE
8888 CONTINUE
8890 FOINAT(1X,F15.8)
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C(R**2)*(STN(U)**2))
SUM=0.0
CO 5 M=JJ+1,IBIN
SUM=S3M+,0C (M)

5 CONTINUE
)0Z (JJ) =F6r1O-SUM

TK(JJ)=TK(JJ)+XX(JJ)/COS(PSI)
4 CONTINUE
3 YY=(RMXX**2)-(R**2)*(SIN(U)**2)
IF(YY .LE. 0.00000001) CO TO 8
RHOP=-R*ODS(U)-SORT(YY)
CO TO 7

8 RBOP=-R*COS(U)
7 IBINX=IBIN-IR-1
SUM=0.0
DO 6 MM=K,IBIN
SUM=SUM+XX (MM)

6 CONTINUE
XX(IBINX)=RHOP-SUM
TK(IBINX)=TK(IBINX)+XX(IBINX)/CDS(PSI)
CO TO 9

2 TK(IBIN)=TK(IBIN)+P
9 RETURN
END
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COMPUTER CODE: CYSMOD
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PROGRAM CYSMOD(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE6,TAPE1)
DIMENSION RAD(25) ,TK(24) ,AREA(24),AAA(24),777(10,24)
CALL RANSET(54)
READ*,N,NBB
NIF=10
NIM=10
NIS=4
NIT=NIF+NIM
NIF1=NIF+1
LEAK=0
PI=3.141592654
A=0.41783
B=0.710788
C=0.810788
RAD(1)=0.0
DF=A/FLOAT(NIF)
DM=(B-A)/FLOAT(NIM)
DS=(C-B)/FLOAT(NIS)
DO 1 I=1,NIT
IF(I .GT. NIF) GO TO 2
RAD(I+1)=RAD(I)+DF
AREA(I)=PI*((RAD(I+1)**2)-(RAD(I)**2))
GO TO 1

2 RAD(I+1)=RAD(I)+DM
AREA(I)=PI*((RAD(I+1)**2)-(RAD(I)**2))

1 CONTINUE
DO 2090 I=NIT+1,NIT+NIS
RAD(I+1) =RAD(I)+DS
AREA(I)=PI*((RAD(I+1)**2)-(RAD(I)**2))

2090 CONTINUE
SIGAM=0.0222
SIGSM=3.4278
SIGTM=3.450
SIGAF=0.557
SIGSF=0.382
SIGTF=0.939
SIGSS=10.0
SCATM=SIGSM/SIGTM
SCATF=SIGSF/SIGTF
DO 2003 KIM=1,NSB
DO 2049 MIM=1,NIT+NIS
TK(MIM)=0.0

2049 CONTINUE
DO 2000 JIM=1,N
R=(B-A)*RAMF( )+A
RMX=R
GO TO 1999

2040 IBIN=NIF+(R-A)/DM+1
RNUM=RAMF(
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PROGRAM C%INPUT,CUTPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT,TAPE1)
DIMENSION RAD(25),TK(24),AREA(24),AAA(24),ZZZ(10,24)
CALL RANSET(54)
READ*,N,NBB
NIF=10
NIM=10
NIS=4
NIT=NIF+NIM
NIF1=NIF+1
LEAK=0
PI=3.141592654
A=0.41783
B=0.710788
C=0.810788
RAD(1)=0.0
DF=A/FLOAT(NIF)
DM=(B-A)/FLOAT(NIM)
DS=(C-B)/FIDAT(NIS)
CO 1 I=1,NIT
IF(I .GT. NIF) GO TO 2
RAD(I+1)=RAD(I)+DF
AREA(I)=PI*((RAD(I+1)**2)-(RAD(I)**2))
GO TO 1

2 RAD(I+1)=RAD(I)+DM
AREA(I)=PI*((RAD(I+1)**2)-(RAD(I)**2))

1 CONTINUE
DO 2090 I=NIT+1,NIT+NIS
RAD(I+1)=RAD(I)+DS
AREA(I)=PI*((RAD(I+1)**2)-(RAD(I)**2))

2090 CONTINUE
SIGAM=0.0222
SIGSM=3.4278
SIGTM=3.450
SIGAF=0.557
SIGSF=0.382
SIGTF=0.939
SIGSS=10.0
SCAIN=SIGSM/SIGIT4
SCATF=SIGSF/SIGTF
DO 2003 KIM=1,NBB
DO 2049 MIM=1,NIT+NIS
TK(MIM)=0.0

2049 CONTINUE
DO 2000 Jr4=1,N
R=(B-A)*RANF( )+A
RMX=R
GO TO 1999

2040 IBIN=NIF+(2-A)/DM+1
RNUM=RANF( )
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XM=XXWE 
(((n)SCO*X41214..Z)+(Z**X)+(Z**21))IHOS=XW2i Z06 

9006 01 OD 
TflPfl 

(SC' ar i d SIN' NI1X)34ti Is:I niu ) TM 
XWH=XXNH 
(Isa)sop/xx=c1 
T+sa/(s.-E)+LIN=NIELI 

.Z/Id=11 

NWH=.11 

( (Zva43) (Z**X14121) ) IZIOS=30C 

(SO' avalxxmi Wu' NISI) DNLID 

NWH=XXWH 
(Isd)sop/xx=c1 
((z**NwH)-(z**1:1))1,2tCs=xx 

(a) u.isqz=tiko 

npin 
100000.0....0=XM 106 

9006 OI CD 
(sa'avu'IIN'xIixxiciiscrd'n'ulmisi)Jvaa rfl 

(Isa)sap/si-cl 

XXIE=X142:1 

100000.0-3=XXN2i 006 
1006 01 CD 

Tamil 
(sa'ays ,T,IN xxwa di niu1 ) ardi rrivo 

*z/Id=r1 

i+sa/(s-u)+IIN=miai 

NI.C=11 

(Isci)scoAx=d 
((z**Nwa)-(z**xm)),LuOs=xx 
riau=xxkla 

(saimI'avu'xxwa'iscra'n'u'N'ai)DvID TIVO 
(isa) sco/x=a 

((z**Nw)-(z**2i))0a0s=xx 

NWH=XXWH £06 
1006 ca. CD 

(sa' Gvaix>341' iscV aluiNiai) ova-) TarD 
XWH=XXWH 

£06 CI CD (NX 'ID. X),II 

1LZ 
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930 RMXX=B+0.000001
XDIS
P=X/00S(PSI)
CALL GTAC(IBIN,R,U,P,PSI,RMXX,RAD,TK,DS)
IF(U .GE. PI) U=3.1415
U=U-ASIN(X/B*SIN(U))
R=B-0.000001
GD TO 2040

9006 U=PI/2.*RANF( )+PI/2.
PSI=ASIN(RANF( ))
IBIN=NIT+NIS
R=C-0.000001
GD TO 9040

9001 U=PI*RANF( )

PSI=ASIN(RANF( ))
R =R 1X

IBIN=NIT+(R-B)/DS+1
GO TO 9040

2010 IF(MAM .EQ. 0) GD TO 2011
U=ACOSMA**2)+(DIS**2)-(R**2))
C/(2.*A*DIS))
OD TO 2013

2011 U=PI-U
2013 ANUM=ANUM*EXP(-(SIGIr*DIS/00S(PSI)))

P=(-1./SIGIM)*AUDG(RNUMVAMM)
IBIN=NIF1
R=A+0.000001
X=P*COS(PSI)
AC=PI-ASINIRAD(IBIN)/P0
GO TO 2041

1000 SNUM=RANF( )

IF(SCATM .LE. SNUM) GO TO 2000
1999 U= PI *RANF( )

PSI=ASIN(RANF( ))
R=RMX
GO TO 2040

1001 SNUM=RANF( )

IF(SCATF .LE. SRN) GO TO 2000
U=PI*RANF( )

PSI=ASIN(RANF( ))
R =R' X

IBIN=R/DF+1
ANUM=1.0
RNUM=RANF( )

P=(-1./SIGTF)*ALOG(RNUM)
MAM=1
GO TO 2012

2000 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,7777) KIM
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7777 FORMAT('THIS IS BATCH',5X,I3)
9000 FORMAT(5X,I3,5X,F20.10)

DO 6000 I=1,NIT+NIS
AAA(I)=TK(I)/AREA(I)
ZZZ(KIM,I)=AAA(I)
WRITE(6,9000) I,AAA(I)
WRITE(1,9999) AAA(I)

6000 CONTINUE
9999 FORMAT(1X,F15.8)
2003 CONTINUE
9000 FORMAT(2X,I3,5X,F15.8)

DO 6007 I=1,NIT
SUM=0.0
DO 6002 KIM=1,NBB
SUM=SUM+ZZZ(KIM,I)

6002 CONTINUE
AVX=SUM/FLOAT(NBB)
WRITE(6,9666) I,AVX

6007 OONTINUE
9666 FORMAT(5X,I3,5X,'AVERAGE VALUE= ',F20.10)

DO 6003 I=1,NIT
SUM=0.0
SUM2=0.0
CO 6004 KIM=1,NBB
SUM=SUM+ZZZ(KIM,I)
SUM2=90/42+(ZZZ(KIM,I)**2)

6004 CONTINUE

STD=SORT (ABS (SUM2- (SUM**2) /FLOAT (NBB) ) /FLOAT (NB13-1) )

WRITE(6,9667) I,S'ID
9667 PORMAT(5X,I3,5X,'STD DEV.= ',F20.10)
6003 CONTINUE

STOP
END
SUBRDUTINE LEAC(IBIN,R,U,P,PSI,RMXX,TK,NIT,RAD,D0)
DIMENSION XX(24),RAD(25),TK(24)
IF(RMXX .LE. RAD(IBIN+1)) GO TO 1
IR=(RMXX-RAD(IBIN+1))/DD
XX(IBIN)=-R*COS(U)+SMT((RAD(IBIN+1)**2)
(R**2)* (SIN (U)**2) )

TK(IBIN)=TK(IBIN)+XX(IBIN)/COS(PSI)
K=IBIN+IR
IF(IR .EQ. 0) CO TO 2
CO 3 J=IBIN+1,K
RH0=-R*COS(U)+SORTNRAD(J+1)**2)

C-(R**2)* (SIN (U)**2) )

SUM=0.0
CO 4 M=IBIN,J-1
SUM=/C{ (M) +SUM

4 CONTINUE
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>a (J) =RFID-SUM
TK (J) =TK (J) +XX (J) ADS (PSI)

3 CONTINUE
2 YY= (R4)0(**2) - (R**2) * (SIN (U) * *2)

IF (YY 0.00000001) GO TO 10
RHOP=-R*ODS (U) +SORT (YY)
CO TO 11

10 RHOP=-R*COS (U)
11 IBINX=K+1
7 SUM=0.0

DO 8 MM=IBIN,K
SUM=SUM+XX (MM)

8 CONTINUE
XX (IBINX) =RHOP-SUM
TK (IBINX) =TK ( IBINX) +XX (IBINX) Ails (PSI)
CO TO 9

1 TK (IBIN) =TY (IBIN) +P
9 RETURN

END
SUBROUTINE GTAC (IBIN,R,U ,P , PSI ,RMYY 'RAD ,TK ,DD)
DIMENSION XX (24) ,RAD (25) ,TK (24)
IF (RMXX .GE. RAD (IBIN) ) CO '10 2
IR= (RAD ( IBIN) -RM>a) /DD
XX (IBIN) =-R*CDS (U) -SORT ( (RAD (IBIN) **2) -

C(R**2)* (SIN (U)**2) )
T1( (IBIN) =TK ( IBIN) +XX (IBIN) /COS (PSI)
K=IBIN-IR
IF(IR .EQ. 0) CD TO 3
17) 4 J=1 , IR
JJ=IBIN-J
R110=-R*ODS (U) -SORT ( (RAD (JJ) * *2) -

C (R**2) * (SIN (U) **2) )
SUM=0.0
DO 5 M=JJ+1 , IBIN
SUM=SUM+XX (M)

5 CONTINUE
XX (JJ) =RHD-SUM
TK (JJ) (JJ) +XX (JJ) /ODS (PSI)

4 CONTINUE
3 YY= (RMIC(**2) - (R**2) * (SIN (U) * *2)

IF (YY .LE. 0.00000001) Go To 8
RHOP--R*COS (U) -SORT (YY)
GO TO 7

8 R1X)P--R*COS (U)
7 IBINX=IBIN-IR-1

SUM=0.0
DO 6 !..14=K IBIN
Sum=sum+xx (rim)

6 CONTINUE
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XX(IBINX)=RHOP-SUM
TK(IBINX)=TK(IBINX)+XX(IBINX)/ODS(PSI)
GO TO 9

2 TK(IBIN)=TK(IBIN)+P
9 RETURN
END
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APPENDIX F

SPHERICAL GEOMETRY: RCFEREMCE CODE
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SPHERICAL S
N

REFERENCE CODE: SPHERE and SPHERE1

4An S
N
method computer code for spherical geometry

was developed as a reference check for the integral

transport method. In this appendix a brief description of

the S logic and two code listings, SPHERE and SPHERE1

will he presented. SPHERE calculates the black-body or

volume-source radial flux profile and SPHERE1 calculates

the radial flux profile for a third region diffuse

scattering boundary condition. The following discussion

is concerned mainly with SPHERE1.

For a three region spherical cell system, SPHERE1

will calculate the angular flux components and the total

flux at each radial point (r;). The disadvantage factor

for the two region (fuel-moderator) spherical cell is also

calculated. Variable input parameters include the fuel,

moderator and heavy scatterer (third region) dimensions

and material cross sections. With slight modification

both codes can be written to calculate the spatial and

angular flux profile for any order N, although the
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listings that follow are for Ss only.

SPHERE and SPHERE1 assume; (1) a uniformly

distributed thermal isotropic source (0=1.0 neutrons/cm3

/sec) in the moderator region, (2) a mirror boundary

condition at the fuel centerline, 4 (C),-/u ) = 4)(0,+/LA ),

(3) a radial mirror boundary condition for neutrons in the

direction /.2 = ±1, 4(ri,+1) = , -1) , (4) a diamond

difference scheme for extrapolation to adjacent mesh

points, (5) integration over is is approximated by Gauss

quadrature sets of base and weight points,48'4and (6)

isotropic neutron scattering.

S
N Mechanics:

In spherical geometry the one-speed transport

equation can be written :

,A(ritt)
+. (, 1 )

14(r,tA)
(rill)lu

1A.

The spherical system is discretized into an r-r4 mesh.

The r-mesh is broken down into equally incremented

intervals in each region. The /t -mesh is partitioned

according to the Gauss quadrature base points. For the

particular dirction, = -1, the spherical transport

equation reduces to the slab geometry case and can then he

solved exactly. This trick is used to generate the
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angular profile #(r4,-l), i.e. the boundary points on the

mesh. See sketch below:

amillowas

All other angular flux points on the r-il mesh can then be

generated using the following conservation formula .

/,,< 0

-/-1-1.(AZ+A;jA(ri+i)frn) 1\/

+ 47; (On+ t4+ On- Vi) 4fri+1/z tr V2)

(r;±1-1." ) -An(Ai +Ai+i) +71.0 w (ao+yz+an-,/) +

Adjacent flux points are calculated by means of the

"diamond difference" formula:

1+1 n

r1
+1/2

) 2*1(r.
40/2.'tn) )(r.

+ I/2

The diamond difference assumes to he a linear function



between the adjacent mesh points.

where q

Ai

=

=

/s/2 *
i (mode rotor)

w * (r.
1

, . ) +
«til pj 0 (kiel)

[

of the ith radial mesh point

j=1

surface area

and

where

a
1141/

. a - Ai) tA<0
2_ Vz

a
1/2.

= 0
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For /A<O, similar expressions are used.

The angular flux components on the r-itt mesh are then

iterated (inner iteration) until converged. An outer

iteration then re-normalizes the total spatial flux

profile by equating the absorption rate to the source rate

which results in the calculation of a new source q. The

iterations are repeated until the angular flux profiles

and absorption rate both converge within the desired

limits.

The following computer code listings are SPHERE and

SPHERE1.

SPHERE utilizes the boundary condition

41(b,-/A) = 0.0

to calculate the black-body flux profile.
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SPHERE1 surrounds the two region cell with a third region

composed of a pure heavy scattering material (no neutron

absorption). This boundary condition provided a very

diffuse re-entrant distribution of neutrons and

essentially eliminated the "ray effect".

SPHERE2 is a third computer code similar to SPHERE1,

but utilizes instead the mirror boundary condition

Ot(b,±tA) =

For the optically thin cell systems studied herein, the

flux profile and disadvantage factor generated by SPHERE2

(no listing available) clearly exhibited the "ray effect"

in comparison to flux profile and disadvantage factor

generated by SPHERE1.
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COMPUTER CODE: SPHERE
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PROGRAM SPHERE(OUTPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT)
DIMENSION V(130),SIG(130),R(131),AREA(131).
CU(8),W(8),UU(4),WW(4),0(130),PHI(131,8),
CSS(131),S(130,10),P(130,8),OQ(103),A(103,10)
DATA UU/0.9602898554,0.7966664774,

C0.5255324099,0.1834346424/
DATA WW/0.1012285362,0.2223810344,

C0.3137066458,0.3626837833/
DATA U/-0.9602898564,-0.7965664774,

C-0.5255324099,-0.1834346424,
C0.1834346424,0.5255324099,0.7966664774
C,0.9602898564/
DATA W/0.1012285352,0.2223810344,0.3137066458,

C0.3625837833,
CO.3626837833,0.3137066458,0.2223810344,
CO.1012285362/
NIF=50
NIM=80
NS=8
NS2=NS/2
NSS=NS+2
NIT=NIF+NIM
NIT1=NIT+1
NIF1=NIF+1
PI=3.141592654
RF=0.41783
RM=0.710788
SIGTF=0.939
SIGTM=3.450
SIGAF=0.557
SIGAM=0.0222
F=0.0
IIC =O
SOURCE=(4.*PI/3.)*((RM**3)-(RF**3))
DF=RF/FLOAT(NIF)
DM=(RM-RF)/FLOAT(NIM)
R(1) =0.0
AREA(1)=0.0
DO 1 I=1,NIT
IF(I .GT. NIF) GO TO 2
R(I+1)=R(I)+DF
GO TO 3

2 R(I+1)=R(I)+DM
3 AREA(I+1)=4.*PI*(R(I+1)**2)
1 CONTINUE
DO 900 I=1,NIT
V(I)=(4./3.)*PI*NR(I+1)**3)-(R(I)**3))

900 CONTINUE
SIGSF=0.382
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SIGSM=3.4278
DO 901 I=1,NIT
IF(I .GT. NIF) GO TO 902
SIG(I)=0.939
GO TO 901

902 SIG(I)=3.45
901 CONTINUE

DO 6 I=1,NIT
A(I,1)=0.0
A(I,NSS)=0.0

6 CONTINUE
N21=NS2+1
DO 4 J=2,N21
M=NSS-J+1
DO 5 I=1,NIT
A(I,J)=UU(J-1)*WW(J-1)*(AREA(I+1)-

CAREA(I))+A(I,J-1)
A(I,M)=A(I,J)

5 CONTINUE
4 CONTINUE
DO 8 I=1,NIT1
DO 8 J=1,NS
PHI(I,J)=3.0

8 CONTINUE
DO 9 I=1,NIT
DO 9 J=1,NS
P(I,J)=3.0

9 CONTINUE
DO 11 I=1,NIT
DO 11 J=1,NSS
S(I,J)=3.0

11 CONTINUE
DO 914 JIM=1,50
IIC=IIC+1
WRITE(6,503) IIC

503 FORMAT('IIC= ',I5)
50 RR=0.0

DO 20 I=NIF1,NIT
I1=I+1
DO 21 J=1,NS
RR=RR+(SIGSM/2.)*P(I,J)*W(J)*DM

21 CONTINUE
Q(I)=RR/DM+1./2.
QQ(I)=RR+DM/2.
RR=0.0

20 CONTINUE
RR=0.0
DO 22 I=1,NIF
I1=I+1
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DO 23 J=1,NS
RR=RR+(SIGSF/2.)*P(I,J)*W(J)*DF

23 CONTINUE
Q(I)=RR/DF
QQ(I)=RR
RR=0.0

22 CONTINUE
DO 30 I=1,NIT1
SS(I)=0.0

30 CONTINUE
DO 80 LIM=1,5
DO 34 J=1,NS2
K=NS-J+1
PHI(NIT1,J)=PHI(NIT1,K)

34 CONTINUE
SS(NIT1)=((1.-(SIGTM*DM/4.))/(1.+

C(SIGTM*DM/4.)))*
CS(NIT,NSS)+0.5*(1./(1.+(SIGTM*DM/4.)
C))*QQ(NIT)
WRITE(6,509) SS(NIT1)

509 FORMAT('SS(NIT1)= ',F10.6)
DO 31 I=1,NIM
M=NIT1-I
K=M+1
SS(M)=((1.-(SIGTM*DM)/2.)/(1.+

C(SIGTM*DM)/2.))*SS(K)
C+(1./(1.+(SIGTM*DM)/2.))*Q0(M)

31 CONTINUE
DO 32 I=1,NIF
M=NIF-I+1
K=M+1
SS(M)=((1.-(SIGTF*DF)/2.)/(1.+(SIGTF*DF)/2.))*SS(K)

C+(1./(1.+(SIGTF*DF)/2.))*QQ(M)
32 CONTINUE

DO 33 I=1,NIT
S(I,1)=(SS(I)+SS(I+1))/2.

33 CONTINUE
DO 35 J=1,NS2
J2=J+1
DO 36 I=1,NIT
M=NIT1-I+1
K=M-1
X1=-U(J)*(AREA(K)+AREA(M))
X2=(1./W(J))*(A(K,J2)+A(K,J))
P(K,J)=(Xl*PHI(M,J)+X2*S(K,J)+

CV(K)*O(K))/((-2.*AREA(K)*U(J))+(1./W(J))
C*(2.*A(K,J2))+SIG(K)*V(K))
PHI(K,J)=2.*P(K,J)-PHI(M,J)
S(K,J2)=2.*P(K,J)-S(K,J)
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36 CONTINUE
35 CONTINUE

DO 37 I=1,NS2
K=NS-I+1
PHI(1,K)=PHI(1,I)

37 CONTINUE
DO 47 I=1,NIT
J1=NS2+1
J2=J1+1
S(I,J2)=S(I,J1)

47 CONTINUE
DO 38 J=1,NS2
J2=NS2+J
J3=J2+1
J4=J3+1
DO 39 I=1,NIT
X1=U(J2)*(AREA(I+1)+AREA(I))
X2=(1./W(J2))*(A(I,J3)+A(I,J4))
P(I,J2)=((X1 *PHI(I,J2))+(X2*S(I,J3))+

C(V(I)*Q(I)))/((2.*AREA(I+1)*U(J2))+
C(1. /W(J2) )*
C(2.*A(I,J4))+SIG(I)*V(I))
PHI(I+1,J2)=2.*P(I,J2)-PHI(I,J2)
S(I,J4)=2.*P(I,J2)-S(I,J3)

39 CONTINUE
38 CONTINUE
80 CONTINUE

ABSORP=0.0
DO 40 I=1,NIF
DO 41 J=1,NS2
JJ=NS-J+1
ABSORP=ABSORP+W(J)*(P(I,J)+P(I,JJ))*

CSIGAF*V(I)
41 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE

DO 42 I=NIF1,NIT
DO 43 J=1,NS2
JJ=NS-J+1
ABSORP=ABSORP+W(J)*(P(I,J)+P(I,JJ) )*

CSIGAM*V(I)
43 CONTINUE
42 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,515) ABSORP
515 FORMAT('ABSORP=',F20.10)

RATIO=SOURCE/ABBORP
WRITE(6,525) RATIO

525 FORMAT('RATIO= ',F15.10)
DO 44 I=1,NIT
DO 44 J=1,NS
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P(I,J)=RATIO*P(I,J)
44 CONTINUE

DO 45 I=1,NIT1
DO 45 J=1,NS
PHI(I,J)=PHI(I,J)*RATIO

45 CONTINUE
DO 46 I=1,NIT
DO 46 J=1,NSS
S(I,J)=S(I,J)*RATIO

46 CONTINUE
FF= (ABSORP -F) /ABSORP
WRITE(6,501) FF

501 FORMAT(F15.10)
IF(ABS(FF) .LT. 0.000001) GO TO 200
IF(ABSORP .GE. 1.19865) GO TO 200
F=ABSORP

914 CONTINUE
200 DO 60 I=1,NIT

SUM=0.0
DO 61 J=1,NS
SUM=SUM+P(I,J)*W(J)

61 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,511) I,SUM

511 FORMAT('I= ',I5,' SUM= ',F15.10)
60 CONTINUE

TF=0.0
DO 62 I=1,NIF
DO 63 J=1,NS2
JJ=NS-J+1
TF=TF+W(J)*(P(I,J)+P(I,JJ))*V(I)

63 CONTINUE
62 CONTINUE

TFF=TF/((4.*PI/3.)*(RF**3))
TM=0.0
DO 64 I=NIF1,NIT
DO 65 J=1,NS2
JJ=NS-J+1
TM=TM+W(J)*(P(I,J)+P(I,JJ))*V(I)

65 CONTINUE
64 CONTINUE

TMM=TM/((4.*PI/3.)*((RM**3)-(RF**3)))
DIS=TMM/TFF
WRITE(6,301) DIS

301 FORMAT('THE DISADVANTAGE FACTOR= '

CF20.10)
STOP
END
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COMPUTER CODE: SPITF,RE1
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PROGRAM SPHERE1 (OUTPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT)
DIMENSION V(180),SIG(180),R(181),AREA(181),

CU(8),W(8),UU(4),WW(4),Q(180),PHI(181,8).
CSS(181),S(180,10),P(180,8)QQ(130),AA(130,10)
DATA UU/0.9602898564,0.7966664774,

CO. 5255324099,0.1834346424 /
DATA WW/0.1012285362,0.2223810344,

CO.3137066458,0.3626837833/
DATA U/-0.9602898564,-0.7966664774,

C-0.5255324099,-0.1834346424,
CO.1834346424,0.5255324099,0.7966664774,
CO.9602898564/
DATA W/0.1012285362,0.2223810344,
CO.3137066458,0.3626837833,
CO.3626837833,0.3137066458,0.2223810344
C, 0.1012285362/
NIF=50
NIM=80
NIS=50
NS=8
NS2=NS/2
NSS=NS+2
NIT=NIF+NIM
NIT1=NIT+1
NIF1=NIF+1
PI=3.141592654
RF=0.41783
RM=0.710788
RS=0.810788
SIGTF=0.939
SIGTM=3.450
SIGAF=0.557
SIGAM=0.0222
SIGTS=10.0
F=0.0
IIC=0
SOURCE=(4.*PI/3.)*((RM**3)-(RF**3))
DF=RF/FLOAT(NIF)
DM=(RM-RF)/FLOAT(NIM)
DS=(RS-RM)/FLOAT(NIS)
R(1)=0.0
AREA
DO 1 I=1,NIT
IF(I .GT. NIF) GO TO 2
R(I+1)=R(I)+DF
GO TO 3

2 R(I+1)=R(I)+DM
3 AREA(I+1)=4.*PI*(R(I+1)**2)
1 CONTINUE
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DO 70 I=1,NIS
R(I+1+NIT)=R(I+NIT)+DS
AREA(I+1+NIT)=4.*PI*(R(I+1+NIT)**2)
V(I+NIT)=(4./3.)*PI*((R(I+1+NIT)**3)-

C(R(I+NIT)**3))
70 CONTINUE

DO 900 I=1,NIT
V(I)=(4./3.)*PI*((R(I+1)**3)-(R(I)**3))

900 CONTINUE
SIGSF=0.382
SIGSM=3.4278
DO 901 I=1,NIT
IF(I .GT. NIF) GO TO 902
SIG(I)=0.939
GO TO 901

902 SIG(I)=3.45
901 CONTINUE

DO 71 I=NIT1,NIT+NIS
SIG(I)=10.0

71 CONTINUE
DO 6 I=1,NIT+NIS
A(I,1)=0.0
A(I,NSS)=0.0

6 CONTINUE
N21=NS2+1
DO 4 J=2,N21
M=NSS-J+1
DO 5 I=1,NIT+NIS
A(I,J)=UU(J-1)*WW(J-1)*(AREA(I+1)-

CAREA(I))+A(I,J-1)
A(I,M)=A(I,J)

5 CONTINUE
4 CONTINUE
DO 8 I=1,NIT1+NIS
DO 8 J=1,NS
PHI(I,J)=3.0

8 CONTINUE
DO 9 I=1,NIT+NIS
DO 9 J=1,NS
P(I,J)=3.0

9 CONTINUE
DO 11 I=1,NIT+NIS
DO 11 J=1,NSS
S(I,J)=3.0

11 CONTINUE
DO 914 JIM=1,50
IIC=IIC+1
WRITE(6,503) IIC

503 FORMAT('IIC= ',I5)
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50 RR=0.0
DO 20 I=NIF1,NIT
11=1+1
DO 21 J=1,NS
RR=RR+(SIGSM/2.)*P(I,J)*W(J)*DM

21 CONTINUE
Q(I)=RR/Dm+1./2.
00(I)=RR+Dm/2.
RR=0.0

20 CONTINUE
RR=0.0
DO 22 I=1,NIF
I1=I+1
DO 23 J =1,NS
RR=RR+(SIGSF/2.)*P(I,J)*W(J)*DF

23 CONTINUE
Q(I)=RR/DF
44(I)=RR
RR=0.0

22 CONTINUE
RR=0.0
DO 72 I=NIT1,NIT+NIS
DO 73 J=1,NS
RR=RR+(SIGTS/2.)*P(I,J)*W(J)*DS

73 CONTINUE
Q(I)=RR/DS
W(I)=RR
RR=0.0

72 CONTINUE
DO 30 I=1,NIT1+NIS
SS(I)=0.0

30 CONTINUE
DO 80 Lim=1,5
DO 34 J=1,NS2
K=NS-J+1
PHI(NIT1+NIS,J)=PHI(NIT1+NIS,K)

34 CONTINUE
SS(NIT1+NIS)=((1.-(SIGTS*DS/4.))/(1.+

C(SIGTS*DS/4.)))*
CS(NIT+NIS,NSS)+0.5*(1./(1.+(SIGTS*DS
C/4.)))*0Q(NIT+NIS)
WRITE(6,509) SS(NIT1+NIS)

509 FORMAT('SS(NIT1)= ',F10.6)
DO 74 I=1,NIS
M =NIT1 +NIS -I
K=m+1
SS(M)=((1.-(SIGTs*DS)/2.)/(1.+(SIGTS*

CDS)/2.))*SS(K)
C +(1. /(1. +(SIGTS *DS) /2.)) *QQ(M)
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74 CONTINUE
DO 31 I=1,NIM
M=NIT1-I
K=M+1
SS(M)=((1.-(SIGTM*DM)/2.)/(1.+(SIGTM*DM)

C/2.))*SS(K)
C +(1. /(1. +(SIGTM *DM) /2.)) *QQ(M)

31 CONTINUE
DO 32 I=1,NIF
M=NIF-I+1
K=M+1
SS(M)=((1.-(SIGTF*DF)/2.)/(1.+(SIGTF*DF)

C/2.))*SS(K)
C+(1./(1.+(SIGTF*DF)/2.))*44(M)

32 CONTINUE
DO 33 I=1,NIT+NIS
S(I,1)=(SS(I)+SS(I+1))/2.

33 CONTINUE
DO 35 J=1,NS2
J2=J+1
DO 36 I=1,NIT+NIS
M=NIT1-I+1+NIS
K=M-1
X1=-U(J)*(AREA(K)+AREA(M))
X2=(1./W(J))*(A(K,J2)+A(K,J))
P(K,J)=(Xl*PHI(M,J)+X2*S(K,J)+

CV(K)*C)(K))/((-2.*AREA(K)*U(J))+(1./W(3))*
C(2.*A(K,J2))+SIG(K)*V(K) )
PHI(K,J)=2.*P(K,J)-PHI(M,J)
S(K,J2)=2.*P(K,J)-S(K,J)

36 CONTINUE
35 CONTINUE

DO 37 I=1,NS2
K=NS-I+1
PHI(1,K)=PHI(1,I)

37 CONTINUE
DO 47 I=1,NIT+NIS
J1=NS2+1
J2=J1+1
S(I,J2)=S(I,J1)

47 CONTINUE
DO 38 J=1,NS2
J2=NS2+J
J3=J2+1
J4=J3+1
DO 39 I=1,NIT+NIS
X1=U(J2)*(AREA(I+1)+AREA(I))
X2=(1./W(J2))*(A(I,J3)+A(I,J4))
P(I,J2)=((X1 *PHI(I,J2))+(X2*S(I,J3))+
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C(V(I)*O(I)))/((2.*AREA(I+1)*U(J2))+(l.
C /W(J2) )*

C(2.*A(I,J4))+SIG(I)*V(I) )
PHI(I+1,J2)=2.*P(I,J2)-PHI(I,J2)
S(I,J4)=2.*P(I,J2)-S(I,J3)

39 CONTINUE
38 CONTINUE
80 CONTINUE

ABSORP=0.0
DO 40 I=1,NIF
DO 41 J=1,NS2
JJ=NS-J+1
ABSORP=ABSORP+W(J)*(P(I,J)+P(I,JJ))

C*SIGAF*V(I)
41 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE

DO 42 I=NIF1,NIT
DO 43 J=1,NS2
JJ=NS-J+1
ABSORP=ABSORP+W(J)*(P(I,J)+P(I,JJ))
C*SIGAM*V(I)

43 CONTINUE
42 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,515) ABSORP
515 FORMAT('ABSORP=',F20.10)

RATIO=SOURCE/ABSORP
WRITE(6,525) RATIO

525 FORMAT('RATIO= ',F15.10)
DO 44 I=1,NIT+NIS
DO 44 J=1,NS
P(I,J)=RATIO*P(I,J)

44 CONTINUE
DO 45 I=1,NIT1+NIS
DO 45 J=1,NS
PHI(I,J)=PHI(I,J)*RATIO

45 CONTINUE
DO 46 I=1,NIT+NIS
DO 46 J=1,NSS
S(I,J)=S(I,J)*RATIO

46 CONTINUE
FF=(ABSORP-F)/ABSORP
WRITE(6,501) FF

501 FORMAT(F15.10)
IF(ABS(FF) .LT. 0.000001) GO TO 200
IF(ABSORP .GE. 1.19865) GO TO 200
F=ABSORP

914 CONTINUE
200 DO 60 I=1,NIT+NIS

SUM=0.0
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DO 61 J=1,NS
SUM=SUM+P(I,J)*W(J)

61 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,511) I,SUM

511 FORMAT('I= ',I5,' SUM= ',F15.10)
60 CONTINUE

TF=0.0
DO 62 I=1,NIF
DO 63 J=1,NS2
JJ=NS-J+1
TF=TF+W(J)*(P(I,J)+P(I,JJ))*V(I)

63 CONTINUE
62 CONTINUE

TFF=TF/((4.*PI/3.)*(RF**3))
TM=0.0
DO 64 I=NIF1,NIT
DO 65 J=1,NS2
JJ=NS-J+1
TM=TM+W(J)*(P(I,J)+P(I,JJ))*V(I)

65 CONTINUE
64 CONTINUE

TMM=TM/((4.*PI/3.)*((RM**3)-(RF**3)))
DIS=TMM/TFF
WRITE(6,301) DIS

301 FORMAT('THE DISADVANTAGE FACTOR= '

C,F20.10)
STOP
END
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APPENDIX G

COMPUTEF's PROGRAM : SOLVE
50

GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION ROUTINE
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PROGRAM SOLVF(INPUT,OUTPU')
DIMENSION A(50,51) ,X(50) ,INDEX(50)
PRINT*," INPUT THE NUMBER OF ROWS OF THE MATRIX"
READ*,N
NN=N+1
DO 333 1=1,50
X(I)=0.0
INDEX(I)=0.0
DO 333 J=1,51
A(I,J)=0.0

333 CONTINUE
NP=NN
PRINT*,"INPUT THE MATRIX BY ROWS"
PRINT*,"INCLUDE THE MIS AS PART OF THE MATRIX"
READ*,((A(I,J),J=1,NN),I=1,N)
DET=1.0
DO 100 K=1,r
KP=K+1
M=NP-K
D=0.0
L=K
DO 30 I=K,N
IF(ABS(A(I,K))-D) 30,30,20

20 L=I
INDEX (K) =L
D=ABS(A(L,K))

30 CONTINUE
IF(L-K) 40,55,40

40 DO 50 J=1,NN
D=A(L,J)
A(L,J)=A(K,J)
A(K,J)=D

50 CONTINUE
55 CONTINUE

IF(A(K,K).EO.0.0) GO TO 200
DET=DET*A(K,K)
DO 80 J=KP,NP
A(K,J)=A(K,J)/A(K,K)
DO 70 I=KP,N
A(I,J)=A(I,J)-A(K,J)*A(I,K)

70 CONTINUE
80 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE

C THE BACK SOLUTION
X(N)=A(N,NP)
DO 160 I=2,N
J=NP-I
JP=J+1
SUM =0. 0
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DO 150 M=JP,N
SUM=SUM-A(J,M)*X(M)

150 CONTINUE
X(J)=A(J,NP)+SUM

160 CONTINUE
GO TO 210

200 CONTINUE
PRINT*,"THE MATRIX IS SINGULAR"

C END OF BACK SOLUTION
210 CONTINUE

PRINT*,"THE VALUES OF X"
PRINT*,(X(I),I=1,N)
PRINT*,"THE DFT=",DET
PRINT*,"DO A NEW RHS? YES=1, NO=0"
READ* , IT
IF(IT.EQ.0) GO TO 300
PRINT*,"ENTER THE NEW RHS"
READ*,(A(I,NP),I=1,N)
DO 350 K=1,N
TEMP=A(INDEX(K),NP)
A(INDEX(K),NP)=A(K,NP)
A(K,NP)=TEMP

350 CONTINUE
DO 310 K=1,N
KP=K+1
A(K,NP)=A(K,NP)/A(K,K)
DO 305 I=KP,N

305 A(I,NP)=A(I,NP)-A(K,NP)*A(I,K)
310 CONTINUE

GO TO 100
300 STOP

END


